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FO RO*EWOI

The precision of a gun system clearly involves the

dynamics of the gun carrier, ground characteristics, and

interior and exterior ballistics. It is a problem of

enormous complexity and is often divided into different

phases for investigative putl)os-s. While the division of

the task is convenient aad often necessary, one should

always keep in uti •d that the different pha3es interact and

the dynamic forces are usually coupled. This fact

necnssitates an interacttve process or, better yet, a

complete system approach, if at all possible, to the

precision problem.

0 During recent years, one has witnessed great strides

in various branches of continuum mechanics, kinematic

designs, and numerical and computer techniques for solving

problems of great complexity as well as in the areas of

experimental mechanics and instrumentation. It appears

feasible now more than ever to gain understanding and to

improve the design of gun systems for greater accuracy by

exploiting the new technological advances. The present

Symposium represents the continuing interest of the U.S.

Army in this direction.
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These proceedings contain nearly thirty-five papers

presented at the Symposium held at the Hilton Inn of the

Palm Beaches, Riviera Beach, FL, during 7-9 May 1985. The

papers represent the current research efforts on gun

dynamics and its effect on precision and design by

industrial, university, and Department of Defense

Laboratories in the United States and two allied nations -

the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of West

Getmany.

The editors gratefully acknowledge the work of Ellen Fogarty

in preparing volumes I and II of Gun Dynamics, and her

assistance in the collection of the papers and the required

clearances.
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TITLE: Technology Review on Projectile Gun Disengagement

Dr. Rurik K. Loder
UISA Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Gro-und, MD 21005-5006

Dr. Roger K. Fancett
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment
Fort Ialstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 7BP

ABSTRACT:

This paper outlines the importance of an accurate projectile launch

definition to gun accuracy, projectile-gun dynamics models, and gun system
diagnostics; reviews the technology which is available fol the investigation
of the projectile disengagement mechanism from the gun barrel; discusses the
relevant instrumentation and measurement methods; and describes the ongoing
research efforts, thus providing the introduction and basis to the other
papers.

This paper was unavailable at the tivc the Proceeding& were puiblis'd. Fcr
further information, contact the author&.
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TITLE: Description of the Joint BRL-RARDE 40-mm Experiment to Define
Projectile Launch
Jimmy Q. Schmidt
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,

ND 21005-5006
Thomas 0. Andrews
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment, Fort

Halstead, UK

ABSTRACT:

Acquistion of data pertaining to the launch parameters of a projectile is
very important for understanding the underlying causes of projectile-gun

system inaccuracy. These experimental data are also necessary in the
validation of the theoretical modelling of projectile-gun systems. During the

past several years, the Ballistic Research Laboratory has been developing a

new technique to measure projectile and gun tube motion during the launch of

the projectile. As part of the ongoing program, the Ballistic Research

Laboratory, US and the Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment,
UK, recently conducted a joint collaborative firing experiment uith a 40--mm

gun. The primary purpose of the experiment was to assess the BRL system by

performing parallel measurements using standard electrooptical methods. This
paper presents a brief description of the measurement techniques used, the
fiving experimenft and a bripf diseussion of the preliminary results. m

BIOGR.APY:H

PRESENT ASSIGNMENT: Electronic Development Technician, Ballistic
Research Lab(c atory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, D, 21005-5006

PAST EXPERIENCE: Thirty-five years of electronic experience which
includes Radar system repair (1948-1956), Design of speciallized High

Frequency receivers and Phase Locked tracking filters used for Upper
Ionosphere research (1956-1972), Ultrasonic testing of simulated rocket
propellant including the design of the ultrasonic test equipment (1972-

1976). Design of special measurement techniques related to itterior and
launch ballistics of projectile-gun systems in particular the RFO or

Muzzleschmidt technique to measure projectile velocity, exit, and transverse
displacement (1976-present).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE JOINT BRL-RARDE 40-MM EXPERIMENU TO DEFINE PROJECTILE
LAUN CH

MR. JIMMY Q. SCQMIDT
U.S. ARMY BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Vf 21005-5006

MR. THOMAS 0. ANDREWS
ROYAL ARMAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT

FORT HALSTEAD, UK

1 . INTRODUUCION

in May 1982 a new measurement technique [I] which provides measurements
of nrnipcrilp r-anRvPrRP dnnl~prpmonf- diuring nui,ýJo avit* -no presented by the
Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), at the Third U.S. Army Symposium on Gun
Dynamics. This new technique is a four sensor coil arrangement derived from
the Radio Frequency Oscillator (RFO) velocimeter commonly referred to as the
"Muzzleschmidt". This method aroused considerable interest among the visiting
delegation of the Royal Armament Re3earch and Developoment Establishment
(RARDE), from the United Kingdom (UK), because of its high potential of
providing the experimental means for defining the projectile launch.

The importance of accurately dafining projectile launch parameters and
some of the previous experimental methods used to obtain such data &re
discussed in the opening paper of the Session," lechnology Review on
Projectile Disengagement" by Dr. R.K. Loder (BRL) and Dr. Roger K. Fancett
(RARDE).

During subsequent discussions between BRL and RARDE personnel it was
evident that both the US and the UK would benefit from a joint BRL/RA•DE
program to as jess the ability and accuracy of the Schmidt displacement
transducers to measure both the projectile motion with respect to the gun
muzzle and the gun muzzle motion with respect to the ground duri.ng the
projectile-barrel disengagement. BRL would provide measurements using the
Muzzleschmidt technique while the TJK made measuremenLs using their optical
methods. By performing the test in the UK, RARDE personnel would be able to
obtain a direct comparison of the measurement techniques and to assess the
relative inerits of each. The US while also obtaining the direct comparison
would in effect obtain a dynamic calibration of the BRL method. This would be
highly desirable since the sensitivity of the RFD sensor to mechanical
displacement is at least an order of magnitude greater than what is easily
obtained with a mechanical test calibrator.

111-52



SCHMIDT, ANDREWS

In My 1983, Mr. J.Q. Schmidt, BPL, visited RARDE to coordinate with Mr.
T.O. Andrews and consider all the technical details and the time table for
preparing and conducting the joint firing experiment. This joint experiment
was carried out at RARDE in June 1984. This paper covers the experimental
aspect of the joint collaborative firing experiment. A paper on the data
analysis will be given later in this Session.

The objective of this trial, fired in RARDE/GR2's range at Fort Halstead
using a 40-mm gun, was to compare the results obtained from Radio Frequency
inductive loop devices, developed at BRL, with the results of observations
using optical devices developed in the UK by Hunting Engineering Ltd. (HEL)
and by RARDE.

2. GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE TEST

A total of twenty-one 40-mm L60 ogival nosed projectiles were fired at
velocities of approximately 500 m/sec, using the RARDE Ord. Q.F. 40/70 gun.
One half of the projectiles were essentially unmodified and the other half
deliberately unbalanced to provide a yaw in excess of the maximum yaw normally
encountered with this projectile--gun system. Twelve of the rounds had a 0.254
mm undercut from 5.00 mm behind the bourrelet to 5.00 mm in front of the
rotating band. This undercut is used to accurately relate longitudinal points
on the recorded waveform corresponding to longitudal points on the projectile.

BRL provided the instrumentation for the measurements of the displacement
of the ptojectile with respect to the bore axis during shot exit using Zhe
Muzzleschmidt technique. Measurements were made at two locations, one at the
muzzle, and one 2.54 cm forward of the first sensor. The use of dual sensors
allows the rate of yaw determination, BRL also provided a gun tube motion
measurement with respect to ground during shot exit, using a modified
Muzzleschmidt detector. Shot exit time was obtained by the BRL projectile
displacement senbor. Since the gun tube motion after shot exit may exceed the
clearance between the gun tube and the tube motion sensor, RARDE built a
mechanical sliding platform to pull the gun tube motion sensor clear of the
gun after shot exit.

RARDE provided measurements of gun tube motion at two stations some
distance to the rear of the BRL sensor mounting collar, using the HEL
electrooptical device incorporating a collimated light beam and knife edges.
During the latter stages of the test RARDE measured the projectile in-bore
yaw, using Peter Fuller's laser and optical grating method. In addition to
the specific test requirements, RARDE also measured breech pressure,
projectile velocity, and target strike. RARDE provided the data recording
facility. Projectile displacements were recorded on Nicolet digital
oscilloscopes with backup recording by a high speed digital dati logger. Tube
motion measurements, both BRL and RARDE, plus shot exit time were recoided on
a second data logger with backup recording on an analog tape. Data recorded
on the data loggers were transferred to the Nicolet oscilloscope for storage
on floppy disc. This enabled BRL to hand carry the recorded data back for
processing. The RARDE in-bore yaw data were recorded on film.

One of the prime areas of concern was the mechanical compatibility which 0
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is quite often taken too lightly. When fabricating parts to fit a gun tube
based on mechanical drawings, quice often problems are encountered such as
improper thread mating and unexpected variation in tolerances. To eliminate
any last minute problems, RARDE fabricated the mounting collar in the UK based
on BRL requirements, assured proper fitting of the collar to the gun tube and
sent it to BRL for the sensor and electronics to be installed.

3. WASUREMENT TEaiNIQUES

As previously mentioned, BRL's measurements are based on the RFO
(Mizzleschmidt) technique while RARDE's measurements on optical methods. Each
method has its relative merits and, by conducting parallel measurements, a
better assessment of each method is obtained. In addition, in view of the
information exchange program between the US and the UK, the expertise gained
by the parallel test will be valtable in future information exchanges.

A. BRL, Dual Projectile Displacement Measuring System (Muzzleschmidt)

Several years ago the RFD technique was developed by BRL to provide a
method for measuring projectile velocity directly at the muzzle, primarily on
rapid fire guns or moving gun systems. The basic concept is quite simple, an
inductive loop exciLed by a radio frequency oscillator and clamped to the
muzzle face detects the metallic parts of the projectile as it passes through
it [2]. The detected signal is an electrical pulse representative of the
geometric configuration of the projectile. Knowing the projectile length, the
measurenient of the time duration of the detected pulse provides a measurement
of muzzle velocity. Experience gained in the development of the RFO
velocimeter lead to the development of the RFO system te measure projectile
transverse displacement during muzzle exit [3]. The basic operation of the
system is explained in detail in the reference so only a very brief
explanation will be given here.

In the RFO displacement measuring system, the single circular sensor used
in the velocity tmeasuring system is replaced by a four segment sensor which is
configured to provide two semi-circular loops in the horizontal plane and two
send-circular loops in the vertical plane as shown in Figure 1. Each sensor
loop is responsive to the proximity of the metallic parts of the projectile to
it. By electronically differencing the signal from the left and right loops a
measurement of the projectile displacement from the center axis is obtained as
a function of time. Vertical projectile displacement is obtained in the
identical way. The displacements from the center axis in the horizontal and
vertical plane as a function of time yield the angle and the orientation of
the projectile yaw. By electronically summing the detected signals, a pulse
is obtained from which velocity can be computed or used simply as a very
precise muzzle exit time.

Shown in Figure 2 is the basic block diagram of the sensors and tlie
summing and differencing circuits. The detected waveforms shown correspond to
the detected signal of a cylindrical, projectile perfectly aligned in the
horizontal plane. Should the projectile be displaced from center but have no
yaw, a positive or negative pulse would be obtained, the polarity being
dependent on the direction of the displacement from the axis and the magnitude
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Figure 1. The Basic Sensor Coil 0onfiguration for Measuring Projectile
Displacement

corresponding to tLe amount of displacement. The signal shown in the vertical

channel represents the projectile ith a fixed yaw in the vertical plane as
indicated by the linear slope of the pulse. If a rate of yaw were present at

the time the projectile was passing the sensor, the slope would be non-
linear. The summed signal is used to provide a profile of the pulse to assess
the acquired data, obtain muzzle velocity, and for use as a muzzle exit

trigger. The summed signal is used to trigger the recording device. This is
neceasary because the differenced signals can be either positive or negative-

going or even essentially zero, depending on the orientation of the projectile

as it passes through the sensor.

By using two sensors, spaced a knowm distance apart, the rate of yaw can

be obtained fronm the simultaneous displacement measurements of the front and

rear section of the projectile. This of course is an oversi.aplificati.on of
the complexity of the analysis, when one considers the complex motion caused
by the longitudinal displacement, the spin of the projectile, the rate of yaw

during disengagement, gun tube motion, and minute sensor to gun displacements

caused by stress waves being propagated down the gun tube. A complete
mathematical analysis of the projectile motion will be given in the data
analysis paper to follow this paper.

Shown in Figure 3 is the block diagram of the dual projectile
displacement measuring system. The sensor and amplifier assemblies are

contained in two electronic housing boxes mounted on the collar at the gun

muzzle. The horizontal and vertical difference signals plus the horizontal
summed signal from each sensor are coupled to the recording facility via co-
axial cables. Unity gain isolation amplifiers in the recording facility are

used to minimize 50 Hz ground loop currents. The horizontal and vertical
difference signals from each sensor were recorded on Nicolet digital

oscilloscopes, using the horizontal summed signal as a trigger.

B. BRL, Gun Tube Motion easurement System

Since the measurements of projectile displaceme - are with respect to the

gun tube on which the sensors are mounted, gun tube motion measurements
relative to ground must be made in order to accurately determine projectile
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the gun tube, accurate measurements of tube motionI can be obtained in the
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horizontal and vertical planes. Ideally, the clearance between the gun tube
and the sensor ring should be large enough that the gun tube would not strike
the sensor when counter-recoiling to the rest position. If the spacing
between tne sensor ring and the muzzle face, or in this case the mounting
collar, is increased, the radiated field depth is greater, permitting the
sensor to be further from the gun. This causes a loss of definition of the
signal which is undesirable for projectile masurements; however, for tube
motion measurements an accurate definition of the longitudinal displacement of
the gun is actually not necessary. This permits increasing the spacing
between sensors for gun tube motion measurements. By placing two additional
rings of printed circuit (PC) substrate between the horizontal and vertical
sensors and one between each sensor and the metal mounting collar, the
radiated field depth was increased to provide measurements with a sensor ring
which is 10.0 mm larger in diam;eter than the gun.

Electrically, the sensor and associated circuitry were identical with
that used to measure projectile displacement with the exception of a lesser
signal bandwidth requirement. Mechanically, the sensor consists of a
vertically oriented sensor loop mounting attached to a small box housing the
electrot.ics. The box was mounted to an adjustable base providing horizontal
and vertical adjustments to position the sensor loops equidistant from the
outer surface of the gun. Shown in Figure 4 is the basic configuration used
for gun tube motion measurements.

RINGS GUN
TUBE

Figure 4. The Basic BRL Cbnfiguration Used for Gun Tube Mtion Measurements

Since this was the first test of the RFD technique to measure the
transverse motion of the gun tube at projectile exit and the required
sensitivity was unknown, it was decided that 5.0 mm clearance would be
sufficient for tube displacement before and immediately after muzzle exit.
However, provisions had to be made to pull the sensor forward several
centimeters after projectile exit so that the tube , after recoil, did not
strike the sensor. It may be possible to inlcrease the diameter of the sensor
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"% rings sufficiently to prevent interaction between the tube and the sensor in
future tests.

C. RARDE, Gun Tube Motion Measurement Technique

One optical method to measure gun tube mction is the use of a collimated
light beam passing over a knife edge and partially illuminating a large area
light sensitive diode through a narrow slit [4] . To measure transverse gun
tube motion, knife edges (razor blades) are mounted to the gun tube parallel
to the tube axis and perpendicular to the light beam. The razor blade is
positioned to partially block the light beam passing through the slit masking
the photo-diode. If the razor is mounted in a vertical posit on, partially
obscuring the light beam, than any vertical tube motion will move the razor
blade and cause a lesser or greater amount of light to strike the sensor. The
detected signal is amplified and recorded. The signal is proportional to the
gun tube motion in the vertical plane. By using two light sources and selsors
positioned orthogonally, both the horizontal and vertical components of tube
motion can be measured. The basic test set up used to measure tube motion is
shown in Figure 5.

LIGHT SOURCE [ -55__

SENSORS (VERTICAL) B_

BRL SYSTEM

KNIFE EDGES

SENSORS (HORIZONTAL) LIGHT R

Figure 5. The Basic Electrooptical System To Measure Gan Tube Motion

D. RARDE, Projectile In-bore Yaw Measurement System

This system determines the in-bore yaw of a projectile by the deflection
of a parallel beam of laser light reflected from its nose [5]. The light from
a 16mW HeNe laser (wavelength 0.000632 ,mm) is focused by a lens fitted to the

laser to give a point source of light in the focal plane of a concave mltror
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300 a in diameter (focal length 1220 Is, 48 inches). The lens is chosen so
that the mirror produces a beam of parallel light about 25 tI in diameter.

This beam of light, Figure 6, is reflected by plane mirrors to lie alorg
the bore axis. It is then reflected back by a reflective optical grating
fixed to the nose of the projectile and set to be accurately perpendicular to
the projectile's axis. The grating has equal widths of reflecting and non-
reflecting surface, the reflecting strips being spaced at intervals of

CONCAVE MHIESE (?- HTPOKT O
L • •t~lTPEOJECTOS FOE

IPAGSTpint ~riONTAL SAEE MOTION

-N t-P-. CNE-CAMERA
"- -- I I VIIc• IItllL TI l -"-•T - -LI•T-. U P(OJITCOI FOR

\NKK ; I(. VERTICAL. ML MOTION
SIAM SKIITTER

;(--- EDE 4 PARALE 1.143,0 FROM

- ~LASHR AND CONCAVE
I U MOTMO fLICTED. 0 '

3L1T ~ -rIWO PLANE MIMR

NYLON COED TO RERCOKIW.N GUN MOUNT AXI

OEt PROJECTILE MOTION LOOPS,
INSIDE MUZZLE ATIACHNENT

rigure 6. The Complete Instrumentation Layout

0.4233 mm. The area of the grating is divided into two, with the grating
lines on one half being perpendicular to the lines on the other half. The
reflected light then consists of a central beam and four beams representing
the two first-order diffraction beams from each half of the grating. When
these beams, which return via the plane mirrors to the concave mirror, are
brought to a focus they produce five spots in the form of a "quincunx" (5-spot
die pattern).

A half-silvered mirror is placed between the laser and the concave mirror
to act as a beam splitter. This reflects the returning beams away from the
laser to where the spots can be recorded on a cine film, at about 6000 frames
per second. The ends of fibre optic light guides are positioned in the focal
plane of the camera to provide reference points for film reading end film
orientation.

The angular divergence of the beams producing the spot pattern depends
only or the grating spacing and on the laser wavelength and so provides an
automatic yaw angle calibration. With the laser and gratings used for this
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trial, each outer spot is at an angle of 0.0855 degrees from the central spot;

but, as a yaw angle of 0.1 degrees will deflect the spot pattern as a whole by
0.2 degrees, the yaw scale is obtained by taking the diagonal pairs of outer
spots as being 0.0855 degrees apart.

If the light beam reflected down the bore is truly parallel, then
deflection due to yaw, as viewed in the focal plane of the coucave mirror, is
independent of the projectile's travel. Any change in scale which may occur
will be shown by a corresponding change in the spot pattern size.

E. Data Recording

The prime consideration in choosing the method of recording the trials
data was the need to provide copies of the data for BRL in a form suitable for
analysis in the United States, and preferably available to be taken to BRL
immediately at the end of the trial. This requirement involved more effort
than all other aspects of RARDE's preparation for the trial.

The recording system assembled was largely digital, with an analog tape
recorder as back-up for the low-frequency records, i.e., barrel motion and
chamber pressure, with one projectile profile as a synchronizing signal.

Three Nicolet Explorer III two-channel digital oscilloscopes were used to make
the primary high-frequency recordings of the outputs of the Schmidt
displacement transducers, with a Datalabs DL2800 transient recorder as back-
up. The primary low-frequency records were made using an eight channel
Datalabs DL1200 transient recorder.

A Digital Equipment O)rp. MINC 11/03 computer was used to control the
transfer of data from the Datalabs recorders into one of the Nicolet
oscilloscopes and the recording of all the data on Nicolet disks. This could
readily be done in a few minutes between rounds. As opportunity offered the
data were copied from the Nicolet disks onto MINC disks for later analysis at
FARDE so that the Nicolet disks were available to be taken to BRL for
analysis.

4. DETAILS OF THE BRL SENSORS

As agreed, preliminary and final drawings of the mounting for the
projectile displacement sensor were exchanged between BRL and RARDE. The
mounting collar was then fabricated by RARDE. During the time the collar was
being fabricated, the electronics were constructed as far as possible without

the sensor assembly. Upon receipt of the collar, sensor rings were fabricated
by BRL. Each sensor consist of three rings constructed from PC substrate.
Approximately 0.6 mm of copper was removed from the ID of the rings and the
adjacent ring undercut by the thickness of the copper clad as shown in Figure
7. This placed the ID of the sensor rings behind a protective layer of PC
substrate and provided a seal when epoxied together. This protective layer
was to prevent any metallic parts of the rotating band from striking the
sensor elements. After the sensor loops were formed from the copper clad and
leads attached, the sensor rings were epoxied into the sensor housing arid held
in place by rings which screwed into the housing.
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Figure 7. Projectile Displacement Sensor Rings Before Sensor Loop Formation

The complete sensor mounting collar was then assembled and connected to
the oscillator circuitry. The electronics for the muzzle sensor were housed
in a box on one side of the collar, while the electronics for the front sensor
were housed in a box on the opposite side.

The muzzle attachment consisted of a collar screwed onto the muzzle with
a ring bolted to the forward surface containing two sets of BRL loops, one
close to the muzzle face and the other 25.4 mm further forward, for the
observation of the position of the projectile. A further ring bolted to the
front of the attachment provided a measuring surface for the "tube motion"
loop.

Shown in Figure 8 is a drawing of the collar assembly and the relative
positions of the sensor elements and the gun tube.

The complete projectile sensor assembly was electrically checked out and
mounted on a dummy gun tube. Sensitivity checks were made using a mechanical

calibrator consisting of a steel cylinder with the diameter of the projectile,
which was inserted into the sensor area. The steel cylinder was displaced
from the center line of the bore axis 4n 0.127 miu increments and measurements
were made in the radial direction every thirty degrees by inserting the face
plate of the calibrator into guide pin holes. The following sensitivities

were measured.

Muzzle Sensor Front Sensor

Left - Right 8.6 V/mm Left - Right 8.32 V/mm
Up - Down 8.58 V/mm Up - Down 7.76 V/mm

With sensitivities in the order of 8.0 V/mm it is easy to see the need for
an extremely precise mechanical calibrator which at this time is not
available. Therefore, at tht present time, the calibration const:ants are /,.,
obtained via statistical data analysis. More precise calibration relations
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Figure 8. Relative Positions of Projectile Sensors and Gun Tube

based on the statistical analysis are used in the actual data analysis of the
recorded data.

Shown in Figure 9 is the complete projectile sensor assembly before
mounting to the gun tube. The assembly replaces the flash hider which is
normally screwed onto the gun.

The tube motion sensor performs electrically identical to the projectile
sensor; however, in this case the sensor surrounds the muzzle collar rather
than the emerging projectile. Since longitudinal definition is not necessary
for tube motion measurements, and a greater spacing is required between the
sensor and the gun, the spac.ng between the sensor elements was increased.
Instead of three PC rings with a one PC ring spacing between elements as used
for the projectile sensor, six PC rings were used with the sensing elements
spaced two PC substrate thicknesses apart. This provided a usable depth of
the radiated electromagnetic field of at least 6.00 mm.

The tube motion sensor was mounted to the dummy gun tube fixture with the
projectile sensor collar. Calibration was performed by recording the
horizontal and vertical output voltages while repositioning the sensor
assembly with its horizontal and vertical adjustments on the base. Again this
is a rather crude method to calibrate, but at this time no other calibration
rig is available. The horizontal sensitivity was found to be 5.2 V/mm and the
vertical sensitivity was 4.8 V/mm. These sensitivities we'e with reduced gain
in the amplifier. Additional gain can be provided by the implifier but this
would limit the dynamic range of the measurement because of the amplifier
output limiting due to the voltage swing. This sensitivity provides a dynamic
range of tube motion of approximately ± 2.5mm. Figure 10 is a photograph of
the coapleted tube motion sensor.
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Figure 9. Complete Projectile Sensor Assembly

5. DETAILS OF THE TEST

The actual firing tests were conducted at the RARDE test range during the
two week period of 29 May through 12 June 1984. InterfaciLug the BRL equipment

to the RARDE facility proceeded extremely well with no problems being 0
encountered either mechanically or electrically. The following data were
recorded, the longitudinal position given here being only approximate.

BRL, Projectile Horizontal Displacement at the Muzzle (Muzzle L-R)
BRL, Projectile Vertical Displacement at the Muzzle (Muzzle U-D)
BRL, Projectile Summed Horizontal Displacement at the Muzzle (Muzzle L+R)
BRL, Projectile Horizontal Displacement 2.54 cm forward of the Muzzle

Sensor (Front L-R)
BRL, Projectile Vertical Displacement 2.54 cm forward of the Muzzle Sensor

(Front U-D)
BRL, Projectile Summed Horizontal Displacement 2.54 cm forward of the

Muzzle Sensor (Front L+R)
BRL, Vertical Tube Motion at the Muzzle (BRL U-D)
BRL, Horizontal Tube Motion at the Muzzle (BRL L-R)
BRL, Projectile Muzzle Exit
RARDE, Vertical Tube Motion, 32.5 cm from the Muzzle (HEL Front Vertical)
RARDE, Horizontal Tube Motion, 32.5 cm from the Muzzle (HEL Frent

Horizontal)
RARDE, Vertical Tube Motion, 44.5 cm from the Muzzle (HEL Rear Vertical)
RARDE, Horizontal Tube Motion 44.5 cm from the Muzzle (HEL Rear

Horizontal)
RARDE, Breech Pressure
RARDE, Projectile Velocity
RARDE, Projectile In-bore Yaw
RARDE, Projectile Strike Coordinates at the Target
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In addition to these primary recordings, all projectile and tube motion
measurements were put on backup recording devices to prevent loss of data.

Shown in Figure 11 is the BRL and RARDE instrumentation attached to the
40-mm gun. The laser set up to measure in-bore yaw is not shown in this
photograph.

Nineteen rounds were fired during the two week test period with two
additional rounds being fired by RARDE, after the BRL personnel left, to
obtain additional projectile in-bore data with Fuller's optical lever/grating
system. The projectiles were all fired at a velocity of approximately 525
rn/sec. As previously mentioned some rounds fired were standard projectile
configurations and some rounds were deliberately unbalanced. Details of the
gun and projectile configuration fired are given below.

The gun and ammunition used were chosen because a considerable volume of
data had been obtained for these firing conditions in previous trials.

Gun: 40-mm L70, Barrel No. E3169, with I in 18 twist of rifling,
muzzle face machined to remove chamfer, BRL sensor assembly
fitted to muzzle in place of "Flash Rider." Adapted into 6 Pdr.
7 cwt breech rings and recoil mechanism, mounted on range stand.

Charge: All, 95 grams SC/Z, 0.02 mm scroll propellant.

Ignition: No. 12 ?4K4 Percussion.
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Figure ii. BRL and RARDE Instrumentation Attached to the 40-wm Gun

Projectiles:

All A shell body, 40 mm/T *k 4, Part No. SX252, fitted with a steel
base plug of local manufacture in place of a tracer.

Type A Fitted with an ogival aluminum alloy nose plug and filled with

88 grams of H.E. Substitute wax giving a total weight of
approximately 865 grams. The center of gravity is 64.6 mm from
the base of the shell.

I~~Ji PIU
Nast PLUC

B As A, but with the outer surface of the body turned down to form
an "undercut" 0.25 mm deep from 5 mm behind the shoulder to 5 mm
in front of the driving band, a length varying between 34.62 mm
and 35.05 mm. This reduces the shell weight by 8 grams and
moves the center of gravity 0.17 mm towards the base.,
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C As A, but deliberately unbalanced, with a 9.53 mm (3/8")
diameter steel rod, 77.4 mm long, placed against one side of the
shell cavity, the cavity then being filled with Bees Wax, of
density 0.95 gram/ml, rather than H.E. Substitute wax of
density 1.674 gram/m;. The rod weighs 43 grams, and the Bees
Wax filling 45 grams, giving the same weight of filling (88
grams) and the same total shell weight. With a cavity diameter
of 27.53 mm and a rod diameter of 9.53 mm the rod axis is 9 mm
from the shell axis. The center of gravity of the complete
shell. is 0.39 mrm off axis and possibly 0.1 mm nearer the base
than in type A.

PLACID ADMAINT 11 01D $"ILL CAVITY

.. " X* 9. ; IUT ~000 5.4,1 LAS
L 00 AXIS 30... Will S*T US) S L AXIS

D With a machined outer surface as B, and unbalanced as C.

E As A, but with the aluminum alloy nose plug replaced by a flat
steel nose plug fitted with a reflective optical grating for in-
bore yaw measurement. These shells also had a second groove
machined in the body, behind the crimping groove, to take a
rubber obturating ring, to reduce the obscuration by gas leakage
of the light reflected from the optical grating. The total
shell weight is still 865 grams but the center of gravity is
possible 0.6 mm nearer the base than in type A.

NILUC¶VI 0P1"

F With a machined outer surface as B, and with an optical grating
and obturating ring as E.

G With a machined outer surface as B, and unbalanced as C, with an
optical grating and obturating ring as E.
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6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Since the analysis of the recorded signals for the projectile and tube

motion is quite complex and covered in detail in the following papers in this

session, no attempt is made to present precise data analysis or assessment of
the comparative resultg. However, preliminary assessment of several rounds of

the recorded data gives some insight on the quality of the data recorded as

well as the general trends in the behavior of various configurations of the
projectile fired.

Comparison of the recorded data of tube motion seems to indicate that the

tube motion of similar rounds is fairly consistant. The unbalancing of the
projectile mass distribution produces a distinctly different motion near
muzzle exit yet is very similar within its particular grouping. Unbalancing

the projectile in the opposite direction produces an opposite effect but still
similar within its particular grouping. Since only six rounds were fired with

the center of gravity (OG) offset it, the vertical plane (three with the 03 up
and three with the 03 down), there is not enough data to come to any firm

conclusion. Even with a greater number of data rounds statistical analysis is

necessary before any real degree of confidence can be placed on the results.

This is also true of the analysis of the projectile motion. Quick look

comparison of the projectile motion of the unbalanced rounds shows some
similarity within tLerL [MrL1,, .L LUup.LL1g \L11LCU LVULLUb WiLhI Lit % tofILL

up and three rounds with the (E offset down). However, examination of the AM*
records of the balanced rounds shows a wide variation in the epparent amount

of projectile yaw. Since these measurements are relative to the gun tube and

the gun tube motion during the launch phase of the projectile is distinctly
different for balanced rounds versus unbalanced rounds, complete analysis is
again necessary.

Data from the single BRL tube motion sensor provides only transverse tube
displacement and not the angle of the tube axis relative to the line of
sight. In general, however, the transverse tube motion during and immediately
after projectile exit using balanced rounds is small as compared to when
unbalanced rounds are fired.

Shown in Figure 12 are the recorded difference signals of projectile
displacement at the muzzle sensor for a balanced round with a slight undercut
from 5.00 nmn behind the bourrelet to 5.00 mm in front of the rotating band.
The recorded vertical signal indicates that the projectile is well centered in
the vertical plane with virtually no indication of projectile yaw relative to

the gun tube. The recording of the horizontal displacement indicates the
projectile is displaced from the center axis but, as in the case of the
vertical signal, with very little indication of projectile yaw. It should be

noted that these measureuents are made with respect to the center axis of the
sensors and there can be a slight displacement between the center axis of the
sensor and the center axis of the gun tube. This will be taken into account
in the actual data reduction. The signal is clearly defined from the front of
the bourrelet to the rotating band. Figure 13 shows the horizontal summed
signal of the same round. The undercut, the rotating band, and the groove for
crimping the case to the projectile are clearly defined. 0-
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The recorded signal of the projectile displacement at the front sensor
for the same round, Figure 14, shows a substantial amount of yaw in both the
horivnntal and vprt-fcal planes. Sinrp this4 ynw intwrprtrt.1 nn is relative tO
the gun tube and the front of the projectile has disengaged from the gun, it
must be resolved as to wher'.er the amount of yaw is completely projectile
related or whether the muzzle of the gun is moving and affecting the
trajectory of the projectile. Both sets of information are important to gun
tube accuracy, since, even if the projectile was perfectly aligned with the
gun tube axis but the tube axis han actually moved, the trajectory will be
affected.

Shown in Figure 15 is the front-summed signal. Here again the
longitudinal reference points such as undercut, rotating band and groove are
very clearly defined. The difference in signal amplitude in the rotating band
area can be attributed to the relative response of the sensor to the copper
band as compared to the steel projectile case and any a&ymmetrical engraving
of the band. These are only typical records of the test and direct
correlation between the projectile yaw and the location of the projectile
center of gravity or gun tube motion will have to be resolved in the complete
analysis of data.

A rough indication of the angle and the angle of orientation of yaw can
be obtained from this quick look data. The data were recorded on the * 4 volt
range or 8 volts total range of a Nicolet oscilloscope. The 12 bit resolution
of the Nicolet oscilloscope provides approximately 2 mV per point, therefore
the measured voltage can be read from the plot. A more accurate quick look
method is to read the voltage differential of the slope frem the Nicolet
recordings. This provides a voltage differential, from the beginning of the
undercut to the end of it, of 668 mV for the horizontal and 678 mV for the
vertical signal. This agrees roughly with what can be read from the plot in
Figure 14 when plotted to this scale. The length of the undercut on this
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Figure 14 Figure 15

projectile was 35.05 mm. Taking into account the substrate thickness of the
sensor, the recorded values were measured after the raised shoulder of the
projectile had passed the sensor by the thickness of the substrate in front
and before the rear raised shoulder passed by sensor by one substrate
thickness. Therefore the baseline is actually 35.05 mm minus the thickness of
two substrates (3.175 mm) or 31 .875 mm. Using a horizontal sensitivity of
8.32 V/mm and a vertical sensitivity of 7.76 V/mm. The horizontal and
vertical component calculates to be 0.0813 mm and 0.0889 mm. By transposing
these values to zero and solving for the vector the displacement calculates to
be 0.120 mm down and to the left, looking downrange, at an angle of 42.4
degrees or 222.4 degrees from the twelve O'Clock position. The actual angle
of yaw is then simply calculated to be 0.216 degrees using •he arctangent
function. This of course is an oversimplification of the analysis but still
gives a rough indication of the orientation of the projectile during the
launch phase.

The tube motion data acquired appears to be very good. The BRL loop and
RARDE sliding mount arrangement worked very well. After each round was fired
it was a simple matter to slide the sensor loop back into position. As a
common refErence, prior to each shot, the sensor was slid back so the rear of
the metal loop was 2.0 nu in front of the joint between the -ad cap and the
sensor housing.

Figures 16 through 20 are examples of tube motion data at the muzzle as
detected by the BRL sensor. Only the BRL data are presented, because the
RARDE measurements were made well to the rear of the muzzle and require
extrapolation of the data to obtain motion at the muzzle. Shown in the
following examples are gun tube motion with a balanced projectile and with
projectiles unbalanced and loaded in the gun with the center of gravity (0W)
up, down, left, and right. These records are the actual recorded signals not
yet converted to actual displacements.
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Shown in Figure 16A are the horizontal and vertical displacements of the
tube when firing a balanced round. Also shown is the precise muzzle exit time
of the projectile. Figure 16B is the same measurement with the X and Y scale

TUB E* '1L'N .DPL V . . .K '110. AWrL ýp .--------

uc€ sA ...... 7 / ¢

I ."

4 . . ..... ... .. ........

1 /

71E f. SEC T I ME m SEC

Figure 16A Figure 16B

expanded to show more detail at muzzle exit time. As can be seen, even though
the gun has moved before projectile exit, especially in the vertical plane,
there is very little movement during the actual time of exit. There are
noticeable difference when examining the records of an unbalanced round, In
Figures 17A and 17B it can be seen that the gun tube is moving down at the
time of projectile exit and abruptly swings up during projectile exit. The
same effect is noticeable in the horizontal plane during exit, the muzzle
abruptly moves left. Several other motions are noticeable. The projectile
during its in-bore travel rotates three full turns plus one hundred and forty
degrees. With the unbalanced projectile there is a modulation of the tube
displacement for approximately three and one half cycles before exit
indicating that the unbalanced projectile causes the muzzle to move in unison-
with the spin as the projectile traverses the gun tube. This modulation

starts at approximately the start of projectile motion although it is hard to
ascertain from the visual interpretation of these records. Also by comparing
records of balanced versus unbalanced projectiles, it appears that this same
modulation is detectable on the summed projectile signal (muzzle exit
pulse). The higher frequency modulation is probably caused by the stress
waves generated during engraving of the band. Figure 18A and 18B show tile
displacement caused by an unbalanced round but loaded with the X to the
right. The same effects are noticeable although in the opposite direction.
In the vertical plane the gun tube motion going down increases during
projectile exit while in the horizontal plane the tube abruptly moves right.
It appears the effect of the projectile unbalance is forcing the tube into the
direction of the CG offset of the projectile and then as the projectile
disengages, the tube abruptly swings the opposite direction. For example,
with the projectile making approximately three and one half turns during In-
bore travel and the X offset before firing to the left, the MX of the
projectile would be to the right at muzzle exit. If this forced the gun tube
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muzzle right then upon release, it would swing left. This same effect is
evident in the tube motion record when the projectile was loaded with the mS
to the right. Also noticeable in these two examples is how long after
projectile exit the tube motion continues in that same direction. The same sort
of effect is evident in t:he records shown in Figures 19 and 20, although

1CIE MP.T1CN .RQL '[.7 ----- JuBE MOTION .9WL VEp1 -- ---

PROJECT]LE C'G DuwN PROJECTILE C'G DOWN

•-• ,,, ................... . . ....- .

S -.

17 8i 15 ?a 25 30 3S 40 "15 20 2!
7UME hI S.CCJ- TIME t, SEC

Figure 20A Figure DOE

the major difference in motion is in the vertical plane which seems to confirm
the cause of motion. In these cases the projectile CG was initially
positioned up and down. Ore again this is an oversimplification of the
required analysis but it should provide some insight on how the tube motion is
related to other factors such as projectile in-bore motion. Also, with
further analysis it should be possible to calculate the tube motion at the
points in time the projectile displacement was measured. This should
ascertain how much of the measured yaw is in reference to ground and how much
apparent yaw is due to tube motion.

Shown in Figures 21, and 22, are composite plots of the horizontal and
vertical tube motion for a balanced round, an unbalanced round with the 03 to
the left, and an unbalanced round with the (r to the right. Approximate
projectile exit times are shown with "tick" marks since a plot of the muzzle
exit signal would have made the displacement records hard to read. However,
the records clearly show the same effect producing tube motion in opposite
directions. Hopefully, further analysis will either confirm this effect or
determine what the actual cause is. Since the tube records are very clean,
furci -r details should be obtainable. The records presented here are shown on
an arbitrary scale, which is sufficient for providing an example of the
motion.

A typical record of the observed in-bore yaw, from Round 21, is shown in
Figure 23. This does not show the behavior of the projectile during the last
full turn of the rifling, but it appears by then to have settled down to a
constant yaw of the maximum allowed by its fit within the bore, turning at the
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rifling rate. The clearance betweer, the projectile and the bore allows a
maximuri. in-bere yaw of the order of 0.2 degrees to 0.25 degrees. The f-ltial
angular motrion, until this yaw angle Is reached, occurs before the fitat
linear motion (7.5 milliseconds before time zero). The hesitations and
reversals of the precessiun of the yaw which follow %:.y be due to variations
L.i the contact" force and the frictional force bet-ieen the nhoulder of the
projectile and the bore; the last occurs shortly after the time of peak
prersure.

The result thown in Figure 23 exhibits a considerable difference in rcale
between the vertical and horizontal directions. This may arise from cuwvature
of the supposedly plkne mirrors. One of these, siti•nted necessarily on the
bore ;Axis, is destroyed by the chot, it cannot be supported anywhere but at
its edges.
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At this time all p'eliq..nary aodysis results indicete Ota the joint
test was very successful; but, how succesbful rtally is never knowr until the
data analys:.s '0 completea. The quality of the t.a appears to be -ery good
and, with few exceptLns, all the data desired are recoried. No proulems were
encouitered in intecfacing the BRL and RARDE systems or performing the test.
In fact, thL only prohlc.i. in the whole program was e delay caus:rd býy the
exchange of drawings whiich wete temporarily bidctracked in the official US
,),iunicatior channel.

This wa3 the first tir-le that tube motion sm2asurements were made using the
Schy.idr. diP.placement transduceLs and a great deal of infornatLon wae obtained
whibh Ghould be useful in future test. Based on thk apparent high quality uf
the tube motion da~a, future tube motLo:L measurements uting the Sehrmidt
Uispiaccnuent transducer will employ at least twc, sensors tc. ot'tain the eargle
-)F tube disl.,Jacemý.nt at muzzle exit. The recordk'd signals of the projectile
displacements are aleo of good quality and it is hoped that comparL~cn with
rhe iii-Lore laser measuvrmeats made by RARDE will further confirm the BRL
ueaqurei,•:,ný*z3. T.,ture tests will be conducted usY-,i' a symmeLricr.l. mountiug
collar with the projectile measurement electronics lo.,cated oft of the gun.
This will pro.-ide a symme.trical measuring surface for d; l tube mot'ou
measuremevts and protect the electronics.
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TIThE: Results of the Joint BRL-RARDE 40-mm Firing Experiment to Define
Projectile Launch

Dr. Rurik K. Loder and Emma M. Wineholt

USA Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5006

Dr. Roger K. Fancett
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment
Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TNI4 7BP

ABSTRACT:

Using the BRL and the two HEL displacement data sets individually as
well as combined, the muzzle motion of the instrumented 40-mm L70 cannon is
determined and evaluated for the total interior ballistic cycle from the
initiation of the firing until shortl2 after the projectile has left the
muzzle. The validity of the indirect y calculated muzzle recoil is examined
by comparing it with recoil data obtained by an earlier experiment with the
same gun and ammunition. The time window corresponding to the projectile-gun

disengagement is expanded to the same temporal resolution as used in the
analysis of the projectile motion, and the linear displacement vector and the
pointing direction of the coordinate system which moves with the muzzle are
computed as functions of time.

The projectile motion - the vectors tor tVe linear displacement of
AN& the center of mass and the angular orientation of the axis and their

derivatives with respect to time - during the projectile gun disengagement
time is computed by employing the previously described data analysis program
to the two recorded data sets, graphically presented with respect to both the
muzzle and the ground frame of reference, and discussed. The axial component
of the projectile velocity obtained from the analysis of the Schmidt
displacement transducers is compared with the velocity recorded downrange and
the velocity gain in the muzzle blast regime is estimated. The projectile
yaw, i.e., the orientation of the vector for the projectile axis with respect
to the velocity vector of the center of the mass, is displayed with the date
from Fuller's optical lever arrangement overlaid, whenever applicable.

The variations in the initial condition - projectile unbalance and
its orientation in the gun chamber - are correlated to the linear and angular
motion of the muzzle and the projectile immediately before and after the
projectile separation from the gun barrel and related to the recorded impact
location on the target.

This paper was unavailable at the time the Proceedings were published. For
further information, contact the authors.
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TITLE: Data Analysis Procedure for the Schmidt Displacement Transducer
to Extract Projectile Launch and Muzzle Motion

Dr. Rurik K. Loder and Emma M. Wineholt
USA Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5006

ABSTRACT:

This paper deLineates the analysis concept and procedure used in the
development of the data analysis program. The projectile-related analysis
program contaLns: (i) the data base describing the frame of reference, the
bore geometry of the muzzle in reference to the locations of the two sensors
used in the experiment, the contour geometry of the projectile, and the
recorded data; (ii) the analysis of a subset of data to establish points of
reference for the temporal alignment of the projectile contour with the data
sequence and to extract the axial component of the projectile motion; (iii)
the analysis of the remaining data to spatially align the coordinate systems
of the two displacement sensors, extract the transverse displacement of the
center of the projectile contour from the sensor axis from the data in the
presence of large amplitude colored noise, and convert these displacements
into the vectorial description of the motion of the pr'jectile's center of
mass and the angular motion of projectile's axis about the ditection given by
the velocity vector of the center of mass; and (iv) the utilization of the
results of the anteceding analysis to determine the pivotal location on the
projectile axis and thi oLieUiu Aiao of the tube axis with, rcspct to the framme
of reference, represent the projectile motion with respect to the tube axis,
and estimate the asymmetry of rotating band engraving. The frauie of reference
is the coordinate system given by one of the two sensor systems and, hence,
moves with the muzzle. The analysis program allows the superposition of the
muzzle motion and the description of the projectile motion with the respect to
the frame of reference in which the muzzle motion is defined.

The analysis program for the muzzle displacemen~t data is straightforward.
The data are converted into displacements and superimposed on the displace-
ment equation for a moving, flexural beam in the least squares sense.
Essentially, the transverse displacements of the muzzle section of the gun
barrel are set forth as polynomials in the axial position, with the
coefficients varying in time and satisfying the end conditions for a free beam
at the muzzle face. Since the sensor position with respect to the muzzle is a
function of gun recoil, the correlations between the data and the model
parameters are expressed such that five of the six degrees of freedom are
obtained. Only the rotation about the bore axis is not extractable. The
program permits the analyis of data sets from one or more measurement
stations. If the data of only one statioa are used, the muzzle section is
considered a rigid base which moves in space.

This paper was unavailable at the time the Proceedings were published. For

further information, contact the authors.
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TITLE: Results of the Joint BRL-RARDE 4 0-mm Firing Experiment to Define
Projectile Launch

Dr. Ruirik K. Loder
USA Ballistic Resea-ch Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-s006

Dr. Roger K. Fancett
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment
Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TNi4 7BF

ABSTRACT:

Results from the 37--mm and 40-am caliber firings are used to

evaluate the performance of the Schmiit displacement transducer for the

measurement of the muzzle motion as well as the projectile dynamics during
the final phase of the interior ballistic cycle. Limitations and shortcomings

in the carrent instrumentation design and me.asure-ment te%)hnique which includes
the data analysis procedure are discussed, together with possible avenues of
its improvement and research in progress.

This paper was unavailable at the time the Proceedings were published. For

further information, contact the authors.
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TITLE: Corroborative Measurements of the Transverse Motion of a Gun Tube
During Firing
T. E. Simkins, G. A. Pflegl, and R. D. Scanlon
U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command
Armament Research and Development Center
Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory
Benet Weapons Laboratory
Watervliet, NY 12189-5000

ABSTRACT:

This work presents new measurements of transverse motion of the 30
mm (GAU-3) gun tube first reported at the Third Gun Dynamics Symposium in
1982. The measurements are unique and fully corroborated through the use of
two independent measuring devices. In particular, the work discusses three
items of interest. First, there definitely exists a 'base-line' transverse
tube movement, the cause of which has yet to be determined. The magnitude of
this motion is of the same order as that due to other causes intentionally
introduced for study. Second, intentionally introducing an eccentric breech
mnsq n1rnj.,IPQ m,1ole d isppreentrq an onnd agreemPnt with theoret.al modplq.
provided the base-line component is accounted for. Finally, the muzzle

* rotation created by the moving projectile - though insignificant when
operating alone - is strongly coupled to, and capable of greatly modifying the
rotation due to other causes. This coupling does not appear to strongly
affect muzzle displacement. It is concluded that predictions from gun
dynamics models which agree well with displacement measurements, may err
greatly when used to predict muzzle rotation, the quantity of which is of
central interest.

BIDOGRAPRY:
PRESENT ASSIGNMENT: Chief, Applied Mathematics & Mechanics Section,

Research Branch, Benet Weapons Laboratory, Large Caliber Weapon Systems
Laboratory, Armament Research and Development Center, Watervliet, NY.

DEGREES RELD: Ph.D. - Mechanics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, NY; B.S. - Mechanical. Engineering, Northeastern University.
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CORROBORATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF THE TRANSVERSE MOTION
OF A GUN TUBE DURING FIRING

T. E. SIMKINS, G. A. PFLEGL, AND R. D. SCANLON
U.S. ARMY ARMAMENT, MUNITIONS, AND CHEMICAL COMMAND

ARMAAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
LARGE CALIBER WEAPON SYSTEMS LABORATORY

BENET WEAPONS LABORATORY
WATERVLIET, NY 12189-5000

1. INTRODUCTION

The work herein reports further measureme: :s of the transverse
m.,zzlp. motion o'f an elastically suspended 30 mm gun tube. When last reported
[I], there were significant but unexplained muzzle movemenLs prior to snot
ejection. As a result, the credibility of the measurements of these motions
was brought into question and it was decided that further analysis could not
be justified until fully corroborated measurements were in hand. It was
decided that two completely independent methods of measuring muzzle
displacement would be employed simultaneously and that close agreement of
these measurements would be demanded for acceptability. This quest for
corroborated - and hence believable - measurements was highly successful as
the results herein will demonstrate.

Having the proper iastrumentatLion and measurement techniques in
hand, however, did not guarantee immediate success in totally explaining the
motions of the 30 mm tube during firing - the central problem of gun dynamics
to which we have finally been able to return. Latest measurements, although
greatly improved from those reported in 1982 [1], still reveal an unexplained
transverse movement of the tube prior to shot ejection. Furthermore, the
magnitude of this motion is roughly the same as that which is to be studied
from intentional causes such as tube curvature, tube and/or projectile
eccentricity, etc. There can be little doubt that the cause of this
underlying motion will be found, but as yet this is not the case.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION

Referring to Figure 1, the 30 mm/GAU-8 gun tube was suspended as
described in Reference I. Briefly, the tube is suspended by two pairs of
wires from a virtually rigid overhead structure. The wires are 0.026 inch in
diameter and each is approximately 30 inches in length. The recoiling tube
thus behaves as an elastic bar-pendulum, stretching each wire approximately 4
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0.010 inch at shot ejection. A NASTRAN model of this means of support

indicates that the wire support loads create negligible transverse tube motion
prior to shot ejection, i.e., that the suspension as modeled can be regarded

as 'soft.' Following shot ejection, the recoil motion is arrested by contact
between a circular buffer plate attached to the breech and a block of
open-cell silica foam. (This foam has been found far superior to the
'styrafoam' used previously.)

The propellant charge used in these experiments is half that
normally used in a standard GAU-8 round and yields a maximum pressure of about
10,000 psi. The round is separated from its case and manually started into
the origin of rifling with a light tap. The cartridge case containing the
propellant is then inserted and forced home as the threaded breech cap is
tightened. The breech cap contains a small central recess into which an
electrically actuated, propellant-driven firing pin is inserted.*

Instrumentation used to perform the measurements presented herein
consists of two late model optical trackers (trade name - 'Optron'), and one
so-called 'eddy probe' manufactured by Dymac Division of Scientific-Atlanta.
One Optron is used with a light source which is interrupted as the shot leaves
the muzzle. This, plus a breakwire mounted across the muzzle provides two
independent measurements of the time of shot ejection. Agreement between the
two is within 0.0002 seconds. It is hoped that in the future an inductance
Aui'ei will improve thin mepaqrempnt. The remaintng Optron is used to record -
the vertical motion of the tube approximately six in'zhes rearward of the
muzzle. From this point the muzzle protrudes into a tube which exits through
a wall of the room. The tube protects the instrumentation from muzzle flash
and smoke. The end of this tube also serves as a mounting place for the eddy
probe which Is positioned 0.050 inch directly over the point of the tube being
followed by the tracker. Thus the tracker and the eddy probe both follow the
motion of the same point on the upper surface of the tube at all times. Owing
to recoil, of course, different material surface points are being tracked in
time, i.e., the measurement frame is Eulerian, not Lagrangian. This
difference is of little consequence for the purpose at hand, however.

Measurements are moaitored and recorded digitally on a four-channel
Nicolet system. Approximately twenty milliseconds of data are recorded from
each round using the muzzle breakwire and a trigger.

3. MEASUREMeNTS OF GUN TUBE MOTION

Figure 2 shows the motion of the muzzle as measured by an optical
tracker and by the eddy probe. Shot ejection is taken at t - 0.0. It is
estimated that most of the time agreement is within 0.0002 inch (0.2 mils).
Assuming sufficient care Ls taken to duplicate all of the preliminaries, a
second shot will produce measurements in clone agreement wLth those of the
first shot. This is exemplified in Figure 3.

*These 'mini-actuators' are manufactured by ICI Americas, Inc., Atlas
Aerospace Division, P.O. Box 81.9, Valley Forge, PA.
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Presently there is no explanation as to the cause of the motions
depicted in Figures 2 and 3, i.e., no eccentric masses have been applied to
the tube, and the curvature of the tube 'as manufactured' is not sufficient
(according to our two computer models) to create motion of this magnitude.
Likewise, the support reactions applied by the wires are not supposed to
change radically during recoil. (A thorough check of these reaction forces is
presently underway.)

Figure 4 shows the displacement of the muzzle when an eccentric mass
is added to the breech end of the tube. The eccentric mass is created by
simply replacing the 7.75 lb circular buffer plate with an identical one whose
center is located below the central axis of the tube. The weight of the
entire recoiling mass is 90.8 lbs. The eccentric location of the buffer plate
is 1.3 inches directly below the bore axis of the tubeý In Figure 5 the
response shown in Figures 2 and 3 is taken as a 'base-line' and subtracted
from that of Figure 4. The result is in reasonable agreement with that
predicted by a NASTRAN model of the system. This is shown in Figure 6.

4. MODEL VALIDATION

The agreement shown in Figure 6 is at least as close as that in
Figure 2, if one disregards the higher fraquency components of the motion
(probably radial vibrations); i.e., the experimental measurements and the

measurement devices. It would appear, therefore, that we have a useful and
validated computer model. Assuming this to be the case, one of the most
expected uses of a computer model of a gun system is to predict muzzle
rotation. It is of much more interest to know muzzle rotation than it is to
know muzzle displacement, target error being associated most strongly with the
former. Can our NASTRAN model be crusted to predict muzzle rotation? The
answer is very negative. One reason for this will be shown - the fact that
our NASTRAN model does not account for moving projectile mass. Unfortunately,
there may be others.

In Figures 7 a through 7d the predicted muzzle response due to an
eccentric breech mass with and without the presence-of the moving projectile
mass are compared. (These predictions were produced by a second computer code
in which moving mass effects are easier to include.) It is observed that
although there is close agreement between muzzle displacement predictions with
and without moving mass effects, the prediction of the (all-important) muzzle
rotationg a~e totally difterent. Thus the effect of moving projectile mass
cannot be ignored.

While it has been shown that moving projectile mass must be included
in any mathematical model from which muzzle rotation predictions are expected,
this is by no means a sufficient condition. Other effects normally overlooked
and expected to be negligible, may have to be included also. Most important,
one may not know what they are, or in what detail to describe them. For
example, the muzzle rotation predicted when thi moving projectile is included
may well depend on the detail with which it is modeled. (In Figures 7c and
7d, the projectile was simply modeled as a moving point mass.) It may be
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concladýd, tbtrefort-, that 1the on~ly way to~ be ce'Ltain that: a mno.~a casn be
truste'd to prelict muzzle riaatiorts Is by fexperinlhltaI verifica~:ioll - tile very
trsk ont- hopee -'.o avo~il in cewcluuio!1, corf.plete valtdation requirc-r)
niesurcaeat of displacv-ment &rxd rotacion.

That the in~trf.ion ot inovin, p'rojer.tile mass in anj m3 tbei~a L tal.
inodel of a gun system would hav,. sucli a dratrn'.tc. e'fe.', on p--edicu'-ig Muzzle
rotb.tions r' comu ;.s a suý:prf.q.ý to SLui.' inv"cotigator-a. After all,
pred!ictiona of mt:ýlq motion due to a mnving pr,ý-Jectil' 1aiss i~i the absence of
other load fanctio.)a (such as eccentric breech avass, s-,p,)ort re-actionc-)
curvatLre, etc.) bas: been virtually uegLijble. One wt'31t not f-.)rget,
hovevci:, thot the tube rejdpoiase due U. coinbini,..tions of lc-,AI fun-ýtocns which
Are mo-.Jon-Cepend,-rt, ite not simply the. sum of the respury:ýes due to eacl. 1.1ad
acttng Independiently. Even th-.ugh one- is dealtir, in generMý with 'rl~-.
model based on so:ie pa? tl -cular linear pazLial dt~ffe.rentia' --quaticin (p.c r>'),
the di ffereititial operatd-r is altered re.'ery timt. a mot1.on-dep~nd'ýnt ir'ad i-ý
-inclu&a! or e~c1.ued. The operator riust remain the same ir. or-der for hmLf.ar
suoerposition tc hold.. For exzrmple, co:-isidier the~ pp-ti-il cif~ere~it1.al
~.-juatir-ns ccosrespunding tui Figinr, s 7; through 7d. If tl~e mo'JltnL. pr.: 'iect t le
mass and ar, eccen:-rkc breech mat af- e both i-ac.llud%!ý, the p-6--(-:

+Ey) 4Py - ;Hu(t) 6' (X) - n1 (y+2y; "g~:~ I

wher'ý al(r) iý, the recoil. acclA.er-atior- of a breech m-es M lril~~i di~aa-;ce e
from the beri ý axiss (see Figure 7a), in Ri themasr. of tht-e projectila located
aL. d ý .,.a~ (t) fruoik the bo~ech. ena oc Ltia tuno? V i. rhk: t-angvQý:e

&disp--ace.rdeiit of tice tulz-, 6 1-t the Dlirac ft-riction, and g is tz grý,Vttaticnal
corist~z ,L, Note uhat ýhf projy'cti ir. mass creaites a r.~oi-iir dvp%ýndert 1lead
furic$.,io%- it de;0nds oii y and it derivt',: 'uEs- re nlut-A'- to Eq. (1) at
the Tnuzzle Is sliown )Lx- Figtve s 7a and 7b.

3ai the other hand, if frte movi~ol- projecri1.ce is ne-,1-ectcd

(Ery")" + py = td.¶n(t) ý' (yl(2

and t~io: solutioR is ýýhc,! . la r'igures 7c an~i d. A~ qaicki- i1aine shc',.? that thle
displaeemrent is haridy chaigern fro-, Fi-kire ta, bull thf! ro~.at!-n (5-') is
COM?.tcLtely different.

N:oc v-ic'er t'~e cege W'iere the n -v.)t-cjCL!1e is the only

.33d act~r~g)- The o.d.e. 15

El'"+ PY- M(y-I+2y'+b.2y+g) 6(x-Q)(3

"'hie muzzl-.e displacement and rotation corresponding to this equation are shown
iii Figute 8. As can be seen, their W&Tnitudeis are very small. If these are
added to those froru Eq. (2), hardly any change to Figures 7c and 7d would
result, demonstrating that solut ions to Eqs. (2) and (3) cannot he summed to
yicld the solution to Eq. (I). 1'his is shown ini Figure 9. In effect, the
motion-dependent term affects the operator of the p-d-e. and one cannot add
solutions to equatioas with dIr~ferent operators.
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5. CONCLUSION

1. The measurement of transverse tube displacements during firing
can now be accomplished with a high degree of confidence. Eddy probes and
optical trackers may be expected to disagree as much as 0.0005 inch (0.0'-27
mm). Neither device can be assumed superior to the other, but eddy probes are
relatively inexpensive - almost expendable, and very easy to use by
comparison.

2. There Is no way to know if all motion-dependent load functions
have been accounted for in a given mathematical model or if those which have
been accounted for have been described in sufficient detail. It has been
shown herein that motion-dependent load functions, which are unimportant when
acting alone, become very important when acting in concert with other loads.
The importance of such motion-dependent loads cannot be assessed from their
effects on tube displacement which may be minimal. Tube rotation, however,
may depend significantly on the Inclusion and proper deecription of these
loads. Thus, a model should not be considered validated until displacement
and rotation have been verified experimentally. Needless to say, all models
must be validated to be of any use. In view of this, it is important to the
future of analytical gun dynamics taat means be found to obtain measurements
of tube rotations - particularly at the muzzle. In addition, such
mesrmct .dh..1A be corrobor~ated.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALGORITHM FOR SHOT/BARREL

INTERACTION CALCULATIONS

PETER G. THOMASSON

CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CRANFIELD

BEDFORD MK43 OAL

INTRODUCTION

Whenever a gun is fired a projectile is propelled violently along the

barrel, whilst at the same time the barrel recoils. The magnitude of the

resultant accelerations can cause large forces and moments to be applied

to the barrel in the lateral direction and these then produce flexural

waves that travel along the barrel. As a result, by the time the projectile

is launched, the muzzle may have considerable transverse velocity and

displacement and thus the projectile departs in a slightly different

direction to that which was intended.

A second effect is that whilst the shot travels up the barrel it

may undergo considerable vibration relative to the barrel due to the finite 0

stiffness of its driving bands, gyroscopic motions, shot/barrel clearances

etc. Therefore even in a perfectly rigid barrel the shot may depart with

considerable lateral disturbance due to its internal motion within the

barrel.

In practice both of these effects are present at the same time and

they are probably coupled together as well. The calculation of these

effects poses some considerable computational difficulties. The

vibrational frequencies of the shot whilst in the barrel are quite high,

usually in excess of 1KHz, but the flexural motion of the barrel

usually has a fundamental frequency of only a few Hz. As a result using

standard numerical integration techniques, the equations of both the

shot and the barrel would have to be solved using very small time steps,

sufficiently small to ensure that the high frequencies of the projectile

dynamics were handled in an accurate and stable manner. Typically step

sizes of the order of lOp secs would be required to compute the shot motion

and on a computer such as the VAX the solution of the motion of the shot

alone would take quite a considerable time. Add to this the model of

the gun barrel with 100 or more degrees of freedom and the solution time

would escalate considerably.
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This report addresses the problem of how this excessive solution

time can be reduced. In addition it attempts to use tne already established
SHOCK-AID solution techniques Ref. (2) in such a manner that advantage is

taken of the ability of SHOCK-AID to model barrels simply and efficiently.
The major problem however with the latter approach is that SHOCK-AID is

based upon a modal su,,erposition system that takes advantage of the linear
nature of the flexural equations of the barrel. Motion of the shot is
non linear and hence does not lend itself to modal style solution,

and as a result some method has to be found to couple the modal solution

of the barrel flexure with the numerical integraiton of the shot motion.
Details of the shot model were given in Ref. (3) along with very brief

details of the interaction technique. This paper considers the computational

details of the shot/barrel interaction in detail. In order to demonstrate
the nature of the problem and its solution, a simplified modal of shot/barrel

interaction is considered so as to remove non essential detail from the

problem.

2.0 An initial simplified model

The shot is a relatively small mass ccnnected to the barrel via

stiff springs, wheieas the barrel is a very large mass having a relatively

low stiffness. As a result the simplest model of the two elements

combined together is a two mass spring system as shown below

jr k

fn F

m. and ks represent the mass and stiffness of the shot whilst m9 and

kg represent the mass and stiffness of the gun. External forces applied
to the shot (they may include dynamic effects such as gyroscopic farces

etc.) are represented by F.

The equations of motion of the system are
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kg-k kk k
fig g+ jj-Xs9g= mg 9 g ., 9.

ks ks F
Rs xg X- - xs + -

assuming xs(O) = x (0) ks(O) = g(O) = 0

and using Laplace Transforms we can write,

Fs L (k 9 + k )/ m + (k 9 + k )/ g C s t
s 2 (wi W)((

+(k 2+ k)/m2-- I + COSWt (1)

x ks -f I- L cos. -t -1 ro•_-(9g (2-- - 4 ____ /

and w, and w2 are given by

(k Lk5 + k) /k s k +k \
2W2g - 4_- ý (3)

2w ss mg 9 m sm

Now in order that we have representative values for the constants

in the above we assume the following:

ks = 3.95 ElO N/m

ns = 10 kg

kg = 6.32 E8 N/m
mg = 100 kg

F = 6.32 E5 MI

These figures mean that the natural frequency of the shot mass on its

own is about 10 KHz whilst that of the barrel element on its own is
about 400 Hz. The load F produces a static deflection of the barrel

element of Imm.
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Using the above data in equation (3) gives

w2 Z•2--s (4)

and since w2 >> w¶ we can write

x --- •(0 - coswlt) (5)x g qk

x F(1 -coswt oswt) (6)s s

and thus

F (7)xs - Xg I cosw 2t

In order to represent the shot barrel model using SHDCK-AID the

obvious approach would be to solve the motion of the gun mass using

the SHOCK-AID modal technique and solve the shot motion via a numerical

solution such as Runge Kutta or a predictor/corrector technique. In

order to link the two solutions some form of iterative scheme would

* be required.

If we denote the force in the shot spring by the letter fji.e.

f = ks(Xs - x ) (8)

then the equations of motion become,

mg9 Rg =kgxg + f (9)

m s R s F- f (10)

If we consider the barrel mass and spring alone we can write,

k fW2 , +M~g - X Xg + m --g m- (I
5 n9 fi9m

and in order to solve (11) we need to know the variation of "f" with

time,however, as equation (8) shows "f" is itself dependant upon the

solution of (11).
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Ignoring for the moment the implicit variation of "f" with "x

we can write the solution of (11) as,

X9 =xg(0) + t f(r) sin w(t - i)dt (12)

0 g

t
g () + f(T) cos w(t - t)dT (13)

Let b = f/rm then expanding the integrals thus,

tt t
b(i)sin w(t- t)dT sin wt j b(•)cos wTdT COSwwt b(T)sin wJdT

0 0 0

(14)

and the integrals can be represented by

(t+At I-\- .-.-,- 114. A4. 1i÷- k' •nc ,

0o t

f t+bt 
+] t+&t 

i
o b(T)sin w~dT = k(t + At) = k(t) b(T)sin wTdT (16)

A linear approximation to "b" is used by 'letting b = mt + c over the

step At, then,

m = b(tn + At) - b(ta) (17)

c = b(to) - nito (18)_

We can thus write (15) and (16) as

J(t 0 + At) = J(to0 + JINC(to) (19)

k(t 0 + At) = k(to) + KINC(t 0 ) (20)
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where

_"_to+At m rsin WT sin w ] (21)

JINC(t 0 ) f (m + oceos wTdT COw + + 21)
to w w to

KINC( f+ t+dr (mmsin + Os d W -Icos WT -At= (22)

to w ww to

and thus the final solution for Xg and Vg is,

Xg(to + At) Xg(tO) + Sinw Wt {J(to) + JINC(to0

coW vt jk(to) + KINC(to)ý (23)

Vg(t + At) = V(t) + cos wt k(t) + KINC(t 0 ).

+ sin wt jt) + JINC(t (24)

The above equations represent a SHOCK-AID modall type solution to the

motion of the gun mass.

Having produced a SHOCK-AID style solution for the gun element

and a standard numerical solution for the shot, the next questinn is

how to integrate the two calculations together. A possible scheme

is as follows:

(i) Estimate the acceleration of the gun element uver the interval

t- to 0+ AT

Vg = (k xg - f)/m (26)

(ii) Compute the shot motion using the predicted motion of x_
9

x*(f) X (to) + V (to)at + 1jg(to)At2 (27)
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to calculate the variation of "f" over the step to 0- t0 + AT.

At the same time compute "avsf" the average value of f over

the interval.

(iii) Compute the motion of the gun element using f = avsf as the

applied spring force over the interval.

(iv) Compare Xg(to + AT) from step 3 above with xO(t + AT). If they

agree (within a suitable tolerance) then advance the solution

otherwise re-estimate ýg at step 1 and repeat the calculations.

A program to implement thc. above was produced, It used the average

force over the interval not a linear variation. 3tMr representations

of the force variation were investigated, but all versions of '1h1 prrogram

appeared to have a conymon draw back in that it was not in general possible

to drive xg and x* into agreement. No matter how long the program
-Ed itIiau wU SufeVemdt UII 0 vUi fULlUll WaimIm W iC u Lad a siIIal-

It 0LU 111 11W"'1

but steady error between Xg and Xg.

The problem was that the model wes too simple in that

it only uses two mass spring elements. A more representative model

is a three element model. The reasons for this are explained in the

next section.
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3.0 Three Mass Spring System

As mentioned above a twc mass/spring model for shot barrel interactions

is too simple. The reason for this is that there are in fact THREE

types of elements in such a problem. They are:

(i) The shot element or elements

(ii) The contact elements, i.e. those elements that the shot applies

forces to directly.

(iii) Internal gun elements that have no direct contact with the shot.

The reason for treating each of the above elements differently

is that they experience forces of very different frequency content. A

shot element is subjected to very high frequencies due to its low mass

and its high contact stiffnesses, an internal element on the other

hand is only exposed to relatively low frequencies associated with

the barrel dynamics. The contact element however is exposed to both

the high and the low frequencies. As a result our three mass/spring

model of barrel/shot interaction is as shown below.

SkG k kg

"-- X -O- xW X displacements

.G - f spring forces

The two solutions (modal and numerical) now overlap in that the

modal solution computes the niotior of all the internal elements and

all the contact elements, whilst the numerical solution computes the

moticn of all the contact elements and all the shot elements. In order

to do this some assumptions arv required about the behiviour of elements

excluded fram each calculation.

A possible solution scheme is as follows:

Mi) Predict the motion of mG over the next time step AT
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XG(t) XGG(to) +_G(to)At + XGAVT (28)

to .5 t < x"1 4+ AT

YGAV is a guess of the average acceleration over the interval AT, initially

set this to RG(to).

(ii) Solve the equations of motion of rasses mg and ms using the

assumed xG(t) above so that spring force g can be calculated. This

will use small time steps 6T where in general 6T << AT. During this

calculation monitor the variation of the spring force f and calculate

feqv, an "equivalent" spring force that can be applied to the modal

solution.

(iii) Apply feqv to the modal solution of the contact elements

and the internal elements.

(iv) Compare xG(t + AT) from (iii) with the predicted value from

(i), if they agree within a reasonable tolerance then advance the solution

another AT and repeat trom (i); otherwise re-estimate XGAV used in

(i) and repeat the calculation.

In order to carry out the above, two items are required, these

a ? an algorithm for calculating "f ' and another for updating kGAV.• eqv

Considering the estimation of G AVfirst. The initial estimte

of RGAV is 5G(to) since no data about the future variation of XG is

available. On the next iteration however we have available xG(to + AT)

that wts calculated by the modal solution and thu a reasonable estimate

for XGAV would be that value that would produce a predicted value of

xG(tu + AT) equal to that observed. Thus using (28) we can say,

XG(t0 + AT) xG6 to) + kG(to)At + XGAVT (29)7i

or

XGAV = 2(yt(t + AT) - xG(to) - kG(to)At)/At2 (30)

The calculation of "f " is a little more complicated. The standard
eqv :

SHOCK-AID modal solution assumes that the variation of applied force

over the time step is linear. Thus the calculation of "f " must• ~~eqvmut,

produce a linear force variation over the time step AT that is equivalent
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to the (in general non-linear) variation of f over AT (f is available

at intervals of ST).

The criteria of "equivalent" in this cas- is that the displacement

and velocity oF the large mass should be the same at the end of the

long time step irrespective of whether the linear or non linear force

is applied to it. This also means that both the potentidl and kinetic

energies are the same for the "real" and the "equivalent" forces. In

order that the two forces produce the same defiections and velocities

at the end of the AT time step, examination of the SHOCK-AID equations

shows that the values of the following two integrals must not change

if either the "equivalent" or real forces are used.

to0+AT '-to+A'[f f(t)cos wtdt ; I f(t)sin wtdt (31)

t0 to

for all w's (w's are the gun system eigenvalues)

Now let T ?-' gun system period(s)

If Ttv \AT thcn wc can write

S t f(t)co T", dt o f(t)dt (32)

t to

• 4o+•6 to+AT

f~t~si n , 2 r d t -- f(t) -rt dt

t t1P

$I t°•AT

v. fl(t)tdt (33)t 0

to

and the integral in (33) can be written,
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to0+AT t +AT ( ( to+AT )T

to0 to 0 to0

.to0 +AT T'AT t

= ATf f(t)dt - j ff(T)dTdt (34)

to to to

Thus the "real" and the "equivalent" forces must have the same values

for the first and second integrals,

and 0to4AT t (

f(t)dt and()dt

t t t0 0 0

If we call these two integrals for the "real" force If and Ilf respectively,

then we require for the linear equivalent force,

to0+AT mVl 2V
fto (rot + c)dt : -__--+ coaT = If (36)

to

t 0 AT.2 c r

ct)dL I = If (37)

t0

where co = (into + c)

These can be written

[If [AT'/2 ATI ml(8I I _ LT 3/6 LT .2 jc0

the determinant of (38) is AT4/12, and the inverse is,

T4 iAT3/6 AT2/
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thus

m = - L -if Iif 
(39)

AT2  AT3

co = 2 if 6 'If (40)
AT AT.-

Direct implementation of equations (39) and (40) would mean that

the equivalent force could be discontinuous, e.g.

I I I I •

eqv I -I I

II I
II I -

What is more in keepinq with the original form of SHOCK-AID is

for "co" to be determined by the previous time step. Then in that

case, if the first integral is correct

m = (If - coAT) (41)
AT

2

and the value of the force at the end of the step is given by

MT + co 2 0 - cAT) + c

1A - 21f (42)

Alternatively if the second integral is correct

m = _ (IIf c f LV) (43)

AýT3 2

and

mAT + c = 6 IIf- 2c (44)

AT2 IV2
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and thus it is not possible to satisfy both equations (42) and (44)

at the same time if "Co" is given by the previous step.

rhe question therefore arises, if we can only satisfy one of the integrals

which one is best?

If we satisfy the first integral then the cosine terms in the

solution are correctly handled (see equation (32)) but there is an error

in the sine expressions. From equations (33) and (34) the error in just

using the first integral gives an error in the sine integral of,

to+LT t
-

2 Tr mATP T

where m is given by equation (42) for a c prescribed by the previous step.

Thus

2• T. AT
S=T w ff -3 -if -(45)

It is not easy to tell from the above how the alternatives behave

and a more convenient test is to assume that

f = sin T (46)

and observe how the different techniques approximate the function.

First of all using equations (46) we can write for a time step AT,

if = cos(T) - cos(T 4 AT) (47)

Ilf = sin(T) 4 ATcos(T) - sin(T + AT) (48)

Using equations (39) and (40) in conjunction with (47) and (48)

gives the results shown in Fig. 1. The curves show that

for both large and small values of AT the approximation to f is well

behaved, and the discontinuities are required in order to match the

original function.

Using equations (41) and (42) with (47) and (48) removes the

discontinuities but only the Ist integral is satisfied. Curves of the
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results are shown in Fig. 2 for a range of AT values and

& the approximation is well behaved for all values of AT, there beinig larger
discrepancies at large AT as would be expected.

If equations (43) and (44) are then used so as to satisfy the

second integral only, the results shown in Fig. 3 are obtained.

In this case the discrepancies are very large and somewhat surprisingly

increase as AT decreases, there being some form of unstable behaviour

apparent.

That this is indeed unstable behaviour can be illustrated as

follows.

For the Ist integral case we can write equation (42) as

c i+ 2 - ci (49)

and if AT << I then If = ATsinT = ATsin(i,.T)

ci*l = 2sin(iAT) -ci

arid takin9 z transforms gives

z(c(z) - co) 2zsinAT - c(z)
P - 2zcosAT + 1

or

C(Z) = coz + 1 2zsinAl (50)
(z + 1) (z + 1) (z2 - 2zcosAT + 1)

the poles of (50) are given by

z = -1 and z = cosAT ± i sinAT

i.e. on the unit circle and thus the solution is stable.

For the second integral case equation (42) can be written,

ci+ I - 2ci (51)
AT2

and if AT << 1 then
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II_ = sin(itt) (52)

AT2  2

and thus

ci+I = 3sin(ibt) - 2ci (53)

and taking z transforms

z(c(z) - co) = 3zsinAT - 2c(z)
Z2 - 2zcosnT + 1

or

c(z) - coz + 1 3zsinAT (54)
(z + 2) (z + 2) (z2 - 2zcosAT + 1)

z = -2 and z r costT ± i sinAT

i.e. outside the unit circle and therefore unstable.

Thus the conclusions are that ideally both integrals should be

satisfied and the results will be valid for all step sizes, or for small

steps the ist IhiLegal dione can be satisfied. Satisfying tihe second

integral alone results in unacceptable behaviour for all step sizes. 0
The preceding sections provide a basis for the solution of the three

mass problem. The development is split into three phases as for the two

mass problem. Firstly a modal solution is developed for the internal

mass and the contact mass, making suitable assumptions regarding the motion

of the shot mass. Secondly a numerical solution is derived for the motion

of the shot mass and the contact mass, making suitable assumptions

regarding the motion of the internal mass. Finally, the two are integrated

together using the ideas of the previous paragraphs for 'GAV and feqv"
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3.1 Modal Solution of Gun Masses

The equations of motion of the three mass model are,

mG XG = -G + g (55)

m xg ---g + f (56)

ms is = -f + F (57)

where,

G = kG xG (58)

g = kg(xg xG) (59)

f = ks(xs -x 9) (60)

The equations of motion of the gun masses alone are,

o G g G9 2~P [ (61)° j LL • xg. f

or x = M- kx + kf (62)

a n d- -

" = /MG 1 0 (63)

MG mmG

(64)

1/m ]
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the eignvalues of (64) are g ven by (W _

W2 + ~G+kg , + + 1 0 (65)

i.e.

W =½ kG + kg) .(.kG+ kg), 2 4kGk
1,g mG v mG .9) mgmG

The standard SHOCK-AID notation is

+ Ax = b(t) (66)

thus

A = -M-1k (67)

b = M-1f (68)

The left hand eigenvectors of A are

L~:] U:::(69)
where

2 eG,

w e eleG112  mG ii + W1 ) (70)12 , mg ,

and the right hand eigenvectors are,

S,[eG e L I3(71)

where

Det = eGj - zeG2  (72)

Let a. =7wl and a, w

The final solution is

01
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x(t) = U{ I b(T)s1x(t - T)d} VI

_ b(j)sinc,(t - r)d V2  (73)

Equation (73) can be manipulated in a similar manner to equations (12)

and (13) so as to produce marching integrals

3.2 Numerical Solution of Shot Motion

The equations of motion for the shot and the contact mass, assuming

that mG is motionless are,

g z kg(xg - xG) (74)

f = ks(xs - x ) (75)

C s s

OS=L(-f + F) (76;)mS

is = Vs (77)

L (-g + f) (78)
m9

g =v g (79)

A numerical solution to themotion of these two masses is used.

3.3 Coupled Solution

The two programs above were then integrated into one prografi using

the interaction scheme outlined previously to produce a single program.

Basic data used in these programs is given below.
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mG= 100, mg = 100 , Is = 10

kG 6.32 E8, kg = 6.32 E8, ks = 3.95 EIO

F = 6.32 E5, t >, 0 ; F = 0, t < C

The program has two forms,

(i) that uses first integral only

representation of feqv"

(ii) that uses both first and seco,,d

integral.s to represent feqv"

The rss;ts for the 1st integral case are given in Fig. (4)

for modal s'l,.,tion t-nIe steps of 10 3nd 500 p secs. The shot

numerical inteqration time step was I p sec in each case. For small

time step ratios 10:1, Fiq.-f4), the results are satisfactory but at

large ratios 500:1, Fig. (4b), the solution is different. This can be

nejed by comparing th.' data calculation points (the corners )n the graph

every 500 W sec) on Fig. (4b) with the same points on Fig. (4a). This

is in line with what would be expected from the preceding results. Thus

the 1st integral only algorithm is suitable for modest step size ratios

but begins to break down when very high ratios are used.

The results for Ist and 2nd integrals are illustrated in Fig. (5)

for step sizes ratios of 10:1 and 1000:1. Excellent agreement is obtained

between the two cases, the solution points of the lO00p sec step size

calculation falling on top of those of the 10 p sec step size calculation.

Again this is what would be expected from the previous analysis.
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4.0 Conclusions

An algorithm suitable for us- as a SHOCK-AID interactive contrc.-

routine h~s been developed that allows a numerical inteqrý.tior routinc

to be coupled to a modal solution tecainique such that each can have

different 'Lime step (in int:!ger iatio). This means that the numerical

integration can solve the f.,st dy.namics of a few non linear degrees of

freedom (the shot) with ý. sMl, dime step, %iilst the M-odl SHOCK-AID

solution can solve the slower dyP;ircs of i woch longer nvmber of
linear degrees of frecdorm (the bar,el), usinf a much larger time step.

The algorithm, has bezn procjra~me, into SHOCK-AID alowj with the fuil
projectile model giver, it Ref. ý.) and is at present undergoing validation

tests.
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1. Gun systems are generally analysed by treating the barrel as a large
elastic structure with many degreees of freedom, whilst the remainder of
the system is viewed as a set of driving mechanisms.

2. Generally these mechanisms are interactive with mutual loads depending
on the current displacment and state of motion of the whole system.
SHOCK-AID (Reference 1) is a suite of computer routines for simulating the
response of gun systems under general firing conditions. It has been
designed in a modular fashion to accomodate evolutionary enhancements and,
in particular, contains the facility for a user Lo introduce new mechanisms
via an Interactive Control Routine (ICR).

3. A number of mechanisms have been considered for ICR applications. For
example:

a. A Shot/Barrel ICR to simulate realistic loads on the barrel as
the shot progresses toward the muzzle. This ICR has been outlined
at previous symposia (Reference 2).

b. A Barrel/Cradle ICR to simulate the contact/impact mechanism as
the barrel recoils through the cradle bearings (Reference 3).

11 This rpnnrý describes the development nof an Tr f1r. cpirdicting the
effect of barrel curvature on gun response. Barrel curvature arises ine many ways: Gravity droop; differential cooling; manufacturing set; etc.
A problem arises in simulating barrel curvature numerically (eg: using
finite elements or differences), since the effect of curvature will be
swamped by numerical approximations unless the model is prohibitively
detailed. Furthermore, the performance of parameter sweeps involves the
generation of a new model for each distinct curvature profile. The Barrel
Curvature ICR described here provides for the imposition of smal]
deviations in the barrel profile as an input file and interactively
corrects for the resultant changes in mass distribution as the event
evolves. In this respect it differs from other ICR's in proividing a
correction for geometrical effects rather than adding further loading
mechanisms.

THEORY

5. Until now gun barrels have been represented ini SHOCK-AID by beam
elements with forces being applied to an undisplaced configuration. There
are two problem types that can be dealt with by the Barrel Curvature ICR:

a. Any initial shape of the structure must be included in the model
explicitly at the finite element modelling stage. For example, to
model the differing curvatures on a set of barrels due to
manufacturing set a corresponding set of models, one model for each
curvature would have to be created.
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b. Calculations performed in the main SHOCK-AID response routine
are based upon the physical geometry of the undisplaced nodes. This
may cause an approximation when the response of the beam is
calculated because it does not account for the modified mass
distribution,

ASSUMPTIONS

6. In order j overcome these difficulties the following assumptions are
made in the formulation of the ICR:

a. The effect of small changes in mass distribution carn be modelled
by the imposition of appropriate correcting couples to the
undisplaced configuration. The corrections concern inertial and
external loads only.

b. For the purpose of calculating the correction the beam element
may be treated as being rigid. Although this is not strictly
necessary it is an extremely convenient simplification.

c. The correcting couple can be applied as a self-equilibrated pair
of forces applied to the ends of a beam element. This, of course,
relies on the assumption of rigidity.

d. The currucLiny couple is based upon tie sLate or niufli of tie
beam elenents at the previous time step and any externally applied
loads.

e. The mass matrix is assumed to be banded. Again this is not a
necessary but a convenient simplification.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

7. Figure I shows the displaced and undisplaced beams and their
associated loading geometries.

8. Consider the vector from A to the point of action

r =-1 : 1 - F2

Then the length of the beam can be written as

l= OF-2 -Fl

or in matrix form

(ýI ' E21 
1
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From the point of action to the beam is denoted by

d =-r+x =a F + x

hence couple c = dA R =o ( F + -) A(F- + F2

a (£- AE2 )+ xA(L1 + F2 ) 2

9. Similarly when an element is rotated by as shown in Figure 1, so the
couple acting is:

c a (LFAL) F + A (F +F3

where E -1T1•8

We know that

"8 e ( cos 6 sin )
i-sin 0 cos 0)

Using equation I and expanding putting L1  - and F =
f2 g 2

a. 1- a- i
i.e. I / £ L

f 1 g 2 - 2 91

Similarly for the rotating beam it can be shown that

a- (gl 11 + g2 12) sin0 + (gl 12 - g2 l)cose

f1 g2 - f2 g1

10. It follows that by subtracting the couple calculated for the
undisplaced beam from that for displaced beam we can evaluate the couple
discrepancy

S:ca - C

Combining equations 2 and 3 the expression for the ccuple discrepancy
becomes

6 = ao - a ) (IA F7 ) + ( - ) A (FI + F4

IMPLEMET.AT ION

11. The implementation of the ICR is illustrated in Figure 2. The
routine is called from the main SHOCK-AID loading module. The global model
data is pa3sed on initial entry to the ICR. The routine then loops through
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all the elements along the barrel successively extracting local mass and
geometry data, calculating the required correction couple and applying the
appropriate statically equivalent self-equilibrated force pairs.

12. The following is a list of requirements regarding tasks to be
performed by the Barrel Curvature ICR.

a. The ICR should allow initial displacements for one series of
connected nodes.

b. Displaccments and accelerations should be used to calculate
couples, Equation 4.

c. The response routine (in SHOCK-AID) force vector should be
modified according to the couple calculated for the beam between pairs
of nodes.

d. Absolute position data must be produced for output using plotting
routines.

e. Geometric, connectivity, acceleration, displacement and mass data
must all be available.

13. The last requirement, e, implies certain modifications to the
SHOCK-AID data structure. A new data structure has therefore been
developed to provide facilities for all forseeable applications.

CONCLUSION

14. The Barrel Cuvature ICR provides a simple and effective solution to
the problems associated with parameter sweeping on model geometry, and
also corrects for the approximations concerning mass redistribution
inherent in linear finite element techniques. It constitutes an example
of the way in which, with the enhanced data structure, SHOCK-AID can cope
with complex geometries and and boundary conditions in a realistic manner.
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1 iit rouhct itoil

The predicetion of haOrrel nui.hviour during the firing phaise has in

teo pas) bccn approdhcl),i d in 1w, lini ;nte way:4. Tlhe first, that of1

fInl te element. analysvsis t dto tl'lnint' midc shipuas iiii it2quei -ies,

tf lloweId by thii uis, o t hos to live the' tr-a .•sientl response(I,2). The

second, the solutio ot 0! the lii "c L" Il t--lie ruoti[ 1 i., or Tinushlieko, beam

equntion1 by a finite difioerenoc or ioLtier tochnique (3,4). in both of

uho-be methods d tiet'I!t ios arise when non-liinearities ar(e inltroIdtuced

part iuhilrt, tonii near biearing st fif ussc:, , clearances , or damping.

i I order to o'ercOiMe Vhese dL i MA wt l.s a dedicated F ckage has

bev, prodicod which , rpats tihe bharre.I as a multi-degree oif freedoi

spr e; mass svbcam. The resultant set or second order differential

equations are then integrated directly. This technique enables non-

linearities to be intr,,uced easily ana previous investigations have

included the ett!•ct OL bearing elasticity, bearing clearance, bWari:ng

and barre.I dampting (5) wadl more recent ly Nhot barrel interaction

effects by Powell (o).

Thiis paper desc'ribes the principles oA the programme written for

rho S!iul attion of BArreo I)Dynamris, SIMBAD , and in particular the

inclusion i and i avestkigatzion of the effect which harrl expansion has

"ilpuni the barr, l response. Tihe balrrel s assumed to expand within the

heoarings until the cl earance is t.'sc, tip. This can be introduced to

the b irr. 1 iOd.u ,Is either a fored WPisinL M:eoni* at a bearing, or mere

realisticallv, a general, Hod torno derived irom the braring stifLness.

-B.arre. ,Si-n1 i1 it "ion

In tihe sinmut.ion t iit cri is; I ii Odlod into a! number o!

Liloer-hronol;ii ,alea eo-lment- with Woeir, dcrees of freedom a; Iach
AV -5 5 -



end. These relate to the transverse diipLswoment thie ItlogLUdiLonal

displacement, and the angul.ar di splactlouLt. . hlis provides a typical

tingle piane analy'sis which is cons idereoI adicqut:c for symmetrical

biarelI]s and shot barrel ilnierae1 Miicle. t ; of zion-spi• tg

project iles.

Foi-owing entry of the btrrel external arnd intrnal profiles, the

barrel is automatically divided into a nimbe, of elements as specified

by the user. This also takes a;ccount of bueAring position. The

resultant equaLions are a;ssembled into a stiffness matrix in the same

way as a finitu element st ifrfness matrix wooUld be composed. The fina

Sis Ic, e';uiation is of the ¶orM:

[Fl [Kj ia]

whoero [K] is the Stf itneSS miiatrix

[5] reprsent.s all. of the dogrces of freedom and

[F] repre: ents the external forces at. výach node which can

include inrtia forces, damping forces, bearing forces, etc. I-.

The present system ailows a maximum of 25 elements (78 degrees of

freedom) but experience ,is Niion that a solution generally converges

At bets en 20 and 25 elements.

If the inertia effects aro included the equations become

[LtL [= t [jQ + [K] [61

Where [M] is Lhe mass matrix of the system which in the package is

calculated automatically together with the stiftness matrix.

Additional masses soch as breech mass and moment of inertia is added to

the mass nait ix and the resulta nt set of s"imultaneou's differential

upiuntions solved by a second order Runv-Kitt[:; technique. During this

process it is rulat iv'ly simple to suppress a displacementi or impose a

't:';,c:r , I,_,! t is spla us lit .
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Proevi-ous hearing r ntatLtons have genervally either assu•,e a

pin jint-, .n linua, lv t-Q ' c beatring or an elastic bearing with a set

C1-"ar•iiie lThe lattetot ot Lhcqt' Is. prohabtly the more realistic, but it

still does not take accounl[ ot tilt' tact LhatL durintg firing this

Cletarialn1ce i s chlang in• ,as the hbarrel expands. Al so, the e paribsion

itselt will tend to make the centre line of the barrel move relative to

the bearing. This latter crse on its own, can be represented simply as

a presc:ribed ditsplaiicuenet at a bearing node, such that the displacement

el the inodt: equals th bharreIl expa;lnsion. This represents an

unreat ist i. , idea listi.a case of exp).llSlusill on a solid bearing. However,

when it is ralised t:at the change il radius for free expansion of a

Lypical 120) myat gun in: oa the order of 0.33 mm, it is of interest to

examine the case as a bas:e line.

The complete case Is more complex because conditions change as tile

clearance is taken up tr the barrel loses cont:act with either slue of

the bearing. Effectively the model of the barrel reptesents the motion

ot the centre line of the bore. The expansion, or increase in barrel

radius at tile bearings, ,cani than hle added or suhtracted to give the

effect which the expansion has ulpoll the hearings., if the barrel is

jul tiIaly sitting on the bottom oi the bearing rhe: four separate

conditifonls need to be counstdered. The inititl starting position is

shown in Di< ram 1, and from this point the displacement of tile barrel

cere line at the beartIng is Xc. The di splaceement of tile lowest

sosurface is tlhereore Xc - Ex, and of the top surface Xc + Ex.

-A
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Fihe I nit!w 1ie.Iril~t Letold i t jeoll:; "Att, llM.

* Wholx' Xc -- l.x -ý, 0 wdi X' c i Lx CI t~whe btrv I w i1I1! lit) be' iii

C0)11 et tL wi t 'i t it. lleit~ ri'ii., ,ind~ t..,' tca r iii,,V; IOI kL , 11t -(

* Wlitwi \,- --. A - 0x i l d \tC E$ (A 1 , ic lowerL -tiw" wce All t lit,

ha.reT wi 1, hr' psh I iig' ltet t'ilt' bear i og , and Ltin' ill)e~r stIntl aCe

wil hr Iroe. 'l i t' rekelIi nt on IIt- rc cIct!i iig on the birne I wi Ll.

lit - ( e x') .Kh

3. Vhun X, --',x cCand Xtc + rK ! CL, both the' Upper. and loewtr

s ri r ,Ic c wýi LI b e 1iiin c taict- w ith t le bear irig:; . The forCCe on1

het( lxi mre I wi LI ha~ve t-wo campenen~lt Ssucith tlhat-

M z-(Nc - 1-x) .Kh - (\c + rix - Ci.) *Kb

Bi -- (2Xc - CI) *Kb

I Lt 'ý 11 be [it) ted t ir ii c. t ti e teJ ci roa ti~c c lii s be t2 tkn tlk ill11

t het r o tee coiijoncia n 1 t L'te to ainy mo re2 expansi-on d 17sappea rs'

4. MIL ! XC - L'X > 0 an"d EA 1- x C t-he lower 'au rfiace Ila:; r i.sen

offI tlie heacrinlg, bitt, theu c 1 edmauce hazs beena take ii upl oii thbe

Oth l~ q sit rt~arce . TIl' re t are ,

Bt ý' -(Kc 4 Ex -(,I ) .Kb

Thew above etll~iat 1111 wi tlhiix the l imiits indicated , g i~v die force to

be app lied te t: ixirre I at tuev bearing ntote it the bamneý 1initiially

rests Otn tiwhebt ttifl of hie b~iari li- * A simi bar- set of eqoatuitons can be

wn i L t e iiWhen 1110, barnelI liuit i~iily rests at the top of' the hearing.

Tlie barrel eXpot l.iati is- wtit'o [I 1,a dynaimic, situationl, but

uiliptibt i slic byt-Il' 1, King at RMCS su 1gý,t'st that for all lprcit ical

[)OrPOStS; theL eýOan`S ionl C.Ai be consi.1dereQd directly proplortional to tile

1 - it ern I pesil'.b tii stliti ,l a 51(111)1 eov f in iteL e lemeTWi t. mod'e IWl wS



uisto'd t o oht .i itn i n exjlit'iiti I, ol 1 t'ot 111d, 'ilthe e Xji;1ivit i onl) 1 VI1l

F\x -e I~ 1118 int I press;-ure

I'll vi Ir use 1ýd t or. t~n heIt"Ir i orV L t!? tIle-,:; wals 10er [Vedtl ruin ear Iler

work carried out by King used in stsisof a LY mm barrel.

CLOinyuter Suinulat ion

Tilt Simult toil of- tILe b (r'Xpaitsion was aplilted to a typical 120

milli gun, stint I ar t~o nw' (liieL' La £0 Imr-re. Thet prcs;sure t ime curve was

a'so tVlJ teal of in APUS roun11d ill s or 1 a uo. eeigthli same hearting

po s 1 ttoits , the fiji Iowili w e:1>': xii'Coo"i dried

1. Nk; xxiconWit tlil p10:[jilt~ed ein;

I. No expas ~;Wit 11 eL' s1t ir bC rog

I. N o eŽxpanh1 i on1 with el !IstL. te beari cngs, and clearance of 3.225 mill.

4.* A:; I abe;- e but w it h v e ry la rge Ce1.eA rane o L -0 oli s o thI at

impar-t wi t' the other sid~e of t !io iri does not acecor bet ore

sort exit .

5. Ba r re ILxpaasz ti o o n s oltid ba,,ir t lis.

o * As 3 above bitt in,- Io tug bair rel1 expails t onl.

7 . As 6 abhoVe' hutL wil L, 'a railI'I Of k .PIS 1n1un.

8. As; 6 ibove but vWiý Ab. ClearanIIce Ot 0i.5 111t.

9. Aks -4 ,bove bint toe lidiiý lmbrrel expamistoil.

10. A ease Witih no trantsverse bearing et iu re-re

Tlitý stimutat tons all I tic I tiledk the r7'(rj olArC cI c rat tonl and rite

re suILanE- wfo~ieie t-s 1 ,rod ucetd b~y the oif Fset h reecli and mu;z aIc reference

sight.

Disýcussionl of Results

F Igore s I and 2 tlemeus trat~e thle tIteLof vir iuots bear-ing

tdt'a I isat 1 ous. wit linr btrrt- I expans iHa; luc I untieU . I igiure I slo'.s, the
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vert. t ieAlI d I s 1)1. 1 'rnItI (i th' L itt, tiz:'.r I b- )r p' I j.) el. t o I ys . 'losI I ;,

1),ir i u,ý, alid (I ,I ;is I c be.Ira ii tI Igs wi it 11c I e'. I vaIncIke 1 !j I grin 2 s!iu)W! t Le'

-i ti - 1) L ct'iit't wi tItIi viic-r I I I,';it,i'iCt' , very 'o ý c I t'.t r . ect, iod no

l'he I air:'c CI eacr.r1Ce cise aitd Fl.ee--Free ease produ-t- very tilt in I ia-

re -InII ti F] ii si s 15 ,- [i'catrk Llthe ient re o0 tgyrIVI ty et t -he baIrrel I.s drea~d

kl tilt' I t-out t"'alill, 1, kild tli''ri-~ort' it norma~l ly S itLs oil tict boAu or-.: at

Lti 0 1 runt1 her I r i l,a AnU Ig t'ALins I Ltie Lop o f tihe rea r braý; r in li Whenl tice

broech misrienti is; app]. i ''d, the Lt soi:lienv is t a ILit t awayv fraim cav(Il

hs'ririll. 311d tLLc' ire Liv k. toIV restra in t. Hlowe ver , there is air mi nt i I

C. r)ln;' rtS S ' [1C V) 11: ( thc Co eir~ Log r ;I very' short. peried which protlios

Lthe ;I igin i~t tererit' etea tnho two cages,

F: illire 3 i,, sl,ýutorli 'ifi;ltns .i1I1d LIspLaý)ys thle prolbably

11ir110lst11 cas;e nir'pnso on sioIlid heairti ugs comirpared Cd thl e List>i

bearings and 1i) mm cicarairce.

2igor 4s saw),s t~he kit I C , el ii I F pozises 1o Or e Khlalis i oi w it hi o Last Lc

brani gsarid wtV.115-'I 111M11L. 0int llclearan'ce. Wha!, is; iir t icularly

illt crest Lin rig iSt le f Ia tLelng iostif thie responise:; a round sh~ot exit als tile

c ' -ieiclWt e15 rt'de 'etI I'll is 11: beenl obszerved ill iv bralI fi r irlgs When

IlWIt'iis riranieri t or sin 71 Z eI MrOVeL'11' [t Vwas,, betg I Ili',tŽ 11ii 1. I t occur red during a

scrt~L's ni f i IinIIs is ct' 1-0, ivet I ' Ap ii sore ess tLon. It could t beret cre

bt,"ll Oalscd 1) y I (rhr e I id i t M', i t S t-oss jit' i-1l I tlt' I li'tw 0rrea eii

aiid istC te LC C1-irlrliCek tkklrtCý''i . Dirnec t t'enpa ri.sarits between uxpailstýoil

wioilno epn i: are slicwir il 1-igores ad . for 0.2') rum i cea rarre e ax'!

response, i1 the lirc il both i~e

Coolt .l ll' 't the ~',iII is ob-i i tied whitit t:ilt' lxi ot' detiI levicil



SiMI;W5'it' A`COW,; tie]red - 'flitn itO sh1 : in' 'FtIW! 1 tlt" /, re A )ad~

Ilidt it>.i' o he hat Im re I shampeI:; t Ak -ii lip it ill."ni I litI. i-va I . I'i.' iu ot'0

her n c a u ic'With 11 e i::i' F ,i' i)'; 11, I it C(1)ti

heilr i tig, lit' .iiri> I, love; IC t C5: t OA fi e iri 'O tIIIZ , -I t . 'I C'fht: l

Ut. I o Llt, Ite 11 i, r ý d" I oIL.,k t he b, a ic i ui- I le, ot Ilv( t (! liac k ac ros;; t.ie

C~ 101 hi1CO . When1 expansI iont i in I, 'Iti I .'i gte I Ir(, S i. bane ),1 - I st Il

icve aross th 11CC I La r.ai ,c ; I llIII I I rine0 t lit' b i r re £ has Ie;0xpsnae1d anld thei

r IteI rubek I t I tret i)re red(Iuced, th I i re o L'0t I ii lit, the hILarre L does 11ot,

d:e dL' Ic tt' tl hd1.ick so ensA i LIv.

The eft'I ecý o t ti1e rent I bar. : ) l ink .) i ore. ob h )ions. h '1110 it io 011 thIeO

K i CrFc ý1 ,II1 lwwizLs is A.LSS I '-2 t 1dI' t11e 1eia Ln of I the1L bair rl oIA ga inst the10

to0i0 f theLL rea Ir bea~lri. ThelIllL dtis~tl r)U 1W O t io 0; § thec breech is

t hetre Co I' i ic re~ise,,ti l i c-n i 1.1- I 4 ii.

Thle ca.sk t'1 a s implo elaistiLc heirinvg with no e loaraiile Is shown jn1

Fi[gure 9 . The Imo[Ik t. ionl at e1 obe~ hear1ing haIs obV ionIs I V bel.en a opp res sed, as

hias tlit,, o'r It r, o t. i on o)f tii.c Lo)11) ,L.ct Lu1,vr e L. F iourt', 1lo shows the

[re, -Fre it. 0 1' C o coiipi) r i ;,Ii

F ii Ia v F igý,u; e iýi ows the j'mip ChaIraCtOrist ics for a simulation

W~ ti s1 110wi Lat 11Lt.i.il ion. 11e1 r ignre o)f JUMp is ealenlacod as the

":t/.l) 1g s~l' the' 1Mot0l t: ratilo.ve rse velIoc ity d iv ided by the shot

c'xit V' Iu c /. 'IIIi -; iSs liciwn f or t lie c mlp Le te t tse peri 1od al though the.

A-i 1n i-ei~ o [lt t. est is; at shoti exit, [t enables aii apprec istlon to

he0 malttde fI0'ps i'ilai. in jump ii the shiot exit point was not

Lt) rrItc t L It cain he scen th.ur for lthe s inulat Ion withi bat-tel expans ion,

lii,' ex-it. C NIL is 'Ilot -ýO CLm' tea;.' HOWt'Ver, 0.5 ms difterenee for the

Ilo) exp)ItI:; tOO' Ci.'; would proince ;' ve~ry di [rector jump fi gure,



T1Ie effetCOt o § barrel expans ioni within tihe bearii.gs, and its effet C

oil t raiisverst' rispls'Ca ho s Iriuliated relatively easi ly. It can be

dlot tnlvd I!; add ittonsil tore rig, terms to the bairrel, dependent upoin the

disi -'11, itemen[t atL thet badrre IWit h i tHe0L bearing .

Re'sult; ,;!low that. incluhison of the, hairre 1 expansion produ~ces a

sign if iLcat clIangýc in tire hairrelý res pause and should there fore be

Cons ;,de red ill siad ic' soit gull Jumuip character is tics.
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Kb

Bearing , Cc _ XC- _Ex

Barrel _. J

Kb

Xc Vertical displacement of barrel centre iine

Ex Radial expansion of the barrel

C1 Initial clearance

Kb Bearing stiffness

Diag.1 REPRESENTATION OF BARREL EXPANSION

WITHIN THE BEARING
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A SIMPI,E THLORETICAL, MODEL OF :-'HO';/BARREL INTERACTION WITHIN A SMOO'J'H
B0111, ýI; ]IN

AJBr; It'Vi'T

A model of a smiiooth bore barrel in one plane is developed.
This involves the use of stiffness equations of sinqle beam elements,
similar to thosý, used in finite element modelling. The equations
of metion describing the pitch and bounce modes of the shot are
ýstated and the two sets of equations are linked to predict the
effects on the shot of shot-barrel interaction.

Data from a compressed air powered g',n is used to validate
the model.

BlO(GRAPHY:
PRESENT ASSIGNMENT:

RESEARCH SCILNTIST ROYAL M4LITANY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

PAST EXPERIENCE:

PAST RESEARCH INCLUDES WORK ON GUNJ DYNAMICS AND IAIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY

DEGREES HELD:

B.A.
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When oi d: ogmod o rn to ilk guris one oý t he f orctor s cout r ibut ing

to, roun Ii t: a ri~tui(Id dis pe~rs taion i:a ti- yaý n., tug Ie io of tile shot. I ndeed

And '1-c (1ý ' I u; t.- C't at ch i:; 'Dot. Lo 3 is ",: majo r importance, and

Watlktr( 2) makes ,'e poi-fl that shiot ha Ilacing (!rt 1lgin tue bore)

canlCIi~ ca set C sihe IL ngavngani wear liag cvt the gun barrel.* To

undo ft told the- caesOot :a -w for iii rryinla ) stable shot , it iS

nt'c''sSJir 1 i r o to uw -o c -rject~ lie n-boreý mo,-tion and the

I[I~rt'.iJr ~rthe ba .a1ce t1, p'oject~ie.

A 'oam-'t ,,i CFii t ot Kxp:r'','ientlli aridtacriia work has

t ''"'fit': 1 Ci' ' 0 t'~' "1'>CotLionl. Mathemat ica-l modelling

* ''liI 'w'S115LOYC~iLrit' now'hta usedl. These can he dividedd

,lt* o, ntac Pagan(3)

"ald -i½ t ll;(4)an in Io:e us i rig Cthe fi a! c element me thud ,suchi

ciTs orlcrns a ~.'5 il. Great Br' ta in and Soifer and

Bucx'i,6) in the Vi'd -e 4 L ,'tw~s .

A Lhetlttt i il '101Ccci-pro )tX'cite if-ldes have been produced.

Neta:bl'. by boIo Aaf'rochV1( 7) whok uSe2d equaltions Of MOt ton for the

/1>11 :t'd115'It Llitcllges method , coupled to a

F L i d£ t ose no'1 '1 .I c1 and Chiu( 8) uric used Eu let' s apptolcII to

obi t t .'juar u',.I 1½ .10 t,,'k gInot. '[he potntiatally more po~we-rful

I41 ti ccAtli i fI1401 nolo in Great, Britain and tlie Unmited

c ~ i '' I 1w g 1(( L t' o f h ýt d t h u'c t e ats o f s h o~t/ b a r re l

~~'.'lOL't~~~~~'i\ ijp u;ii li;;l;. d h ni:nni(9) is. to produce( tile

tin' iO I to I Ct-', ;111,i 01: :- c-;tin's Sit;' c -'' i;tittg it t sinul-tau,!ous

Cii I FM I Iv ii .ti



in this paper Bulman's approach is used to produce a model of a

smooth bore barrel in one plane. The equations of motion describing

the pitch and bounce modes of a shot in one plane are stated and tue

two sets of equations are linked to predict the effects on the shot of

shot-barrel interaction.

A compressed air powered apparatus which simulates many of the

characteristics ef a recoiling tank gun has been developed at RMCS(10).

Data from this gun is used to test the theoretical results.

DERIVATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Barrel modelling

A two dimnensional mathematical, model of i barrel with constant

bore and outer diameter was produced by considering a series of

Euler-Bernoulli beam elements joined at the nodes. At this stage

longitudinal vibrations were not included. This g.ve's two degrees of

freedom at each node. These are linear motion perpendicular to the

barrel axis and angular motion about the horizontat axis. Using the

sign convention shown below for the displacements,

JU

Fig 1. Displ.acement of node j

anid letting the applied external forces oa che hazbrel element at nodes

j and j+± be shcear forces F. and F,,-1 and moments M- and Mj+I, wi. th the
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There is no requirement that the bartel elements need to be the

same length. Indeed the program chooses telemelOL leagths &i that the

bearings are at harrel nodes.

Shot modelling

We first make the following assum'ptions.

1. There is no friction between barrel and shot.

2. The driving bands have no play in the barrel.

and 3. Yaw deflecttoiis are small such that sin e = 0

I12

____ ____ ___ ____ ___kb3-
kc Tb

Fig 3. Schematic diagram of a shot in a smooth bore barrel.

Using the schemat ic diagram (figure 3) and considering shot

"bounce' and 'pitch' we can write the equations of motioni for the shot.

My =ka(Y - CL1 ) - kb(y + 6L 2 ) - Ca(Y -GL Cb(y + L2) .......... (4)

"Cl T + L lka(y - eLi) - L2 kb(v + 6L 2 ) + CaLI(Y - OL1 ) - GbL,'\(y +- 9L 2 ).... (5)

These equations are solved using a 2nd order Ruuge-Kutta routine

and the shot and barrel solutions art connected using the following

method.
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Shot barrel interactiou

The position of the shot in the barrel is calculated from thie

pressure time curve and the position of each of the driving bands

relative to elemenc nodes is deduced.

a) Forces from the barrel on the shot

To include barrel effects in the equations of motion for the shot

it is necessary to interpolate between the barrel nodes to give values

for barrel motion at. the driving bands.

Sda

•i-+ +

C1

Fig 4. Displacement of Lh,, barr .1 at LIe ,nrc driving bands.

Using figur'e , let the rear driving hiud be betweun1 nedes xi aud xi+1

and then Erot drivcig baUt be bct;cc;: ito4 s x ard x, then,

xa- i (x - a/

Z b + (x -+, 7j)(]b/['

Thv vertical dtstarce xmoved by thei barrel is then l ncorporated into the

sht ' bounce,' equaLion (4) to gb:vt the nev eqationa tO.
L'4 =t -k (y-x -L)-k (y-X",-L.) - ( 0"-i-1) C b ,

a ab 
-a a

The eqaaLion for shot p itch beco),aes-

91 -1 ± 4. L k (,.-X--xC 1  - , 2 kbt,-xt.. 2 ) Cu(c--k - - CL 1..(,'-i +eu ) (¾
2- b , 2 - b 2
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b)Forces from the shot on the barrel

Vertical forces from a driving band are added to the barrrel nodes

"either side of that driving ba.d in proportion to the distance of the

driving band from thu nodes. Using figure 4 and Letting Fdb be thel

shear force froTa a driving band a distance d a from node i the sheaci

force on node i is calculated using the formula,

Ni = Fbd(l -- da/L)

and the shear force from the same driving band on node i-K is.

Ni+l = Fdb(da!L)

So that if the shot is within one barrel element, all of the force.-,-

frim the shot are regarded to act at the nodes either side of ih;it

element. But if the driving bands are in separate barrel elel).nits the

forces are applied at three nodes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAIMIE

A 30mm, muzzle loaded, compressed air powered gun has been

developed at RMCS to simulate many of the characteristics of c,

recoiling tank gun. Many parameters can be varieýd easil.., these

include breech mass, breech ine-rtia, buffer ; tifkness, bearing spac:ing,

shot mass, bearing clearance and breech pressure/time profile. Barrels

can be interchanged within a few minutes aud these irnclude a smooth

bore mild steel barrel with a wall thickness of 10 cm, a thin walled

aluminium smooth bore barrel and a rifled barrel.

The gun body is symmetrically balanced about both the horizontal

and vertical axes but masses can be added above or below the axis to

create an out of balance 'breech'.

Instrumentation has been designed which records the change in

angle of the shot, about both the transverse horizontal axis and the

vertical axis. To facilitate this the round was required to carry a 12

mm diameter mirror on its front face.
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A routnd has been designed( 11) to give a set of characterist ics

that include,

1, a pitch frequency of between 150 Hz and 300 Hz, to .-ive

sufficient number of cycles as the shot passes down the

barrel,

2, a maximum pitch deflection of +4 mrad,

3, a damping ritio of .1, or less,

and 4, synmmetry about the central axis with provision to

attach oft axis masses to create an out of balance

round .

A cross section of the design is shown in figure 5. It consitts

of an outer cup (AA) with machined driving bands (BB) and (CC), a L2rmm

diameter inner beam (D), a cantilevered beam (E) and an end mass (FF)i

The position of the mirror to be used when measuring the angle of the

front face is shown at (G). in the experiments described here the

cantilevered beam (E) was specified in silver steel, with the rest of

the shoc in aluminium alloy. However in future shots beams 'D' and 'E'

are to be integrally machined from one material. The 'free' end of the

beam is shaped to give a larger contact area with the mass. This is

attached by a press fit and adhesive.

The driving bands were specified with a tolerance of .01 mm, this

fit was designed to form a pressure seal and was considered tight

enough for the balloting motion (rattling in the bore) of the shot

outer cup to be neglected in theoretical predictions.

Except for two holes in the end mass (FF) the design is

symmetrical about the central axis. Various masses can be screwed into

these holes, to make, the shot symmetrically balanced about the bore

axis, or to give it an off-axis centre of gravity.
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To give an initial test of the mathematical model two sets of

firings of shots with a 2.1 gram mass, offset from the shot axis by

10.5 mm and positioned below the bore axis prior to firing, were

chosen .These used,

I) The mild steel barrel with a muzzle support fitted so that the

barrel can be regarded as inflexible and the shot studied in

isolatio•, and

2) The flexible (aluninium) barrel with a balanced 'breech'.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6 shows two theoretical traces for a shot with a 17mm x

2.6mm diameter cantilevered beam with an offset mass of 2.1 grams

placed 10.5mm underneath the axis of the shot. One trace is for an

tnflexible barrel and the other for the flexible barrel. The

theoretical predictions suggest that barrel motion will have a definite

effnct on thf gho-. Tn this As_• tH'o Pffect of the floi'hie hnrr.y' is

to rotate the nose of the shot downwards about the horizontal axis.

In figure 7 the theoretical prediction and an experimental result

from the 'inflexible" barrel are plotted. As this figure shows the

theoretical model is now giving reasonable predictions of shot motion

within a solid barrel. The experimental trace shows a frequency of

approximately 222 Hz, whilst the theoretical trace has a frequency of

about 210 Hz.

Theoretical and experimental traces for a shot with a 20mm x 2.6mm

diameter cantilevered beam, fired from the flexible barrel, are plotted

in figure 8. The experimental result confirms that a downwards

rotation of the shot nose, about the horizontal axis, does occur when

the inflexible barrel is replaced by the flexible barrel.
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One cause of inacurracy in the flexible barrel model is that the

gun bearing, were mode L led as pin joints , and it has been shiown( 9)

that the ho;iring stiflfnesses and in particular damping at 0he hearijgs-

is an importaaLt tuCLor whent predicting barrel. respotlse.

A. large scale firing programme to provide data to fully test the

inathemat ical model will now be implemented.

CONCLUSIONS

Early comparisons with a few experimental results show encouraging

resu Lts.

One of the advantages of the experimental apparatus described is

ihat a large number of firings can be undectakern cheaply and quic-kly. A

firing program will now be undertaken to proiide large amounts of data

both to est the simple mathematical model described and for the

testing of other theoretical models.
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NO)TAT ION

For the barrel.

-. F Shear force at node j

M Molment at node jJm
E Modulus of elastic ty

Ib Second mniment of aroa of the barrel cross section

L Length of barrel

L Length of a barrel uLemcnt

Uj iorLzontal displacemneat of node j

V Vertical displacement of node j

Gj Angular displacement of node j

Mbe Mass of a barrel element

For the shot.

0 Angular displacement

Li,L2 Position of the body centre of gravity relative to

the front and rear springs.

y vertical displacement of the shot centre of gravity.

T Couple produced by the effect of an offset centre of

gravity.

ka'kb StiffnesS coefficients for the driving bands

M Mass of the shot body

I Momeut of inertia of the shot. about its centre of gravity

Ca,Cb Damping factors for the driving bands

Shot-barrel interaction

N Shear force on barrel node j due to a driving bandJm

Fdb Force from a driving band

di Distance of the driving band from a barrel node
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ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF ERROR IN TANK GUN FIRING

EDWARD M. SCHMIDT, PhD* AND JOSEPH W. KOCHENDERFER, MR
LAUNCH AND FLIGHT DIVISION

U. S. ARMY BALLISTIC RESLARCH LABORATORY
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21005-5066

1. INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of modern tank ammunition can be fully realized
only when the rounds are delivered accurately. A primary source of error is
the ability of the fire control system, including the gunner, to sense and
locate the target then to lay the weapon to the proper orientation to insure
ballistic intercept. However, even if this operation is performed to
perfection, there are a numler of perturbations which influence the launch and
flight of the projectile. Some involve the dynamics of the
tank/gun tube/projectile during inbore acceleration and subsequent separation.
Others are dominated by the prcjectile aerodynamic characteristics. Also, the
inability to sense and/or correct for the ambient conditions over the
trajectory will cause disparity between the desired and actual points of
impact. The present paper will address some sources of error in a
representative modern tank, mainly considering perturbations following
separation of the projectile from the launcher.

An illustration of some of the problems facing the analyst of
in-bore dynamics of modern projectiles is provided in Figure 1. The weapon is
a massive guide rail for the projectile; however, under the extreme loads of
launch, the gun tube begins to respond while the shot is still in bore. In
order to force a consistent sense to this response, cannon are generally
fabricated with mass asymmetry. The tube is supported and constrained by the
recoil systera which may or may not be symmetric in design. Under gravity, the
tube droops producing a curvature which is complicated by variations in bore
straightness induced by mianufacturing, installation, use, or the environment.

Upon firing the charge, the pressure within the tube builds up to
thousands of bars causing both the projectile and gun tube to accelerate.
Each of these moving bodies is subject to a gross rigi.d body motion upon which
is superimposed flexural or vibrational modes. The linear and angular
acceleration of the gun tube induces inertial loads which contribute to
flexing. In addition, the motion of the projectile along the curved path of
the tube results in transverse reaction loads which drive the gun motion.
Historically, projectiles are assumed to undergo rigid body balloting motion
as lath-al clearances are taken up and rebound occurs. With long rod kinetic
energy ammunition, this response is supplemented by longitudinal flexure of
the sabot and of the projectile relative to the sabot.

In terms of accuracy, the critical moment of the in bore cycle is

the separation of the projectile from the gun tube (Figure 1). Anything that
influences the magnitude or direction of the projectile velouity vector could
result in significant deviation from the intended trajectory. If the launch
process terminated at the muzzle, the parameters of interest would be the
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transverse velocity, angle, and angular rate of the gun tube plus the
transverse linE•r and angular velocity cf the projectile relative to the gun
Lube. Unfortunately, the pcojcti]ro must disengage from the tube, pa.ss
through the reverse flow region of the muzzle blast, and then dascard the
sabot components before entry into unconstrained free flight. During transit
of this near muzzle region, the trajectory may be further perturbed.

Once clear of' the blast a.rid, ;abot discard regionls, thle projectile
free flight motion is reas,-,nably wellI unders;tood. Assuming that the
projectile has not. Deen damaged during launch, the trajectory can be well
determined if the initiall *state i s defined. The main source of' error
associated solely with the free flight of the round can be ascribed to the
inabiliy of the Fire control nystem to accurately sense and provide
appropriate corrections for ambient conditions over the flight path.

In order to complement the papers describing the contribution of gun
and projectile in bore dynamics to launch conditions, the present paper will
discuss the environme-nt, seen by the projecýtile following separation from the
gun tube. Muzzle blast loads ivill be reviewed for weapons with and without
muzzle brakes. Sabot discard interactions will be considered and related back
to in. bore properties,. Finally, the free flight motion will be addrd2ssed.

2. MUZZLE BLAST LOADS

When problems are encountered in launching rounds from cannon, it is

a common practice to ascribe the difficulty to loads encountered in the muzzle
blast. In defense of this interesting gasdynaniic phenomena, it must be made
clear that care is required in diagnosing the origin of weapon launch
problems. Muzzle blast may ho: the source of disturbance in some instances,
particularly, for objects which are bluff, asymmetric, or of low density.
However, in many cases, the extreme loads characterizing the in-bore
enivironment are the real source of difficulty.

Once free of the gun tube, the projectile must transit the muzzle
exhaust flow which consists of an outer air blast driven by the expanding
propellant gas plume (Figure 2). The plume has the structure of a supersonic,
underexpanded jet and is terminated at the shock layer consisting of the plume
Mach disc, the propellant gas/air interface, and the outer shock of the blast
wave. While inside the Mach disc, thle projectile is subject to the plume flow
wherein the gas velocity reaches values 2-3 times that of the projectile,
i.e., the projectile is in reverse flow. Conventional wisdom dictates that

for such a situation, finned projectiles would be unstable, but since the
residence time within the plume is much lower than the inertial response times
of the body, stability is not really of concern. Rather, it is the transverse
impulse transmitted to the projectile that influences thle subsequent
trajectory.

The calculated variation [E1 of the lift force, L, with distance

from the muzzle is illustrated in Figure 3 for different values of the ratio
of the projectile exit velocity to the propellant speed of sound at shot
ejection, Vp/c, i.e., the Mach number of the propellant gas prior to abC:1
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exit. For values of the parameter equal to or greater than one, there is no
in-bore interaction possible. For values less than one, the in-bore
interaction occurs and may be important. Outside of the weapon, the behavior
of the lift function is of interest. The relative flow velocity increases as
the round moves through the plume causing the lift on the fins to increase.
However, this increase due to the velocity, is offset by the rapid decrease in
density of the propellant gas due to expansion. Under the influence of these
two property variations, the lift function peaks ald then decays to neglLgible
values after only two exit diameters of travel.

Integration of the lift permits the computation of momentum
tranferred to the projectile and the resultant deflection of the trajectory.
The estimated trajectory deflection for a generic kinetic energy projectile is
plotted as a function of launch velocity in Figure 4. The deflection in mils
is ratiocd by the launch angle of attack of the projectile in degrees. The
lack of monotonicity in the plot is due to the assumed muzzle exit conditions
which were taken from a variety of data sources. However, the result is
striking. As the launch velocity increases, the trajectory deflection
decreases significantly. For a typical tank round, the in-bore yaw angle
should be quite low. Even if the angle were as large as 0.5 deg, the jump
induced by muzzle blast would amount to o:nly 0.05 mils.

3. MUZZLE DEVICE EFFECTS

When- a wudpoCl i. uquippud wiLh a nuzzle device, analysis of tle flow

becomes more difficult. A common device, t'ie muzzle brake, reduces gun recoil
by venting the propellant gas rearward. Tie device has a three-dimensional,
confined geometry through which the propellant gases expand over the
projectile. For sabot encapsulated rounds, the installation of a muzzle brake
on the gun can create serious problems. First, the muzzle brake must not
interfere with the sabot discard. Mechanical contact does extreme violence,
both to the brake and to the round. Another, major difficulty can be the
enhancement of muzzle gasdynamic loadings. Since muzzle brakes are under
consideration for installation on a number of low recoil tank gun systems, it
is of practical interest to consider the possible interactions.

Recently, tests were conducted on a meaium caliber cannon with and
without a triple baffle muzzle brake in place [2]. When the brake was
installed, the dispersion of the system doubled. To determine if the flexural
characteristics of the tube were altered, a mass simulating the brake was
mounted at the muzzle. The masl did not interfere with the free expansion of
the muzzle gases. Firings dc.ncnstrated that the dispersion returned to the
level obtained with a bare tube indicating that the added mass was not the
cause of the problem. A further investigation Aas conducted to investigate
the influence of brake length. Successive baffles were cut off the device.
As the baffles were decreased from three to one, the dispersion also
decreased. It was found that a single baffle design produced no measurable
increase in dispersion over the bare muzzle case. Apparently, enhanced

gasdynamic loans associated with the confinement and length of the brake were
altering the launch dynamics of the system.
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Computations of the gasdynamic loads on the projectile as it passed
through the brake, predicted a 20% growth in dispersion. Since dispersion
doubled, this was not the solt effect. A series of orthogonal flash
radiographs were taken of the sabot discard process for cases with and without
the triple baffle brake in place. These data show that the presence of the
brake produced a change in the sabot discard trajectory which was not treated
in the computations. Mechanical contact between the sabot components and
projectile occurred over a longer period and asymmetry in sabot discard was
enhanced. The resultant asymmetry in the discard increased the loading upon
the projectile and degraded precision. The tests demonstrated that care must
be taken in the installation of muzzle devices upon weapon systems which are
designed for precision fire.

4. SABOT DISCARD

The fact that sabot discard interactions influence the trajectory of
fin stabilized projectiles can be demonstrated by considering measurements of
free flight yawing motion (Figure 5). The data were acquired in the BRL
Transonic Range on a typical kinetic energy projectile. The plots present the
angle of attack versus the angle of sideslip as the round moves through the
200 m facility. With distance downrange, the yaw level decreases; therefore,
the maximum yaw occurs near the weapon. Two olots are presented representing
a case with low and high sabot discard perturbations, Figures 5a and 5b,
respectively. The nature of this categorization can be seen if one considers

hre cofditiuLLII Ui"t LIý Pro1JctUl AL epadL±1 : LVp-atioi-. ...... the gII ube.

Within the bore, the projectile is constrained by clearances to yaw
levels on the order of 0.1 deg; although the angular velocity may be
appreciable. If a statically stable projectile enters into free flight with
such initial dynamics (i.e., near zero initial yaw, but finite yaw rate) the
resulting angular motion should be nearly planar yaw. In fact, this type yaw
is well represented by the data shown in Figure 5a. This plot would suggest
that sabot discard interactions either were not significant or are consistent
with normal free flight aerodynamic loads.

In contrast, a second round of the same type demonstrates the effect
of sabot discard interaction (Figure 5b). Here, the yawing motion is not
planar, but elliptical. If one were to postulate initial launch dynamics for
this round, they would be initial yaw of roughly 4 deg and a finite yaw
velocity orthogonal to yaw angle. Obviously, the projectile did not have a
4 dog yaw at release from the gun tube; nor is it reasonable to assume that
disengagement from the tube forced the yaw to build to such a level. Rather,
the sabot discard process produced perturbations which significantly altered
the launch dynamics of the round.

The sabot discard perturbations consist of both mechanical and
aerodynamic interactions. At the muzzle of the weapon, the sabot components
and projectile are in direct mechanical contact due to the constraints imposed
by the tube and the various bands or seals of the sabot assembly. After
clearing the tube, elastic decompression, spin, and gasdynamic loads act to
break these bands and to lift the sabot away from the projectile. Depending
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upon the design of the sabot, the lift process may be rapid and clean or may
involve pivoting about a point of contact on the projectile. Alternatively,
the sabot components may initially breal contact only to reimpinge on the
projectile at a later stage of discard. Asymmetry in the contact will
generate lateral momentum tr'ansfer between the sabot components and the
projectile. This alters both the projectile trajectory and the symmetry of
sabot discard. Geometric asymmetry in the sabot discard results in
aerodynamic asymmetry in the mutually interacting flowfields associated with
the sabot components and the projectile.

The relative magnitudes of in bore and sabot discard perturbations
have been estimated using data acquired from x-ray measurements of near muzzle
projectile motion [3,4]. The results of a comparison of transverse angular
impulse are presented in Table 1, below. The data indicate that the level of
impulse due to sabot discard perturbations, is the same as that due to in bore
disturbances. This conclusion is supported by data acquired by Biele [51 who
measures the dynamics of a 120mm gun tube and the subsequent projectile
trajectory. He finds that the gun muzzle motion accounts for roughly one-half
of the measured trajectory jump angle. The remainder is associated with
disengagement and sabot discard dynamics.

Table 1. Comparison of Transverse Angular Impulse

Round No. Tn Bore Angular Impulse Sabot Discard Angular Impulse
(rad/s) (rad/s)

6 6. 5.60
2 4.17 10.26
3 3.03 .21
4 3.58 3.28
5 7.45 1.82
6 1.71 6.30
7 14.28 5.88
8 1.29 9.04
9 5.97 9.08

Since sabot discard can significantly alter the projectile
trajectory, it is of interest to consider the origin of' asymmetry in discard.
Conceptually, there could be asymmetry associated with the failure of bands or
retaining rings; however, this behavior is difficult to measure or model.
Alternatively, the asymmetry could be directly related to the initial state of
the sabot and projectile upon disengagement from th ibe. During travel
within the gun, the projectile moves along a curved pati Jetermined by the
tube bore profile and tube dynamic response. In addition, the projectile and
sabot may be oscillating both relative to the bore and to each other.
Finally, during release of constraints at shot exit, transverse loads may be
imparted.

Plostins [4] assumed that a major factor influencing the sabot

discard interactions was the in-bore oscillation of the projectile relative to
the sabot. He examined the magnitude of measured sabot perturbation relative
to the parameter '/ I For small values of this ratio, the projectile is
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assumed to be near the peak of its in-bore yaw. Conversely, large values of
the ratio imply the projectile is being launched near the minimum of in bore
yaw. The correlation indicates that sabot discard interactions are large for
small values of I,, I/ . This would correspond to a condition where the
projectile angular displacement is greatest and, presumably, where the
differential strain in the sabot components is appreciable. The minimum
discard interaction is measured for the case of large ,•' / X. , which should
be the case for low differential strain in the sabot components.

The results point out the need for a design tradeoff. To reduce
aerodynamic jump, the launch angular rate must be minimized; however,
Plostins' correlation suggests that as the rate is reduced the sabot discard
interaction begins to build up. This implies that there could be an optimal
launch condition for the minimization of the sum of the sabot discard
interaction and aerodynamic jump.

5. FREE FLIGHT

In this section, consideration is given to the influence of the free
flight aerodynamics upon accuracy. First, aerodynamic jump will be discussed.
Second, the manner in which exterior ballistics is implemented in the fire
control solution is addressed.

Aerodynamic jump is the deviation of the trajectory associated with
the yawing motion of' the projectile. As yaw builds up, a lift is produced
which results in lat ral acceleration and displacement of the ruunj. * Nuiphy• y-
[6] integrates the equations of motion to produce the following expression for
the aerodynamic jump:

I CL

2 CM ,' +

To examine the importance of the initial angular rate and angle of attack,
consider two cases representing the launch conditions (f a fin-stabilized
projectile:

Case 1: ýo = 5 deg, 0 rad/s

Case 2: ýo = 0 deg, 14.5 rad/s

To give yawing motion which is similar in magnitude (but not in

phase) for each case, the first maximum of yaw will be roughly 5 deg. For
Case 1, the projectile is assumed to be launched at this angle. For Case 2,
the projectile is launched with an angular, rate which will cause the yaw to
build to a maximum of roughly 5 deg. In both cases, the initial velocity
vector is assumed to be along the desired lay angle.

The resulting trajectory for each case was computed using a

six-degree-of-freedom code (Figure 7). It is observed that the jump for
Case 1 is negligible; however, for Case 2, there is significant trajectory
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deflection. Since this case is more nearly that of typical gun launch, the
computations indicate that the yawing motion of projectiles must be considered
as an important source of deflection. This is especially true for yaw levels
whizh are greater than one or two degrees. For comparison, the value of
aerodynamic jump predicted by the above equation is shown on the plot. The
two v•lues are in good agreement. It is interesting to note that trajectory
deflc. in angle is sensitive to projectile yaw for ranges less that 200 m.
Beyond this distance, the jump approaches its asymptotic limit.

The second free flight effect to be considered is associated with
the implementation of' gun lay. The fire control system, inclusive of the tank
crew, must sense the ambient conditions and correct the pointing angle of' the
gun to provide the correct trajectory. If the ambient conditions are not
properly sensed or input to the fire control computer, then the round will
deviate from the desired point of impact. Since the flight characteristics
are sensitive to the projectile design and launch conditions, two typical fin
stabilized tank rounds are considered: full bore, spike-nosed and
sub-caliber, saboted long rod shapes. For a given level of uncertainty in
ambient conditions, the shift in vertical target impact location is given as a
function of range in Table 2.

Table 2. Shift in Vel.tical Target Impact Location (in mils) due to
Error in Fire Control Inputs where FB = full bore round and
SC = sub-caliber round.

. . . 0... 410 1 u l 5 . . .. . . ..
R let It 0% exrl .L 11ii I UP qerr ux' Ll I U Lu )U UZI Y-LU Ulf bJW

(W) density ambient temp. velocity error estimation error

FB SC FB SC FB SC FB SC

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
500 .018 .002 .004 .000 .036 .012 .290 .035

1000 .090 .005 .020 .002 .083 .022 .632 .072
1500 .245 .013 .059 .004 .139 .035 1.003 .107
2000 .560 .025 .141 .008 .220 .0117 1.484 .146
2500 1.114 .040 .286 .013 .321 .060 2.003 .182
3000 2.184 .060 .558 .021 .478 .075 2.718 .226
3500 4,002 .084 1.000 .030 .686 .087 3.490 .268
4000 6.941 .116 1.617 .0142 1.010 .104 4.545 .310

It is readily apparent that the sensitivity to errors in fire
control inputs is significantly lower for the sub-caliber round than it is for
the ful1-bore round. In addition, the variation with range is highly
non-linear. To gauge the importance of these shifts in impact location, it is
necessary to consider whether the estimation errors are reasonable. For
example, a 10% variation in air temperature is about 30 deg C from the 15 dog
C standard. This could reasonably result from a seasonal excursion or from a
day to night 3hange in a high desert environment. A 10% change in air density
is at the extreme when variations are considered at a given altitude;
however, if the weapon is moved from sea level to 1 km altitude, such a
density change is possible. A 10 m/s variation in muzzle velocity has been

. observed in tank guns even with a correction for propellant temperature and
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has been attributed to uncertainty in tube wear' and propellant aging

characteristics. A 5 m/s error in tne estimation of crosswind is an upper

bound on this property.

Due the short engagement ranges of tank cannon, the influence of

rotation of the earth on the trajectory is neglected. The magnitude of this

effect on the azimuthal fall of shot is illustrated in Fig. 7. Even at 3 km

range for the slower round, the correction is relatively small.

The algorithm in the fire control system used to aim the weapon also

influences the ability of the gunner to successfully engage targets. To

compute gun lay angles, current systems use either a polynomial fitting to

standard conditions plus corrections (unit effects) or solve two-dimensional

equations of motion (with a closed form add-on equation for the cross plane).

As long as computer memory space permits and the conditions are not widely

different from standard, both solution methods yield comparable results.

However, if there is a reasonably large divergence from standard such as a 15%

density decrease coupled with a 10 m/s cross wind at an engagement range of

2000 meters when firing a full caliber finner, the interaction of density and

wind, if uncompensated, would introduce an error of about one mil in the cross

plane. Fire control algorithms which utilize polynomial fits for nonstandard

conditions could suffer from the nonlinearity of the corrections but this

shortcoming is minor and, generally, may be ignored. It should be pointed out

that the fire control system attempts to compensate for the nonstandard

effects addressed in Table 2; however, there is error in measuring each of

theGse q ua n 1 . .itc r w h ich wil in± 4 1'lu-,en ce the 11l of st.3 The perturbations

listed, such as 10% in air density, can be properly accounted for if the

correct value is input to the fire control. Unfortunately, the default values

are often used in the solution of the aiming data because better data are

unavailable or because the importance of these quantities is not recognized.

6. SUMMARY

The influence of perturbations to a projectile trajectory following

separation from the gun tube is examined. Muzzle blast, sabot discard, and

free flight effects are considered. Muzzle blast has a minimal influence.

Sabot discard can cause changes in the trajectory similar to those due to

transverse loads within the gun tube. Generally, free flight loads are well

understood; however, uncertainty in ambient conditions can generate errors in

the lay of the weapon which can be significant in some cases.
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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL W)LOR G)MPUTER GRAPHICS PROGRAM FUR DISPLAY
OF PROJECTILE GUN IDYNAMICS

KATHLEEN L. ZIMMERMAN
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5066

1. Introduceion-

Graphical representation of data is an old, widely used analysis tonI.
Computer algorithms to automatically generate 'X-Y' plots were developed
quickly by the industry. The advent of the low-cost graphic terminal and
development of mini- and micro- computers led to a tremendous growth in the
graphics field during the earl)y seventies. Graphics, suddenly available at a
reasonable cost, captured the interest of many users from a host of disci-
plines. Almost instantaneously, computer graphics were beintg used to display
Lhre..-dimeasiunal objects in 'computer art', movies, and vendors' promotional L.4

material. Even the change in language from 'plotting routines' to 'computer
graphics' reflects technological advances which allow us to make artistic use
of color to show density, stress, temperature, texture, etc.

"A survey of commercially available software was made before this project
was undercaken in earnest. The leading contender, PATRAN, has a fantastic post
processor for display of three-dimensional objects; the graphics modeling
capability includes surface smoothing and highlighting wbich produce almost
photographic quality results. Unfortunately the company which sells it does
not plan to market a version which will run on any of our three candidate
computer systemrs: an HP00O-F minicomputer, an HP9836C microcomputer, or a
PE3252 minicomputer with a MSGATEK 7200 graphics engine. It took very little
time to learn that buying software designed for our particular hardware
combi.tatioas was aext to impossible.

Since the ultimate goal of this project is to ,nake a movie of the tube
motion, it was decided to concentrate developmeat efforts using the Perkin-
FEimer mniacompute.r, the MTEGATEK, and a MATRIX camera. DiSSI'LA, version 9, has

Sbeen installed on the PE and is the current graphics package being used. It
.. has the advantage of familiarity since It is also installed on the mainsite

'CBER 173 and CYBER 825 computers. The 3-D graphics available with DISSPLA
• cannot be used for this application since. DISSULA expects a siangle-valued

function to describe in x and y the surface.
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- The object of this paper is to present a simple, direct method for
"showing gun tube motion as predicted by a gun modeling code. The program has
been written so that the user can generate the graphics picture using familiar
two-dimensional plottlig routines. Further, the program has been designed so
that only one subroutine needs to be re-written when the code is 'ported' to
other computers. With very little effort) the graphics subroutine has been
converted to run on the HP 1000-F and the CYBER 825.

2. Graphic Concepts

The assumption has been made that gun modeling codes can produce
centertine coordinates (x,y) for each node at a given time t and/or three-
dimensional information which gives the centerline coordinates (x,y,z) and the
rotation ot point on the surface about each axis for each node at a given
timne t. The radius of the tube at each node is obtained from a database of
gun tube descriptions. Surface coordinates are calculated at 25 points around
the circumference of the tube at each node and stored in a three-dimensional
matrix by node number, circuference point number, and axis coordinate. This
tube matrix is similar to a finite element mesh and can be used to display a
'stick figure' representation of the tube.

In oroer to use the hardware polygon fill or software routines of a
graphics package like DISSPLA, the data needs to be presented in a form so
that consecutive vertices of a polygon are defined. A plotting matrix is
computed using the information in the gun tube nmatrix just calculated. The
surface coordinates are arranged so that each group of five descrrbes a

II,, polygon where the fifth vertex is identical to tiLe first and is used to close
the polygon. T[he plotting matrix will become much larger than the tube mitrix.

ALt that remains now is to transform this three-dimensional deta into
informaLiLon which can be used for a two-dimeusional display medium. At the
present time, a 4 x 4 transformation matrix is calculated which performs an
isometric projection of the plotting data and then projects it onto the z=O
plane. Every polygon is displayed and filled, including polygons which are
not visible in the picture. This takes a lot of time, but does not alter the
final view. In order to give the three-dimensional sense, the ceaterline of
the tube as well as the sulrface circumferencP points at each node are drawn.
A picture is taken of the tube at its initial posirion.

To calculate the plotting matrix for the next time step, it is necessary
to perform the required translation of the centerline coordinates and the
corresponding rotations at each node. This is done using the tube matrix and
the plotting matrix is then defined again.

It is obvious that a hidden line or hidden surface routine oust he added
to this program in order to speed up the actual display of data on the
graphics terminal. Since a gun tube is a sertes of convex volumes, the
Roberts hidden line algorithm (reference 1) can be used to compute hidden
lines. New endpoints are computed for partially visible lines and can replace
the corresponding hidden vertices; thus a new polygon describing the visible

portion of the original polygon is obtained. Totally invisible polygons,
* dcefined by the hidden vertices of their hidden edges, are aot plotted.
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Visibility, that ts to plot or not to plot, is indicated by putting a one or
zero in the fourth column of the plotting matrix. Even though the routine is -'

CPU intensive, this should greatly reduce the plotting time for each frame.
It must he emnphasized that this addition will save time; it will not change
the picture at each time step.

3. Program Details

The program reads input from units 5, 10, and It. Unit 5 is usually the
default input unit in FORTRAN and associated with the terminal in an interac-
tive mode. Units 10 and 11 are attached to data files DTUBE and CTUBE. Each
input required is described below.

The user is prompted for an enlargement factor (EF) and the desired tube-,
name (RNAME). Response is expected on unit 5. The y coordinate of the
'eaterline (and eventually the rotations) are multiplied by EF so that the

mnovement will be noticeable to the user. RNAIE is used to pick the correct
ttihe description data from the file DTUBE.

The database of tuhe descriptions is created by the user from the
engineering drawings and recorded in the file DTUBE. This input file is
attached to unit 10. Each tube is described in the following manner:

Line 1: (A20,15)
DNAME = Name of gun tube, i.e. 105mm -- 1t8
NiSEC = Number of seciions in tube

Line 2: (12,IX,A1,IX,4F10.4) - repeated NSEC times
[SEC = Section number
TYPE = &ross-section description

R-> rectangular

T-> trapezoidal
D-> discontinuous

XB = x coordinate at beginning of section
YB = y coordinate at beginning of section
XE = x coordinate at end of section
YE = v coordinate at end of section

Figure I shows the diagram of the 105mm gun tube and Table I shows the data as
entered in the file DTUBE.

F3.
22

0 22.9 59.5 101.25 .26. X5 202.4-Y5 210.5

Figure 1 Illustration of the 105mim - I1S bun Tube. - -
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Table I. Example of data as entered in file DTUBE.

105mm - M68 6
1 R 0.0000 8.9000 22.5000 8.9000

2 R 22.5000 8.9000 59.5000 8.9000
3 T 59.0000 8.9000 103.2500 7.0100
4 T 103.2500 7.0100 126.8500 6.2500
5 T 126.8500 6.2500 202.4375 6.0500

6 D 202.4375 6.0500 210.5000 6.0500

The file CfUBF, which is attached to unit 1i, is created by the gun
modeling program. It must contain the following information:

Line 1: ONODES (6X,15) = Number of nodes chosen (does not change
during the run)

Line 2: TIl (6X,E17.10) = time at each step

Line 3: (6E12.7) -> to be used for a 3-D modeling program
C(T,I) = x coordinate on centerline
C(,J,2) = y coordinate on centerline
C(J,3) = z coordinate on centerline
R(J,t) = rotation of point on surface about x axis
R(.T,2) = rotation of point on surface about y axis
R(J,3) = rotation of point oa surface about z axis

where .1 = nodal potnt number < 20 and this line
is repeated for each nodal point.

Data at subsequent time steps repeat line 2 once and line 3 M'ODES number
of times. Line I is never repeated. Table 2 shows the data generated by the
Boresi modeling program (reference 2) for the 10an at time zero. This is a
2-D program and the format of line 3 is (TIX,2E18.10) since only the x and y
coordinates of the centerline are provided.

Table 2. Example of data as expected in file CTUBE from the Boresi model.

8 CNOD)HS
.000000000OE 00 INITIAL ONDiT1ONS

I .OOOOOOOOOOE+02 .3167988028E-04
2 .2250000000E+02 .27*1650263E-03
3 .4090000000E+02 -. 12SO901859E-03
4 .5950000000E+02 -. 1519039589E-02
5 .iO32500000E+03 -,8859127947E-02
6 .1268500000E+03 -. 1497079945L-01
7 .2024375000E+03 -. 4300180835E-0!
8 .2105000000E+03 -. 4623445425E-01

The program uses the gun tube description data to find the radius at each
of the centerline r.odal points. It has been assumed that the modeling program
wiltl include the end points of each tube section in the nodal point set. The

'Ct-• program will create two points at t1he beginning of each discoait iuous section.
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Table 3 shows the plotting nodes which have been determined from the tube

description dm.ta and the giun modl data. Note that the y coordinates have

been mnultiplied by the ealalrgnmlent factor E'--100(.

Table 1. Plotting noles determined frGm DTUBE and (J7UBE Input.

lo t t i',h,
Node o y

1 0.00000 0.03168 0.00000
2 22.50000 0.27317 0.00000
3 40.89999 -0.12809 0.00000

4 59 .50000 -1.51904 0.00000
5 103.25000 -8.859!3 0.00000

6 126.85000 -14.97080 0.00000
7 202 .43750 -43.00182 0.00000
8 202.43750 -43.00182 0.00000
9 2[0.50000 -46.23455 0.00000

Tbr (y,Z) coordinates oi the surface of the tube at each node x are

calculated in subroutine CIRCLE This subroutine uses a parametric equation

of a circle so that the coordinates are evenly spaced around the circumference
of the circle rather tltan evenly spaced on the y-axis. The results are stored

in the tube matrix G(KJ,KC,t) where KJ is the node number, KC is the number of
the circumfereace point on the surfacc,, and I indicates the x, y, or z
,ordi nate. *The firsr_ and 'jasrT pom ats are irient-ical in orderL Lu Close LIe

circle.

The plotting array ;T(N,3) is created from the tube matrix G(KJ,KC,3).
As stated above, the surface coordinate-, are arranged in groups of five to

describe the polygons which approximate the surface of the tube. The size of

N is dteLermi.ied by

5 x (it pts on circle -1) x (0 plotting nodes -1).

Asouni ng that 19 niodes are specified by tho gun moAeling program and that
Lhere is just ome discont:Auous section, then the number of plottiag nodes is
20 . The program always calculates 25 points on the circle. Therefore, in
this case, N = 5 x 24 x 19 = 2280 and 6840 words are required to store the

entire plot t ing array. It is obviotis that the size of N grows quickly and

that. care ,must hO exerc ised LI) keep the arrays within the memory limits of the

comnputcr being used. The currenLt IiniL for N is 2500.

Sahroutiae (GRAHt!31) is tile driver routine for calculatiag the homogeneous

coordi nates which will he displayed oa i two-dimensitnal medium. It expects
lt-•a in an N x 4 pLottiag matrix where the first three columns define the x,

V, di.l Z coord i nates and t he fourth columna Indicates if the point is to be
plotted . The suhrouti te cili i-

S/gR()JIJ'lI NE ;RAPIt31)( ze , JR ,T9 , 21, INITL)
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where ZP = input data matrix
IR = number of rows in ZP

T9 = -x4 transformation matrix from subroutine 'IRANS
Z1 = homogeneous coordinate matrix

INITL = 0.

Normally, options can be selected to describe the type and order of transfor-
mations to be made to the data. For this application, an isometric projection
of the data onto the z=O plane has been preset. In general, the transformation
matrices T(4,4) are calculated and concatenated in the order specified by the
user. The cptions supplied by GRAPH3D are used in subroutine TRANS to select
successive 4 x 4 matrix multiplications until the final transformation matrix
is calculated. These multiplicdtions are done first in order to avoid succes-
sive riiarrrx multiplications with the much larger plotting matrix. It is
important that the options specify the transformations in the correct order.
The last transformation matrix for a given set of options

[Tj = [T1] x [T-] x ... X[U i|

is used in GRAP113D to calculate the transformed data:

[ZP]Nx4 x [T] 4 x 4 = [ZT]NK4 .

All transformations assume a right-handed coordinate system; the user is
responsible for making any adjustments for left-handed coordinate systems.

•v, The homogeneous coordinates are determined by dividing the elements of
each row by the fourth element of that row:

ZH( IROW,ICOL) = ZT(IROW,ICOL)/ZT(IROW,4)

where ICOL = 1 to 4.

Thus, all fourth column elements now equal one. Since the transformation
usually includes a projection onto the z = 0 plane, the homogeneous coordinate
matrix [ZH] contains the two-dimensional representation of the three-
dimensional data in the form [x y 0 11.

Detailed descciptions of the mathematics used for the translation,
rotation, and projection matrices used in subroutine GRAP!13D and TRANS can be
found in reference 3. This is an excellent text for mathematical techniques
required to develop computer graphic aljorithms.

Now, since the fourth column information has been preserved in the array

ZP(N,4), it can be inserted in the fourth column of the homogeneous array
ZM. 1Finally, the data is ready to be displayed on whatever medium chosen.
This data can be passed to a subroutine for actudl plotting or written to an
output file to be plotted later. Because of the amount of computation
required, this program.i writes to file DGFUPGP on unit 12. This decision has
given the flexibility to try the graphics using ditferent graphics packages on
other computers without worrying about user program space or memory size.

V--7
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If the user wantsý to remove hidden lines, this must bec done before the.-

data is projected onto the z=O plane and after all other transformAtions are

calculated. An option is available to do just that in GRAP3I3D. Subroutine
ROBERT is the implementation of a hidden line algorithm [reference 1]
developed by L.G. Roberts at M.I.T. in 1963. This algorithm looks to see if
an edge or line is hidden from view by any object in the scene. Each volume
or object must be convex in itself; the total scene need not be. Each object

is described in several ways:

1. By a volurie matrix composed of the plane equations
for each plane -n the object,

2. By a corner natrix which gives the x, y, and z

coordinates of each vertex, and

3. By a plane/vertex matrix which contains the vertex
numbers describing each plane.

The general equation for a plane

Ajx + Bjy + C'z + Dj = 0

provides the coefticients for each column of the volume matrix

SA j 4 1

+ 1 ]+ "

D. Dj* .

where j counts the planes. Using the plotting matrix, which is conveniently

ordered by vertices defining each plane, this volume matrix is determined in

subroutine VOLMAT. Three vertices on each Jlane are used to calculate the

plane equation ccefticients A, B, and C; coefficient D is set to one. The
following is applied

X Y -1
X" Y 2 1"•-

X 3 Y 3 z3- 1

to each of the j planes describing tie object. Since an arbitrary 25 Ioints
were chosen for the circumterence points, there are 24 planes around the tube
and one at each end; tit.erefu-e the volume matrix is 4 x 26. The volume matrix
must be adjusted so thal tho dot product of the position vector of a point
inside the volumne -cd die voiume matrix yields a positive result. The point s
iS foundi by taking the average for each X, Y, and Z:

V-8
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x = (XI + X+ "' + X/j

Y = (YI + Y9 + + Yj)/j

z = (z 1 + -2 ... + Z)I/j

and its position vector s = [x y z 1]. If s [Vi < 0, then the cnrrespondinpg
colir,,i of the Vwlumo matrix is multiplied by -1.

The corner matrix is calculated in subroutine cnRRAT. This rnat:rix is
simply a rc-ordered subset of the vertices contained ih the plotting matrix.

The plane/vertex matrix is determined in subroutine PVMAT. This is
another hookkeeping type routine which orders the vertex numbers of each plane
counterclockwise. The 'sides' of each object, which is the section of the gun
tube between each node, are planes with 24 vertices.

As previously stated, the transformations required are concatenated up to
tile point of projection onto the z=O plane. The inverse of the transformation
matrix [T] is stored in matrix [T9]. The volume matrix is pre-multiplied by
the inverse trai.sformation matrix to give the volume matrix in the transformed
space:

[T]- 1 = [T91

[T91 (V] = [VT].

Trhe corner matrix is transformed by post-multiplying it by the transformation
mat rix:

C' [r] = [cr1.

Using the plane/vertex rnatrix, an edge matrix is computed which gives the
two vertices describing the edge, the two planes which intersect at the edge,
and a flag indicating visibility of the edge. Initially, the flag is set uo

one to indicate visibility.

The determination of hidden planes is mrade in subroutine HIIDE1. The
transformed volume matrix is pre-multiplied by the eye point vector

C = [o 0 1 0]

to yield a vector

C [VTJ = PP.

If each component of the resulting vector. PP, is positive, then the planes
are not seen. The edges formed by the intersection of these planes are ilso
invisible . The fLag for that edge is then set to zero I, the edge matrix for
the volu11e being tested.

Testing for visible and nor-visible lines begins in subroutine III)E2. A
quick test for complete visibility is done first. Given the two endFoints s
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and P9 of an edge, the I iet betC ween them is visible is hothb eildpolnts are
vis ible-C . The followi ng vectors aro calculiateod:

d - p2 -

pj S s vTr

qj d [VT]

wj G [VT]

If, for any j, the two conditio;is

I. P. 0 p

2. pj + qj C0 and wj )W

where C = i0 0 1 0]

are satisfied, then the line is visible. Tf the edge is visible, its flag in

the edge matrix remains set to one and the next edge is processed. If tile
edge i.s not visible, the flag is set to two and further testing is done.

At this point, use is made of a parametric represencation of a line to
determiae its visibility. Given

P(t) = pI + (P 2 -P 1 )t where 0 ' 1 1 (1)

V = s + dt
where 0 1t (1, a ) 1,

s P1 , .nd d P2 -P 1

Q(a ,t) = u = s + dt + t G

Substitilt ig,

" [VT] s [VT] + td [VT] + a G[VT]
"u [VT] pj + tqj ' a wj (2)

Equa.toin (2) yields a set of j linear equations to be solved for a and t
-acd, pair of equatitons is solved in U1DE3. If there is a solution for the

gijen pair of equations siihrotit.Le TI.[M[T is called to deterilane if t is a
ni.i-imumn or a mnaximum. This subroutine determines the MAX( ti. ) and MIN(t Max)
for the entire set of solutions to equation (2). The portion of the line
which is v~sible is given [or the reg ion of t

. t < tL 'I nd t. < t • I

and the Invisible portion for values of t

tL L t t inn
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[sea LicijLod . Vi sibl ftIc~ 2igenh [Ž1ethege are, s to )ren in a t cilpord ry array

all ;I are k' t t 0 d ago i aS r anly renal I Ia fagý VO uI sn" he fore proceed i .ig, to t~ie nex t
edge. Ti ue sgmets h I cl re.L( founld to he tiorally vix thlo e re sltored In aa

ir i 'i at rix ini subi out iin lRl!E2.

a . I tt alll; edges ajc c, edl aast all th1 oueexet.son

I hr~ linto semn rom ti. heLione mat rix arid any edges wh ich were fouiit! to he
tot a! ly vie ible af ter the cz: Irk chei-ck are put into an arraly for pin,)t L i ng.
Projct ion onto th is' ,-) pan 2-~& .z don~i just p)r io r t o w r it ingi the p [)lottingi

4 . Conclusionas

Al though calculat ions have :not heen,, done of di as small,. a time -;tep as
Wfitl he0 WICSSiiLy to produce enough fra-mes fur a movie, the meothod has been
duinons tracedJ The hidden lIne algor ii thin hs not been ap~plied to this spec iftc
p rob lem , bait It hias hoen teste~d fur a sconei, composed of three: rectangular
pant La ipipeds . The routine will ha;vei to he modi ficd to handle the 24-sided
,ilanes of each tube sect ioni.

Only1ý )d the Boresi guni mode has heaust-.6 fur iniput so fa~r. Thus there has
beent n0 tes;t of thle rotaitions; agateý, the s-ubroutirne Involved hias been used to
cal cul ate rot a Lionsý oF -I!her oh e ct s and -its r,-stil r., 1mhve henaon f i r~nod

Simle nhaceteoc ae planned I i!:c u.;S a ai coot rasLtlag colored stripe
onl the surface, of the toteo to show twist ilihi ;, lmarkor of soine sort to !,how the
pos it ionl of thle pro] ect li e U., Cvo;,t ua11 cv th metw, to n o-,f th-e projectile will
also 1)! displayed. -In this e!ase, time inv)isiblet sectiton of the! tube will he
drawn with the visibhie pacrt ion the- projectile. Hig'hlighting, shading, anld
surface ,moothitag ar=c lest rahie hut. t:o planneP- for the near [aLtt.irei

1, . 1, .G. RobertLS , -MachLiua Per-cept ionM of Three-Diwonenl tonial SolLids" , Lineno In
Laboratory, Massachussets Inst ituite r ecnlgy ,ahaical Report No. 315,
Maiy 1963 .

2. A. P. BoreýsI , "Tranlsitent Response of a Gun- System, unider Repeaited Firinig"
A AR' Conitra-ctor Report l)AAK-l0-i7 C-02 10.

3 . David F. Rogeýrs and J . Ala-n Adams, Ntitliemnatctal Ele0ments For Computer
* Graphics, McGraw-Hill, 1976.
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ABSTRACT:

A study of the projectile-gun tube interactions using a two point force

technique was presented at the Third US Army Symposium on Gun Dynamics. It

showed that the large computation-experimentAl discripancy of one to two

orders of magnitude for vib,ýations in the M68 gun tube could be eliminated.

This paper presents the work related to the two point force formulation of

the general case of the transverse vibration of an elastic gun tube with

uniform rifling. It outlines the formulations of projectile motion and tube

vibration, piesents correlations of computations and tests, and discusses the

theory of formulation. The success of the formulations is in the use of
i ........ the..- sternemechnnical impact for r%1ýnprfi

motion and the use of a two point force technique to replace the point mass
approximation for tube vibration. The computalions show the important effect

of projectile c.g. eccentricity and tube-projectile clearance. A detailed
compi,,taton of the muzzle motion of the M68 gun tube is obtained using a
typical pressure-time curve. From the computed results it is seen that the

gun vibrations fluctuate depending on the variations of initial conditions.

For given realistic initial condition, the computed results are comparable to
the teAt data and there exists no comnutation-test data discrepancy. The wide
range in the variation of the computed results can be explained by recalling
the principles of resonance of vibration. The evaluation of the computed
results gives an insight into gun tube" vi rations.
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AN INSIGHT INTO GUN TUBE VIBRATIONS

SZU HSIUNG CHU, PH.D.
US WRMY ARiAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

LARGE CALIBER WEAPON SYSTEMS LABORATORY
DOVER, NEW JERSEY 07801

INTRODUCTION

The existing state in gun dynamics is that the computation of the
transverse gun tube vibration generates results that are one to two orders of
magnitude less than the corresponding experiimental data (1, 2)*. However, the
torsional vi'brations of the gun tute ha'.e good computation-test agreement (2,
3). In order to improve the computations, a two point force technique was
proposed at the Second Meeting of the Gun Dynamics Steering Committee (4).
This technique considers a projectile as a rigid body except at the bourrelet
and the rotating band where elastic deformations may occur. The transverse
projectile-gun tube interactions computed from a six degrees of freedom
formulation of such projectile motion are then used as the two exciting forces
with opposite sign at the bourrelet and the rotating band locations of the gun
tube. Thus, in addition to the effect of the conventional point mass forces,
the effect of a moment induced by the base pressure resultant and the

q projectile c.g. eccentricity is also included. The M483 projectile
computations (4) show that tVe results nmre dependent ot. the. proieCtile e.g.
eccentricity and agree with the available test data. This technirue together
with a simple exanple was later presented at the Third U.S. Arnm Symposium on
Gun Dynamics (5). Reference (6) shows the effect of a moving couple
introduced by the projectile eccentricity and (7) presents a si;: degrees of
freedom formulation. Both use similar concepts, and indicate thaL the
technique has many advantages.

This paper documents in more detail the twe point force technique and the
related gun dynamics work performed in the Applied Sciences Division of the
LCWSL, ARDC. Its aim is to present some observations and insights into the
gun dynamics field. The modification of current formulations using the point
mass approximation may be easily done by substituting the original forcing
function with the two transverse interactions at the bourrelet and the
rotating bau•d, or by an equivalent force and moment.

This paper will emphasize the principles of problem formulation,
descriptions of forces and deformations, and correlations of computations and
tests. The equations of motion will be mentioned briefly? since the
derivation is rather a general mathematical 'anipulation once forces and
masses are defined.

*Nurpdbers in brackets C ) in the text denotes the reference listed at thn end

of the paper.
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The presentation begins with the formulation of the projectile motion.

After the motion and forces are determined, the opposite of the transverse

forces acting on the projectile are used to formulate the transverse vibration

of an elastic gun tube with uniform rifling. Methods and examples of solution

are presented. k detailed result of the computation of the mu7, le motion of a

M68 gun tube is obtair.ed using a typical pressure-tine curve. Various cases

of different initial conditions are considered. Some correlations between the

comoutations and the field tests are mentioned. The discussions of the

formulations and the computed results indicate the advantages of this

formTIulation and may give some insight into the complicated gun dynamics

problem.

FORMULATION OF PROJECTILE MOTION

The forces acting on a projectile during launch are the base pressure,

gravity, proJectile-tube interaction, air resistance and the inertia force.

Knowing these forces are essential for designing projectiles and fuzes,

defining initial conditions of exterior ballistics and generating tube

vib rat ions.

In 1971, a research program was initiated to determine the forces to be

used in fuze and projectile design. After surveying related literatures, an

extensive forrmulation was performed and documented (8). This formulation has

the following features:

I. Six degrees of freedom Lo replace the conventional three degrees of

f reedoyon;

2. Physical reasoning is used to define the applied forces instead of

math z.atically assuming the three components of a force;

3. Introduction of elastic deformation instead of traditional

stereomechanical impact at the bourrelet contact;

4. Emphasis of the projectile c.g. eccentricity from its geometrical

axis:

5. Consideration of the effect of non-unifoiin band engraving of the

cotating band;

6. Inciusiorr of the influence of tube curvature generated by 4its owin

weight or temperature difference;

7. Initial position of the projectile;

8. Using the ba:ne pressure directly as input to the system of motion

equations;

9. Including the effect of traisverse tube vibration;

10. Considering rLflixig effects; and

11. Th•i O ott at muae.
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The program tas undergone successive improvements and documented in (4, 5,

9-15). Additional features as follows are considered:

IL The air resistance or aerodynamic forces at the front portion of the

projectile;

2. The friction forces at the bourrelet and the rotating band;

3. The effect of tube wear and copper deposit in a worn tube;

4. The center of the engraved rotating band is not confined to move along

the tube axis, .nd lateral motion is permitted; and

5. The effect of the resisting moment of the rotating band, which opposes

the transverse rotation of the projectile.

The six degres of freedom formulition (8, 11, 15) is baseO on the basic

principles of rigid bcdy dynamics, that is, Newton's second law of motion for

translational motions and its complement in the law of moment of momentum for

rotational motions. For economic purposes, the products of inertia of the

projectile is ignored. Consequently the following Newton's and Euler's

equations of motion are used,

ma. = FX

(3)M~ay = F y

z F z 
(3)

+ 2 h = 2 (4)
+ 3M (5)

h 2 - •11)3 +3hl = 2

3 - 12h + 3 2 = 
(6)

tdierc"

w -- ma3s of projectile,

a x, a/, Cz = accelerations in the x, y, z diuections,

F F F, F forces in the x, y, z directions,

h1 h2, h 3 = angular momenta in the 1, 2, 3 directions,

£ 2 3 in agl 1, 2, 3 directiuns,"4i = 3 o-l y v lo it e

M1 M = zotet. in th,: l, 2, 3 directrions, and

dot over a quontity dt ,otes It., time derivative.

In addition, spir.1in- is govern-d by the rifling equation,
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Wtany, = R(U + $cosf) (7)

where
W = displacement of rotating band in z direction,

y - twisting angle of rifling,

P - bore radius, and

p,4,,0- Euler's angles.

To properly define the motion and forces, several sets of fixed and unving

right-handed rectangular coordinate sysrems and Euler's angler€; are employed.
These coordinate systems are described in 'fables I and 2. The fixed X, Y, Z

coordjinate system is the basic reference system and it is fi,,ed to the
stationary portion of the gun tube or the ground. The moving X', Y', Z'

system is parallel to X, Y, Z system but its origin moves with the driving
band. The moving XI, YI, Z1 system translates with the zotating Land but

rotates so that the Zl-axis is always tangent to the gun tube axis. The
moving coordinate system, 1, 2, 3 and 1', 2', 3' are parallel to each other
but with different origins. The body-fixed 1", 2", 3" system is ftred in the

projectile and is equivalent to the V', 2', 3' -:ystem rotated an angle ýl
about its 3'-axis.

The Euler's angles, y , and e , are defined as follows:

I. • is the angle of precession, which is the angle between the nutation
.xt= (intersection Ti no of th" drr'ivng r •nla p!n..o, and1 rhc. I-V p•ni- nf n rtePm

X, Y, Z ) and the X-axis;

2. 4 is the angle of spin, which is the angle between the body-fixed 1"-
ax is in the rotating band plawai and the nutat ion axis, and

3. o is the angle of nutation which is formed by the Z-axis and the spin
ax is .

Superscript ' and subscript 1 are usel for Euler's angles with respect to
the x:u-fe.rence coordinate systews X', Y' ,' and X, , Y, Z, respectively.

The fhrces and mo;:ients a:ting on the projectile arr basically visualized
on the assumption that the projectile has elastic deforact;0or at the bourrelet
and toc rotating band, and othmezwise rigid everywh'?re. All forces and moments

considered are shown in Fig. I*. The sub:icripts used iii thit i .,tire have the
following meanings:

A = aerodynamic force or aiT resistance,

a = inertia force due to motion of gun syscin,

-RT bourrelet normnal and frictior force.

*Figires are shown at the end of the paper
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TABLE I. RIGHT-IANDED CARlIESIN COORDIrNATE SYSTEi1S.-GUN TUBE AXES

SYSTEM FIRST SECOND THIRD
NAME ORIGIN AXIS AXIS AXIS

X,Y,2 Fixed at point where Horizontal, point- in vertical Tangent to gun
(fixed) gun tube ais intcr- ing to right when plane tube axis

sects rotating band viewed facing
plane at t=O muzzle

X',Y', Z' Always at moving Parallel to X- Parallel to Y- Parallel to Z-
(moving) point where gun axis axis axis

tube axis inter-
sects rotating
band plane

XiY, ZI Same as origin of Sarle as X-axis In vertical Tangent to tube

(movng X' ,YZ' system plane axis

TABLE 2. RIGHT-HANOED CARTESIAN COORDINATE SYSTE;'S-SHELL AXES

S,- SYSTEM FIRST SECOND IHIRD
N1AME ORIGIN AXIS AXIS AXIS

1,2,3 At shell C.G Parallel to nuta- Normal to shell Parallel to
(moving) tion axis 1' axis shell axis

1',2',3' At moving point Nutation axis in Parallel to 2- Parallel to 3-
(Orovi rg I ;here gun tube axis center plane of axis axis

intersects rotatins rotating band
band plane. Some
as origin of X',Y',
ZI

1,2,3" Fixed on shell at Intersects 3- Normal to shell Parallel to
(body- point coinciding axis at negative axis shell axis
fixed) with origin of side (coincides with

2',3 system !axis)
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g = gravity force,

p = base pressure,

RB = rotating band normal and friction force,

RF = rifling normal and friction force, and

x,y,z = components in the x,y,z directions

The forces at the bourrelet is worthy of special attention. An elastic

deformation or spring force is introduced instead cf the traditional use of

rigid body contact or stereomechanical impact force (see Discussion

section). This technique avoids the jerky conqputed results. A general

configuration of bourrelet deformation is determined by the contact condition

for an unevenly engraved rotating band case. The associated bourrelet force

is the force resultant acting on the contact area. The simple expression for

the normal bourrelet force is:

Nb b = b (8)

whe re

Nb normal bourrelet contact force,

kb spring constant, and

b = deflection ;L the c-ontact.

The rotating band forces may be obtained by integration around the

rotating band. To avoid not including the effect of the uniformly distributed

forces, the formulation computes the uniformly distributed force and an

unbalanced force due to Lhe lateral motion separately. The unbalanced normal

force has an expression similar to the normal bourrelet force. Furthermore,

for a rotating band of very narrow width, the resisting moment due to uneven

force distribution in the tube axis direction may be ignored. In case this

womewit is not neglected, it is expressed by

Or 
(9)

where
M resisting moment,

0' yaw angle, and

C = coefficient of resisting mowent.

The air resistance or aerodynamic force at the front portion of the

projectile is not formulated in the same manner as the base pressure. Rather,

it is considered as forces acting on an inclined object moving in the air

confined inside the gun tube. Consequently, equations similai to the

aerodyiamic force formula are used.

The rifling force is determined from the rifling condition (8). When a
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Sprojectile is launched in a smooth gun tube, the situation is quite different

and the formulation is much simpler (14).

The equations of motion for both drooped and vibrating gun tube cases
present additional computation problems over and above the original equati.ons

programmed for the fixed straight gun tube. These problems were solved by
referring the motion to the ground fixed coordinate systems and using a number

of coordinate conversion equations. A simpler set of equations have resulted
from considering the relative motion with respect to a moving coordinate

system which translates and rotates as it moves along the gun tube axis. This
technique computes the projectile c.g. acceleration according to the following
general acceleration expression and makes corresponding moiifications in the

formulation.

The general vector expression for the accleration, a, of a point referred

to a moving coordinate system is from the theory of dynamics of a rigid body,

a ]R+ o x (,lxp) + •xp + •+2w>6 (10)
C r r

wh e re

acceleration vector of origin of the moving coordinate system,

= rotation vector of the moving coordinate system,

,r, r displacement, velocity, acceleration vector of the point
relative to the moving coordinate system.

Manipulating the cross product operaLion and separating the acceleration

and associated components in the Xl, .1, ZI directions, these components of

acceleration are

2 2axl 11)xi CX 1 - 2ý lw Zl 2Z1iw Yl - l{Yl1 + u zI)(I

1 YI(WX •Y1 - zi + z 1, zIWxl + (1 )

aI �i- 4 - 2Zlx + 2 - Y 2 42

1 Cy1 1 1 xiz 1 1z z I Xi

+ Z(1 (")yl.,l t1Xl) + X (' WIY1 + Z) (12)

. • 4 2ý1u' 2' . " 2.az = 1 1 •1 1 • 2

X1  W.. 1 + ' ('C U, ) (13)
1 l i -1

In Lhu case of a d rc-oped gun tub)e which is consideied stationary with

curvu'te in the vertical Y]- 71 plane, the notion of the X, ' Y', ZI
coordinate system is coufinea in this plane and hence its acceleration

com-ponents are only l'PY arid R cz , and the angular velocity and acceleration
components are o. ly •, and . Cnsequently, the acceleration
"comnpoaen r of the mass Icen-tcr of tLe projectile reduce to:
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a -- (14)

+Y 2'ýI - Y 2 -ZI X (15)aY1 CY RcX I X~ 1

2+ 2i W - z 1 w2 + ydg (16)
a. RCZ I ' + 2Yj-Xl I(Xl 1
azl 1

The moving coordinate translation and rotation terms in these equations

are detciiiined by differentiating the equation of the tube axis with respect

to time and the travel of the projectile. The curvature of the gun tube axis

rmjy be experimentally determined or computed. A simpler method is as follows:

The non-uniform gun tube is divided into many segments or stations,

counted from the fixed end. The deflection and slope of the gun at

station n are determined from the equations for a general cantilever bears,

namely (25), 2 3

yn Yn- + en-ltn + MJ + nn (17)
Sn 2En

0 011 n + + - -Q (18)
S2L

where
Y = deflection,

e = slope,

= length of beam element,

= section area moment of inertia,

S shear force, and

n= subscript to denote station.

in the case of a transversly vibrating gun tube the complete Equations

(11), (12) and (13) are used. These equations show that the transverse and

the torsional vibrations are coupled, since they contain terms with wzI

and ýIzi , which are due to the rotation of gun tube about its axis or

torsion. When torsion is not considered, these terms are omitted, and the

acceleration componenLs become:

'4 XI 1 Rc = + +I 2Z WiIt - X W2 •-y + Zly

1 1 Y !1  1 *x •lz 1  (19)

ay .... J + Y i - 2ZX W - Ylfx1- 7ZI'AxI X!± KlYl20ay Lx R'l

L ~ ~ 1 Xx (20)

aI N-zl + Z -2X k 2y I - Z (j2 + 2)- X + Y (21)
Zi Icz 1  X 1x Y 1J 1X1

These equations contain coupling terms •-'X and w and their time

derivatives. This means that tI.-' traii-verse vibrationl in the vertical and

V-20
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horizontal planes will, not be independent and the usual separate computation
technique is indeed only an approximation. The moving coordinate system

translation and rctation terms are determined by the gun tube vibration which

is described in the next section.

At the samc time Picatinny Arsenal started this work in 1971, similar
investigations were also performed at the Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM

(16, 17, 18), later at Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgran Laboratory, VA
(20, 21), and recently at S&D Dynamics, Inc., Huntington, NY (7).

FORMULATION OF TUBE VIBRATION

In most transverse tube vibration studies, the projectile is considered to
be a point mass since it is small compared to the gun tube, and the gun tube
is approximated as a cantilever beam since it is a long tube with the breech
end supported. In reality the transverse vibration of the gun tube is not

confined to a plane. Hlowever, to simplifiy the formulation, it is usually

considered that the tube vibration has components in two perpendicular planes
and may be analyzed separately. In general, Euler's or Timoshenko's beam
theory is used in the formnulation of the equation of vibration. The general

equation derived from Euler's tlheory for the X-Y (vertical) plane vibration is

(EIY")" + m = 6 (Xp - X)Fp (22)

where

m = mass of the gun tube per unit length,

E = Young's modulus,

I = area moment of inertia of the gun tube element section,

X = location of the gun tube element,

Xp = location of the projectile c.g.,

Y = normal or Y--axis displacement of the gun tube element,

Fp - projectile-gun tube interaction force exerted on the gun tube by

the projectile, and

j,(Xp - X) = Dirac delta function.

The gravity force of the beam is usually inored in the formulation. A
similar equation is used for the X-Z (horizontal) plane vibration.

The interaction force Fp may be derived from the point mass approximation

(22). An important point is that this formulation ignored the effect of a
moment which is the proouct of the base pressure resultant and the projectile

c.g. eccentricity (see Discussion section). This moment is not small for high
base pressure cases. Consequently, there is no satisfactory agreement between

the computed results and the experimental data (1, 2, 3, 23). Nevertheless,

the corqputation of torsional tube vibration did show good agreement with the
"test data (3). This difference of agreeinent is perplexing since all theories
and cechniques of dynamics are well developed and rvailable.
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To improve the formut'lation, the technique or concept of a two point force
approach is introduced (4, 5, 15). The equation of vibration becomes

,• (x + h X)(23) -.(EY'")" 6 (xY 1) -) - I - X)N P + h - X)Nb y

where
axial distax.-.e of thi projectile c.g. to the rotating band
center section,

h axial distance of the projectile c.g. to the bourrelet,

Nay = Y component of normal force acting at the rotating band, and

Nby = Y component of normal force acting at the bourrelet.

The forces -N and -N are the components of the two projectile-gun tube
interactions acting at the rotating band and the bourrelet location
respectively. They are computed from the projectile motion but with opposite
sign. Piey may also be represented by an equivalent force and a moment at the
projectile _-.g., since the equivalent of two parallel forces is a force and a
moment. Hewever, the two point force representation is preferred, since they
represent completely the torce actions until the rotating band leaves the
muzzle.

The acceleration and rotation of the gun tube are obtained by
differentiating the displacement and the slope respectively. These quantities
are used in the equations of motion of the projectile as mentioned before.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

Traditionally the computations of the projectile and tube vibration are
performed separately. Usually, the equations of motion of the projectile are
solved fir.t to obtain the displacement, velocity and acceleration data
without considering the effect of tube vibration. The computed projectile
data are then used as known values to solve the equation of tube vibration.
In reality, there is a coupling effect between the projectile and the tube.
This may be seen from the appearance of the coupling terms such as interaction
forces in the vibration equation, and tube accelerations and rotation terms in
the equations of motion of the pro~jectile. Therefore, for accurate results,
all these equations should be solved simultaneously.

The computation time of solving simultaueous equations increases with the
number of equations involved. To utilize the existing projectile analysis
program and save some computation time, an alternate numerical integration
technique is used. This approach solves the equations of motion of the
projectile and the tube vibration alternately at each time step of numerical
solution. The only data required from the interior ballistics computation or
test is the base or chamber pressure. At the first time step the projectile
equations are solved with the gun tube at rest or no vibration. At the second
time ;tep, the- result of the projectile solution at the previous time step is
used as the known input data to solve the vibration equations of the tube.
"The results of this solution is then used to solve the projectile equation.
The same procedure is repeated for each time step until the projectil"-
rotating band is out of muzzle. This technique has the advantage of k th
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simplifying the computation and computing the effect of projectile-tube
interactio, since the time step of integration is taken small.

"Any of the standard numerical integration methods may be used in the
solution. A simpler technique is the Euler's method and the constant
acceleration technique (24). The basic equations used are

Yni 1 n + n At (24)

Yni I- y n 4n At + ½n (At) 2  
(25)

n n n

where
At = time step size, and

n, n+1 = subscript to denote the time step number.

Modal analysis is used to solve the equation of motion o[ the guri tub.,
The naturil frequencies and normal functions are solved using the Myklestad's
technique. These techniques are well doeumented in many text books and
technical reports, such as Reference 25, and not repeated here. These
tec-hniques transform the tube vibration equation into the following equations:

n
Y (x)qi(t)

2 8qi + Miq - i(N oYio+0 Nbyyi~b) (?7)

N. =Fi mjYij m28)

•O wheje

Yi = ith normal function or mode,

qi = ith normal coordinate or modaL response.

U i =ith natural frequency,

mj = jth lumped mass of the gun tube,

Mi = ith generalized mass,

Yiol Yib = ith normal function or mode at the roLating band,
the bourrelet contact point location, and

n = total number of lumped mass of the gun tube.

Computer programs have been generated based on the above mentioned
technique to solve the following examples of computations.

EKAMPLES OF COMPUTATIONS

The input data for the computations are the geometrical dimensions,
physical properties, initial conditions of the projectile and the guy, tube,
and the firing pressure. They are obtained from design data, test res,5zIts or
interior ballistic computations of propellant charges. The equations cuf
motion are solved by standard numerical integration methods.
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The solution of the projecti'c motl.en can calculate all components of the
motion and forces. Some of citense teims a,-: projectile travel, velocity and
acceleration; e.g. and bourretet center ssplarement (polar diagram),
bourrelet contact point and doflecti..,; absolute iLteral velocity of e.g.,
normal accelerations of c.g. a:nd r•.4e arptci fied axial Points; yaw angle,
velocity and acceleration; cioss spin rate; force cowpiucnts at bourrejet and

rotating band; total forces at c.g-, ct., These co,-puLatiorn could not be
ubtained with previous formulations. The computed values from this

formulation are used as design reference values fur projectiles and fuies.

Examples ef projentiles that bave been computed ere the XM673, X4712, M312A2,

Vh829, MI07, M4I3, M549 and so forth. So=e typical curves of the computed
values art. shown on Fig. 2.

In the computation of guu tube vibration only fixed breech end cases are
considered at pr'sent. The input data include the outsida diameters, area
moment of iner!ia at different element stations along the tube in ardeitica to
those required for projectile analysis. The computeo results represent the
tube configuration at any time, that is displacement, velocity and

acceleration of differoat station poiuts. Special attreotion is paid to the-
muzzle motioa .nd its displacemenL, slope, velocity and acceleration are

computed. Some of the computed resalts of the 120ImZ and M68 l05•nn guns ace
shown in Fig. 3-5 and Table :;.

CORFEI.ATiON OF FIElD T)STS

l.ost of the test data used for cases mentionad in this paper are Mom

design drawings, similar items, and sinplific-ci ons sincp no actual test daia .... [
are available.. Even in• co.sts when test data are availabe, many yalawaeres on°

constants required in the formulation are not recorded dring t-h rest.

Therefore, exact comparison between the computat.tons a"! the test" are not

feasible. However, some correlations may be mentioned to show the advantages

of this formulation.

During 1974, a thorough flight evaluat-teo wrns conductcd on ohs 155nnn M483

projcctile fired in the MI35 gun tW d-Ž rermine the causo of siort rounds
previously eacountered in cold weather test at NicoleL., Canada. la order to

det-ami ne the imp orta.ce of interior ballistic factors ou this ptogriw, the
bAllotrv:u motion of the projectile was ann lyze-I "sing the method described in

this paper- Interior ballistic perfom-ance from vartous MI.85 tubes was

calculated, inclhiding a new tube and tubes with a significant amount of

wear. It is noted that tube no. 22530 (I0) had a restriction in its center

portion (I80" to 7511 frot muzzle), due to the deposit of copper, which tended

to reduce the in-bore clearance between projectile and tube. Due to this

cordition, the frequency of impacts at the bourrelet tended to iucrease

com;pared to the mther tubes of better wear conditions and the maee ruVdo of the

contact force at the bourrelet was significantly higher. A com•lpa•'ison of the

calculated balloting behavi(r with test firings is indicated in the following

Table 4. It is notrd that the coppered tube (Tube No. 225%) produced i

higher c-oss spin rate and higher bourrelet force t0an a tube with

significantly higher wear in both the origin of rifling and the muzlle, and
thac rhe ralcuia:ed performance corresponded with the hi.gher first max•nium yaw

and higher incidence of short rounds noted in the field firings. After firing
an additiuna l 800 rourds., howev,'-, thc star gaging of the tube indicated that

the reduced di;meter s,'cttion wa removeyd and perfori:an•re appeared to improve.
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CHlU

TABI.E 4. EI4ECT OF GUd TUBE CONDITION - M185 GUN

Cor,,ýt at 10, T r,. Experitnce

Peak B-z r Pl. I, .r ,',s. Spin Rate 1i M.t . Short td.

m mp-,t L,:r..• ^i lzle Yaw., /.Vg. Rate
lq o .T y p(\• . ( r a d / s e c ) ( d e g . )

22 •% 1100 .1 1.61/2

S2: 0 c -, r , 8100 1 .69 4-7 4120

S30 O rd-, 5.00 .- 9 Not Taken 3/60

8 C,-,-, l 5100 i.l 2.0 011C

An ad(1.ion 7l insfanlre of correqpondence betwecn the analytical

predictions and the field e>perience vas found. 'Te 1148V pro.j ecile used in

the field tei:ts at Yuma Proviig grond were all tested for projectile mass

balaoce, and the position and degree of ,inbalar,ce recordL'. It is noted that

for initial values of th. precession anle, i , and spin •nje,ý , of 0O, 900;

90°' 0°; 1800, 2700; and 270°, 1800 rcspectivcily the center to gravity of an

ec~ent,-i- projectile is in the 12 o'clock position in the gun tube. Averag.3

n;J.lctla':! values for illiti-;l conditions with the h,!avy shell. side lccated in

the 3, 6, 9 and 12 o'-:l:c'k positions are giien in Table 5. It is noted that

the initial orientaticrf. calculated to yield a higher value of cross spin rate

S 1. 06 .. . "gIher va 1
' I r f; rst maKi mum yaw in the fi, ld fir-ins

TA n.E ,. VF5ECT OF INIT-Al. PROJEC I1. CENTER OF GRAVITY R11 N'It-ATIGN

M483 PROJECTILE

G.'ntex. of Cot..-i ed Peak Co-mputed ic Ld Test

I;ravity Bou relet- (.ons S.pi' Aver.age ( st

Orientation tiorce '.te kMax Y0!
(o, k I o• ) i s (tad !:co Cd g );

4500 1.08 Not oake-

6 4700 .96 3 .14

9 3500 1.06 L t ta, en

12 6900 1.36 !,..7

SThe 155nan )Y) ioct Iq Io 07n- M1A7, a i W49, fired in thl Hi '8 ho, itzer

perform di[ferene ly , espec iia' in the t1Attrrcels t erng.-avings found in field

tests- An analysis w2i-; per" u-nmed to i-le.tify an'i co-.1are th-i. in-bore
lateral motion eharac tet-int ics (1".*.,. T'ine~e pio ,vciil, es "•ithi an assu5Ied c .g

(actuaLl. data n~ot avaxilabL', u-thihna, -e of 14 1, ,-N (20 it-o-z) and 353,=--N (50

in oz wvr, -: a I•yz ed - Both ne:w an:t -orn vun rubes -.v. -e considerel. The

-ompu tC(! re sull tS a•.- 1re S en t ed 1n pl ots ad tab1.s l or tbe peak values and

var at [L cms of the ya, 'ngl e and ve P oc i ty . The ,--aputctf itemr include rosr-

sTin rate, tim, nonma , accelerations aL tw. ) axi :1 point; (6.35 cm and 25-4 cm

to t!im ptin .C tile miose), the latorin1 t.,rcom -t { ,g at: the rotat iag band, the
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bourrelet 'Fig. 2C) and the e.g., and the pat'r. of theý r~g. and bourrelet

-- center. Thlese results Shaow thac the( M1549 p-0 roýCtLUP len the iivr~est ball'ting

ofccLof the three projectiles, and! agree w-ith th feld cest ro-sul ts thtat

thje 4549 rounds have more severe! eri~raviný;; at' the hot-rielet.

All ana lyses of pro jec ti les wi Ah I nrj'e e.g . eccenrtr 'city firec! in a o-ct d

rifLed guin tube,, show that the. boirre'et andi the- rotating banc forcesi increase

toward the muzzle (Fig. 2B) . Thc tu~be weat at the unaizzle end region are duc

to the fric tion betwea!n then projteciL I and tube. 0o-seq-:ently, with the

rotating handi mid bourre let forces inc~reaw'cI, the tulbe wear xii - ! .'e increased

accordingly. This correspon~s . Ži to the general observatian of more tub(--

wear near the muzz le.

A comnputation in 1977 of t-he M344A1 projectile in the lO6nn 14206 cann~on

showed the bo'zrrelet and! the rot'atiag ba1nd _orces has a m-iximulm value as showmn

in Fig. 2A. Later, a r'nin tubeo failed4 at the loc,,ation where the computed force

is maxim1iul]-

Ano theri: in t eres t ing c onrre,] a ti on ij Nc be! ment ion ed hie re . As showo by

computLation resul rs, thce boiurrele-t force (Fibs. 2B 2nd 2C) is in.-reased with

e.g. eccentricity, and travel -aagthe rif ling. Thie~eforu t~here areý marn',

pulises of bou rre let forrce act ieg nI org the. rif ling dutring a8eh If the

force poLIOý is large eniough ciee -re 'till be tmany dents or local bending a*,ong

thle rif ling. This maiy explair: the test fat .t that local tending was Observed

in the vi~cinity of the pr-c, jec tile (pp 14 of (27)), and these ieflections are

Tube vibration is of primary concern ngnrb yais h ag

disc re-pancy between the computed res'il ti and the expe-rimental measu-rements

puzz led investigators for- a long tLmJe. Tije corput-at ions based 0:1i the point

massq approximation are much less than the Lest data (1, 2?3). However, thce

com-;,utat ions from the twa) point forcie techiniqvpm are well ccruparable T~o the

tes;t data depe),nd ing on the, parm te i e.g. eccenitricity, proj ectile-tuh)e

c learancet, Sp[ring constants and no fort-h. For exam~ple-, the? BRY. rEst3 cI ta (26)

of mean veýrtical munzzle deflection), of the, MIOPAl howrtr.er at shot exit is

2 .O29nrni and the comnuteid resul1t w-th evrlc. ecntiiy vlues

shown in Table 6. The av.1 rae;ilt-, Ji Lie four COerpal.aL oios is I .97.2ru.

TAB LE 6.Co (!I PIITL I) 117 71 ;F VR1 I CAL I,)1 ISV r;i P 01' i15" NIM)P
1101WTT/.ERt WiTH 13!,83 ROUND - XiT1

No-n 1:1: -N Def I . rwti

1i0 (n 0no.) ( (in)

1 .154 701 .9
( .ut10) (.04)

3 .203 91, PO 2.03
(( .0313) (."V)

4 .231 105.921 1. 3)
(awn(15)(.14)

NOTE: Pe11 wIH 1 aeeenie wi1t ii tont' 3 eh ire ecg a t N ACsOe~I~X.
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The mios: dcý: -bt-di~ andi rxnlic'- ase n rature is tIi,' transverse gun
vibration of th-e M465 lOMrji i-,n wAtt 1 M3,S2A2 pucll.'et 'iand

co.naLt iceS L!ue Wel 13.epur te (23" . :%L a12Acrhctt -i i i
breech ?iid case tii ing the,- iiet.ljoirliiiIC ic i he : ~ use to
compare. the results. T~he pe'ak rest ocstita for the setHlcilthe *;: rzizontal
rmizzle! d ispI C-1rn ants a~re -. 25 anm Ll 2cmfiial etiel 'T~ si. No. ldeut. ()6 of
(2)A The' inti )t data ticed tor an ly-sc s flrc frOI!1 ucS iigj d3 iwings, sinilar

it 1 -Ias, aind simu)lificati ens. S-cuet cii tho co~sai, ted resualts ace shown irs Table 3
*a:rl also shown iii Figures !+ t., 5. Evensri e tntahIi'Ie a:-d figura -s it "s seen that

Jepending, on t~te be r':e-let contact Lond it i a,19 1..g Ce.ccr,tr-ieity, is> ing
con!rtanuts a.cd initiAl prajtc tile nittO'Is thp compu~tedpe. t-
3 isp iace'ncie.t vailues are e ithei OTgu or one' er tl31~ d h, &q3s dt. Whereas

hecom-puitat ions of point mass ap oiiht ( a iagve aiaall &r v..LisC. This
shcows that the met~hod Men' i onedl in1 ti- is paper-Y h,!g rhoý casb v omnpute
the comparable values. ^.he prohle-. iti Lot' to ohen in prop a '-~r dara of
cc o'.i t a i on

I;t, S C' iSS T-ON S

A major difficulty in so I-,Lying k7eo1 L11- nic p.1i C~ is PI- wa to A,! fine the
totccrei'at usamong the various, enwr'Oijoeit, of the ,e-' ysenc:i how te

buhave during firing,

'The Point mass approximatioin has ti- advanrage of Srtriplifying the
forminnat ion arnd the s ubspotient solution of the resultiruc eiuat i onq. However,
in conls i ce r ing an obj-c t as a po.) i't mas s, 5ou:c- cnratr.ctrl( ristLcs -0wf the objec t
uray be inadvertentty igsae. In gar, dIysa-aics, thle p roj ec. ie is ,-m;Ail
compasle-d to the gun tube and the vol.w rat oion1 is seve-rely rest: icted by the
te.be-hourrelet cleararcc:, and hence tr iticn1ýly i-ha point mass approximation
is used.- This leads to two dis,.dv~ntagýes In ti.e so lutinno

Ti-c fi ret adveýrse e ffect i.. in riu-ifomli n of thew ivationi of the
p px.-'c tilIe . Tzad (I in it y p a , pro >c a f fIrstr c on ;i'ie- d "-s a -)oint miass

tiecorn.p tc the forwardi dccc hratu c-. Tol -ompensr),ate 'or spit; .-ffect, an
e cpii it-nit (hetv ier) mas., is aced. Later, tim! :-utr i tugal fo-cce is adided to

aIccount for- theý c?.g . 'rcen ti cýity ( ffecut. F1urtlierm',ire , cco coarp-ote t,-c: yaw
effect, it is considered as a spinning uody W-1 Lu a-I ya Otinn. 'he point mass

app roxifint inn exc lusic--i body defociatrio i)'- Ti *td utesotlid body contact
,orce or th t 'O.u'anclipirfrul atio ia-) lsrb the hauirre let and
rotating f orcesi . Thp so lid :. oly c:ounii: :eforce fn rictl at, ion :oiqpu ea a less
,.ar i se! o' fix;:.!A Yaw ang le wii i le the et: re~omechzrn ici.l ir- 1,ac t approach c:ompu te s
jetk KY-(ot i or The ster r~eoicehaii ica I ceipoc t fo0rno Liat Lonl ii. incapable of
de 3cr ib i 'g the, transcu jeloH c r `- forin-t i-cnspoi. a-md is limuit~ed Lo a
specificat, )n of initial ana termkli'a. velocity states ci -tie oht-'ets andi the

~i~pl(~ lieacrang-ilar impulse- (28)- Ciutemoete gut% is tired in a
rat-ici short turic dhiirat -sion, anl-Iiti noP 1,t in1c ed ing LeE' travis ient deformation

le)sto iIhacelrCeIý1: e-fTlnripa1t:] T i S-mtis ta-.tui-Zcreonipnt:-rýt iw oLart: there fore
,I jobh ta* i nutb 1',. The m 'cxlj msTi onen. itc is p ;-e r usesq th-e six degrees of
f reedomi f -)i itlIaL, or, add cons Lie rs li pL~v i as a rg Zbody except at the
boturT'1:1 l;t am. t[10iaatu hu wikrer: d--foicitio7- exisýts, and consequently

sir ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y I"ti Se- an( i !ipL r ps.VeScc C ". 11 m Ppitt'~Sient ioned ini
ninsSe-t :ns an týJhe Iii'j-- the!ý Ow rcnec~ncu iPloiý,ct formulationsi
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are subsequently replaced by similar elasti. forces by other:" in rhe field
show that this techriqt.- of formulation is practical and useful. -owe':er, tl-C

"'•" small time tep snize of nu rmerial interioiseetaltth

small time step size of numerical integration is essentoial to the

computation. Unless some check measure is employed in the computer prograi to

mike sure the, time step size is small enough, the comiputation will be

incorrect.

Next, the poin mass approximation has a great influence ort the transverse

tube vibration formulation. Traditionally the projectile is always considered

as a point mass in the problem formulation since, as mentioned above, the

projectile is apparently very smaIL compared to the gun tube and there is

serious restrictions of yaw motion. The approximation does have the advantage

of simplifying the formulation by reducing the number of equations of

motion. However, the tube-projectile interactions or the transverse forces

exerted on the gun tube by the projectile are only one force resultant.

LConsequenLtiy, the moment effect which is the product of the base pressure

resultant and the I rojecLile c.g. eccentricity, is inadvertently ignored.

Unfortunately, this momc-it is so large that it should not be ignored for large

guns or in cases when high base pressure is used. An approximate computation

of this neglecrted moment of seve-ral projectiles 4o t.'iown in Table 7.

TABLE 7. MO'.fENTS DUE TO PROJECTILE C.G. ECCENTRICITY AND BASE PRESSURE

Proj ectile Timne, ms Base Pressure, psi Moment, in-lb
(MPa) im-kg)

M106 4.9 37300 18590

(257) (214)

M107 4.9 35150 10240
(244) (118)

M392A2 3.9 49600 4480
(342)

M456 2.2 54140 7230
(373)

XMyj49 5.0 389290 1 0_
(264) (J21)

NOTF: All moments computed .ith .01 in c.g. eccentricity and firing

pressure from Heppner, Loo I)., "Methodology Invest igation on

Setback and Spin for Artillery Mortar, Recoi lless cifle n co

Tank Anmnunitin'", TEC)M Proj. No. 9-CO--011--075, Repor-, No.

APC-'4fr-450], Materiel Testing Directorate, APG, .,), Sept. 1974.

"The tube vibriLtion den'II 0 on th,, for,.ing function Wi .1-. ; cxc-in o

"force the vib 1]t ion dIec reC •.: ccI-d in 1 Y.. T S is W 1ahy' all t I pCtC' taeW.s usiiCg

the point- mass app roxirn.lt io( ',ave rr Snit ts of mvuch les valIc toan the.
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*experimenirul. data (1, 2, 23).

The_ colictipt. of noint. tirisf- ap. ruiato deK o'te. in gun tube
aib atin inestgatiiru Tni's is seen b~y the, fact thjan though the rotating

b;audad bourrelee" forýces have lir,-n Compu ted using th)e six degrees of freedom

formiul;)>iea, vet th,,se forcuýs are not. us4ea as the tw4o interaction forces to
axcite te tub`1e vibration(:. InIsLOAd, ai single force whic-h is their resultant
is used.

Tables 3 acidl 6, an' Figs. 4 ajnd 5 show. t~hat- the :-(,l-qutvtionl results of gun

vibrat~ionrsflcae delpending on th~e variat~ions, -.t initial conditions. For

cc rtaJ: in it -La1 condiLien.s, t~he corn uted result tray' be la3rger, less than or

muatL e the Le st_ data, and thlere exi-sts 151 cflflpiltantiot-tiist data discrepancy.
*hewide ra-ige_ of van ~acroo of. theC connoited results is not di1fficult- to

ex0lairi if sac, recall-; tihe principl.-.! of reson.ioce of vibratio. The balloting

mot_:on, sp_,nning, rifling reaction and different natural frequiencies of

vibration raay cauise many variations. This insight into gemI vibrations maay

hielp to pin-point- importanur coniditionsý for good weaipon. syst~em design. The

* sticre s~ful computations using the methodl descr ibed in this paper and t~ie

apparent: iinnýortance% of the initial conditions iniica-te that this method is a

p rope.r was, to persue, more accu rate compu tatioils. The problem now is7 how to

o'ta in miore accuirate data to be used for corepe atron:, and perform mrer_ tests

gtogt octu~al data to refine the details of the foim-utatioa.

Mary ooftiietsor constoats used in the method c-c assuiied tol bce

oh tai ned, before computation, from experimen-rtal m-et:su remerits, a uir 1 lar i terns or

--) ný C cmpiti using ge~nera i eiasLi-c*C, oL C4tLOISO LILIA' L:t cut E

p ro;.rms Either ave rage value in ta dlated value~s may:ese.Te to

Of compkiting cooefficients at each Vitimstepi not us,,d are! tlecotIStallfts

a'r'e saviid, onlce- they haýve been coImpL; red p revi oi.j.ty. C>t* 1 dceJomutS

time.

The resstig mrrert at T1he rotation band we ici .zct nzain,,int the

traes~vor're to r-ing of the 2 rojecctile may be O'Ltaiitrod by either test or-

computaItions. Since! t~he yaw angle- is rather snail, this no.er t: is ignored in-

the conp)utrir ion by using a se-to roeef icient of rea iutanri momxent.. Tb ;

oncnit tarice TL-IV ha,.ve ratiler smrall. effect when the width of the rota t ing band is

smal crj'relv~Lite bout-relet-rot~ating band distance,.

In the formeilation of) the aerodynamic forcsq or air resistanci( , which acts3

onn th11- f ront port ion -)f thie proj ectLile, a tcrhn iIue s imiLIr to tha.-t of

no rodyrramniC ci isused instead of coraptirting a un'Ltforu'I d ist ribrited a iir pi~e sirre

01n a fIaLr surface . The ai r is3 ennip ast ido Liirough t~he inev nn t ube--bou ryeletL

c leznrance. arnd ac ts cea t~he ityli. edr ica" por tion ef the pro 1CC t-ile , in add it o

to .Cc ring onr the( nos~e port i en. '.heý proj cc t 1 I i nat alNways pIa 1,11 'Ic to the

Ctulbe axis, (I. there us;. 4 ya ioto. Thus tho.ý :lr pressiure S nl-,t

mriece Ssai ii; u-riforimly aopji' d on tin. front p, n tis.n of tihe prti-cilctile. ill

Licar v the to tal force Stein Id be oLtaimed £ra),n the inrteg ratioer of7 air preasiA rt

oil al sii; face.- of -his fntportioni. 1Ih s prc'cedoiur is ciý'rrilar to comiput i rlg

c' ril-/U atcfore 'Ž8 . 'Tie pa!1i-n:w-.1 is biow to dte icminnoexlinrtaytIn

rela[_t:` Csee fficier'ts an! j rr1tr At p roseirt, thevre is no data ace ixbible,
andI( sets' a 1riic va ikies ba~dst-d oit tok atl~it :rOf ,-:.lid ob jcct s no-criring ini a tr ZareC

*~~~,.d C.1-> .;I, ta'± a.s riate ig'nori - i l.n;7 ~ o usirt
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From all computations, it is seen that the projectile c.g.. eccentricity
and bourrelet contact are essential to the projectile motior, and the tube
v ibratinn. The moment induced by the base prCessire resultant or setback force
at the projectile c.g., depends on the location of the projectile cg. with
respect to the projectile itself and the tube axis. The spring constants,
tube-bourrolet clearance, engraving of rotating hand, etc., further affect
this state. To reduce the projectile balloting motion and tube vibrations it
is essentia.l to decrease e.g. eccentricity, and the tube-bourrelet clearance.

CONCLUS TON

Successful computations in gun dynamics depends on the proper formulations
of forces acting at the projectile, and the description of the projectile-gun
tube irteraction forces which excite the tube vibration. Tlhe intrcduction of
an elastiLc deformation force at the bourrelet and the rotating band instead of
the traditional stereoinechanical impact make the computation practical and
accurate. Proj-ectile in--bote motions, such as that of M483, XM673, Ot4712,
M107, ecr., have been computed. There arc many correlations between the
computatioris and the field tests.

The introduction of the two point force technique to replace the point
mass approxination includes the important: effect of moment which is the
product of the base pressure resultant and the projectile c.p. eccentricity.
This increases the exciting force of tube vibration and thus the computed
results are no longer small as computed with the traditional point mass
approximation. Thus, this techniquve can eliminate the computation-test
discrepancy which has long pnuzzled sci.e' tiSts and engineers in the field. '[he
computation's ofr the MIU'9A gun with the .i483 projectile and the M68 gun with
the Y392A2 projec -ile both show that the computed results can exceed, be less
than or match the tent data, depending on the variations of parameters, such
as spring constants, projectilc-gun tube clea;rance, etc , and especially the
prcjectile e.g. eccentricity.

From all computations, it is seen that the magnitude of the projictilee.g. eccentricit-y andl tube--projectile clearance have a large effect on the

prcjec tie ballting at obion and tie tube vibration. The mo;f,ent induced by the
base pressure resultant or setback force at the projec tile cg. depends on the
location of the prcjectile e.g. with respect to Ole piojectilc itself and the
tibe axis . The j spring cotstants, tvjbe-bourrelet clearance, acid the engraving
of rotat ing ,ind furt-her affect the condition. T' reduce the projectile
balloting and tube viLr;.tions, it is essev!tial to decrcase the effect of these
parameters, espec i ay the c.g. eccentricity anld tube-pnojecil cC irarace.
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LIGHT ARTIL:.ERY RECOIL MECHANISMS

STEPHEN G- FLOROFF
NORMAN T LIONETTI

U.S.ARMY AR1MAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
LARGE CALIBER WEAPONS SYSTEMS LABORATORY

WEAPONS DIVISION
DOVER, N.J. 07801-5001

1 1It roduct IonfL

Traditionatly, the terms lightweight and long range, when
applied to artillery weapons) have been mutually exclusive . In
order to obtain long range capability, the impulse applied to
the projectile must be large. Due to the realities of
conservation of momentum, this same impulse is also imposed upon
the supporting structure- This applied impulse has a negative
aflect upon stability. Compounding the stability problem is a
decrease in weapon mass resulting from lightweight design
requirements- Reduced firing loads are mandatory if truly
lightweight artillery with acceptable range characteristics is to
be reali7ed. Consequently novel approaches to recoil energy
managemt ,t are necessary.

Th. numerous design considerations essential to attaining a
lightweight, long range weapon are outlined in the following
sections of this paper."In section 2, performance characteristics
for a lightweight 155mm howitzer are discussed and methods of
obtaining these characteristics are described. In section 3,
basic recoil mechanism design is reviewed and shortcomings of
present systems are presented. In section 4, the concept of
electronic feedback recoil control is introduced. Finally) in
section 5) two approaches to lightweight recoil mechanism design)
augmented with electronic control, ate described.

2. DesignAýpproach for a Lihtwwei 'bt Howitzer

The Army Research and Development Center, Dover, NJ, is

developing a full scale lightgweight, 155mm towed howitzer
feasibility demonstrator. The weapon must have the same

performance characterisitcs as the M198 towed howitzer but weigh
9,000 pounds. Seiected performance criteria of the M198 are
listed below.
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M198 Towed Howitzer

Total weight - 16)000 lb

Maximum breech force - 1,500,000 lb

Maximum applied impulse- 11,400 lb-sec
(with muzzl, brake)

Wi.ght of recoiling parts- 7,000 lb

Maximum trunnion force- 80,000 lb

Thus, overall weight reduction of approximately 44 percent is the
desired 6oal. Thu. use of state-of-the-art composite materials
including glass/epoxy, graphite/epoxy, Ke\lar and metal matrix
are being investLgatid as alternatives to more traditional
homogeneous metal construction. Further weight savings can be
realized by reducing structural safety factors. Through the use
of finite element analysis, critical areas of the weapon can be
determined and max:imum stress levels can be established. This
analysis presupposes a specific input force; this focce being
generated through the r,_.coil mechanism. It structural safety
factors are reduced it is imperative that the applied load be
consirtent. Unfortunately traditional recoil mechanism design
cannot be relied upon to provide consistent applied force.

3. Recoil Mechanism Desig.n

Conventional large caliber artillery recoil mechanisms are
comprised of three basic components; a recoil brake, a
counterreaoi1 mechanism, and a counterrecoil buffer. The recoil
brake provides controlled resistatce to weapon recoil by
throttling hydraulic fluid through a variable orifice. The
co,,iterrecoil mechanism, or "recuperator" returns the recoiling
parts to the initial tiring position by storing and releasing a
portion of the recoil energy. The counterrecoil buffer reduces
counterrecoil velocity of the moving parts to zero through a
hydraulic fluid throttling process similar to the recoil brake.

Ideally the r,=coil brake should throttle hydraulic oil such
that a rectangular retarding force verses recoil distance is
obta ne'd. See fLguCr 1. Since the area under this curve
represents the work necessary to stop the recoiling mass a
rectangular curve will yield the lowest retarding force Ior a
gtven recoil, length. Theoretically, the only limit to this
reduction in retarding force is the physical constraints
associated with length of recoil. These cons Iraints are
aLLributabie primarily to weapon c i1figuraLtlo .
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RECOIL
FORCE

RECOIL LENGTH

Fijgure -"Ideal- Force Versus Stroke Relationship

The M198 towed howitzer, as an example, can accomodate the
following recoil lengths

Propelling Charge Nominal Recoil Length (in)
Designation

M3 25

M4 43

Ml 19 62
(reduiiced t SO0 for high Plpvatinn)

M203 70
(reduced to 50 for high elevation)

Reduced recoil length at high firing elevations is necessary
to prevent the recoiling parts from striking ti ? ground. Thus
the weapon supporting structure must be designLAd to withstand
this "worst case" retarding force. In the instance of the M198
towed howitzer, the worst case is the retarding force associated
with the impulse from the M203 charge and a 50- inch (nominal)
recoil length.

In order to generate a constant retarding force, a variable
throttling orifice is required. This is necessary due to the very
high input force which must be attenuated. The procedure for
determining a preliminary orifice "profile" is well established,
(refs. 1,2,and 3) and is not repeated here. However, it must be
stated that for any preliminary recoil brake orifice profile
design, two parameters are essential:

* Total applied impulse (Ib-sec)
* Total letgth available for recoil (in)

This information is just the first of numerous assumptions
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made in Lthe desLign process - Ult imatecly due to !ructIC .al

realities of machi ning oper:.--iýfS ios ydraulic flki~d

comnpress ibi I i ty , and turbul nt fltuid t -ow many it erau lonusor-
necessary to obtain a workab le system. Computer model 1- ntst. he

ii od 1t'i o d wi It ht 1 1 ti i d d i s c 1 ar e c 0 t t i c ie nts t o o b t:i i n a s- Ii. ta h I

maitch to live fire data.

As- d i s (-it ,;e d p)r ev iouitsl1y maitx mimumI f or ce re dutc t:i on i s ptos s ib Ie
Only when ma-imum reco it stroke is utilized. While the oril ice

C0ot i 10 is des igne1d to dto just. that, many syste2m variahlei !on ld

to ;pset thi s idJealI tor ce ve2rs us s tr o ke re Ia t io its li p T hes--'e
Lin c I it do

* Var at io ns in maxi Ilnun imrpul Ise due to product. ion

to lerances ini propetl ]anL manufacture,

O Pr op1)elIanit. temperature var~ations due. to varying

climatic conditions which change the miaximuitm impulse profilec.

0 'Manai acturi ag tole'anIceS in the throttlring

orit ice(s).

o Tonporaturt' induced hydraulic fluid viscos ity

changes.,

In essenceI the rec(oilI ir;ake throttling orif ice is a pre-

p)ro-gr.tnved device des igned around ideal parameters -h ich rarely
exist. Th s nay re2sul-t in a non-optimized f orce versuIs stroke
relationship dtiring, fi!ring. If weapon wci~ght and stability are
niot coniceras , thi s approach to recoil design i s sat is factory.
The IlightweLg~hi artil lery chal lenge however, requi res an
e t Let i ve anid cons is tert tenergy di ss ipat ion Sys tem.

4. Microprocessor Control-of -Weapon Recoil Ene rUy

In orde r tO HI klsrt consistent: re-coil operat -on regardless of
the system vani ables ment ioned above , tHie concept ef c losed-loop
Feedback cont re iL has be en i nvest igated . The concep~t of throt tlii g
recjilI oilI through a conistantly vari able orif ice control led by a
Fo, d~back syst nm is not tu:?w. It was described ini a 1977 Rock
Is; land Arsena Techni Cal Report ( ref .4) but. was never prud
Thef- r,-iose for this., i.. Lthe auithor 's opinion , was twofol-Id.

a Micro proces sor t echno logy was aot thei, s uf ft ci ut ly

a 'U hl. 11 g h deogrucc ot "ti1n gs se" a L I udicd t o was;

Thi ad vant-agros of elec t.roni'LC contLrolI in1Cld the lk tl oIL owi.ng:
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a. Variable recoil length - Many artillery recoil
mechanisms have provision to shorten the recoil stroke for high
elevation firings. As discussed in section 3, this is necessary
to prevent the recoiling parts from contacting the ground during
recoil. The mechanism n'cessary to accomplish this reduction in
stroke adds considerable mechanical complexity to the recoil
system. This can be alleviated by providing the microprocessor
with a weapon elevation input. The microprocessor could then
perform the trigonometric calculations necessary to determine
available recoil length. Recoil resistance could be adjusted
accord i ng ly.

b. Counterrecoil control - The system used to control
recoil could be used to control counterrecoil as well.
Throttlkng of hydraulic oil can be programmed to ensure
consistent buffing action and return-to-battery. This would
eliminate the need for separate counterrucoil passages, thus
further reducing mechanical complexity.

c. Elimination of control orifices - Traditional
artillery recoil mechanisms employ control rods or grooves to
throt t Le oi . These orifices are precisiuk Lt e•CILLud arid
therefore costly to manufacture. Furthermore the tinal design
is oftn done by tedious iteration with prototype hardware. This
is both expensive and time consuming. Precision-made control
oriiices can be eliminated through i-'corporatlon of a constantly
variable throttling orifice.

d. "Tailoring" of the recoil torce versus stroke
profile- As discussed in section 2, one approach to weight
savings to to apply a consistent load such that structural safety
factors can be reduced. The weight savings gained through
incorporation of reduced safety factors is of little value,
however, if weapon stability is not maintained. Practically
speaking, the weapon must not 'jump" or "hop" when fired.
Unfortunately, a lightweight artillery piece is, by nature, more
prone to instability due to the r,-duction of overall mass.
Consider the free body diagram of forces acting on the weapon
(ftig.2.)
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0 FORCE
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l(.URE 2. - WEAPON STABILITY CRITERIA

By summing moments about poinL A it can be s,. n that the gun
system will remain rotationally stable as long as the counter-
c ockwise moments from the weights o1 the rucoiling parts (Wr),
and carriage assembly (W(,) exced the clockwise moment from the
force, that the cecoili ng mass exert- on the carriage. The
C011(o itiOnl 10L 6Ldab li L L',

"•R C ' E:!- -WRECOIL FORC0 L3 ' <Wr(L4 2

Note that as recoil progresses to the right, the counter-
cl ockwi se moment trom the r.-coil ing weight decreases due to the
moving center o0 gravity of the recoiling parts; therefore the
condition Ior stability is most critical at the end of the recoil
stroke. While this condition does not override the primary goal
of maintaining a cons i zteLnt r(e.coiL force as low as possible, it
demonstrates that the recoil force should not inurease during thie
final portion of the stroke. It would be entirely poss..ble for
the microprocessor to tailor the force versus stroke profile to
.mprove stabi Li ty of a lightweight weapon.

The constantly variable fluid throttling orifice thus
dý2,;cribud is envisioned as a aicroprocessor-activated servovalve
operating as a fluid bypass. A schematic of this system is shown
in figure 3.
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RECOiL POST T I-ýNREC'1JILvELO.CI T Y
REEC DIL AC C EL.

_____________-• RECOIL LIqECTION

RECOIL BRAKE

FIGURE 3.- MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED BYPASS VALVE

Assuming various factors such a. recoil force, position,
velocity and acceleration are available to the microprocessor in
rca time during the r, coil stroke, optimum r.coil energy

dissipation call be programmed. Two control algorithms have been
d dvve loped ( r,.f 5) to accompli sh this and are described below

Level 1 Co(ptro! - Mnlntain a Preset Recoil Force. The recoil

force or the force transmitted to tihe weapon supporting
strucLarc can be mon itord and maintained at a preselected
value. This value could be mathematically or empirically
c!dete rini ned such that the total available recoil stroke is always
utiLized for a specific impulse input. If actual recoil force is

k ess than the preselected value , the servovalve would be
commanded to shift to the closed position If recoil force is
gr,ýa'er than the preselected value the valve would shit t to the
full open position.

Th control algorithm described above is very simple , yet it
has the potentiaL for true optimization of each recoil stroke
through thi concept of closed loop feedback -ontrol.

Level 2 Control- Compute Recoil Force l)uriný_ Firing_ A ire

.sophisticated approach to effective recoil energy dissipation is
to dynamically determint, rcquir:-ed rcoil force during recoil ,
This has the advantage of not requiring advance knowledge of what
impulse is to be expected.

This tchnique e-quate,.3 the mechanical energy of the recoiling
imass to the amount ot werk necessary to stop the Lecoiling
parts. The work ene.rgy relationship is first established. For a
simple, one-dimensional recoil |i echanism, motion is governed by
Newton's second law
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" .(2)

where: F= stim ,of al tll or-e,. acting on the recoil
in.--I, anis;n in the di ,rection of motion
( Ib)

M= Mass ot recoi I i ng parts (sliugs)
X= Acceleration of recoiling parts

(f t/s,?c ).

Figure 4 illustrates a trc,, body dlagram ot torces acting on a
typical artillery recoil mechanism.

+ DIRECTION OF

MOTION

Figurt: 4 - Forces Act i _ _ on an_ Artillery_ Recoil Mechaunism

where: B(t);Propellant gas force as a function
ot time (lb)

K =Recoil resistance (]b)
F =Hechanical friction due to recoil

mechanism movement (lb )
W =Weight ot r coiling parts (lb )
0 =Angle of elevation of weapon

(degrees)

Arbitrarily assuming a positive direction as shown in figure 3,
e(IUt io 2 can be re-written as

Recoil distance is introduct-d with the following substitution:

X d (4)

yi elding

AM vd¢v _(5)
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Iategration with r,-spet u to ri.L -I.I yi Id•"' /4'4 I F (6) -
2_ -.- d +-x- I K

I"I I I I F (6

by selee_ jig ail initial integration condition at *.ome

arhi L, rry disLtance ,x (wherI ter e velocity is V), a tinal

contdition at maximunm recoil stroke-xnax (where recoil velocity is

Zero), and assurilnrg recoil torce (k) is to be maintatn.d at a

cone;tanit value) equation 6 becomes A IMox"

2 ý
Solving this equation ior recoil resistance (k) results in

SI

•f~~)V W~k s (8)

Equation 8 becomes the "control equation" used to compute

recoil resistaince during the r-coil process- While the

microprocessor could probably update the computation quickly

enough) the mechanical transducers. A-D convert .rs and servovalve

action may be "too slow" to effect the proper change. Although

this has not yet been establisled througn L,'St ., it [LttL 'ny -"-,

would be debirable to simplify etquat ion A to reduce computation

time. This could be accomplished using the following logic.

A comparison of the magnitude of forces used in equation 8 as

a function of recoil stroke for a typical artillery recoil

mechanismn is depicted in figure 5. It is evident that tho

friction atid weight trms ar-, not large contrihut,'rs to thi work-

energy relationship. Realizing that friction tends to reduce the

r,ecotl r.sistance force while the wight contribution tinds to

increase it, it would be prudent to include th.2 weight

c.)mpit.ition and to simplify equation 8 omit friction. This wilI

ensure the stability requirement is muet since recoil force will

rnot increase as recoil action progresses.

Further simplification of equation 8 is possible if the

breech force component is ignored. Thi3 may appear radical since

the breech force is the largest force applied to the weapon;

however, it acts for only a iraction of the total recoil

stroke.Furthermnore, the computed value would only be correct

altcr Bx(t) b, com•s i,..gligible. Ignoring breech torce woould

require the servovalve to control recoil force to a preset value

,int Li t me majority of it (the breech force) has beon applied.

This value could be the maximum recoil force the weapon is

dosigried to handle. Incorporating these deciL.ions; equation 8 can

be rewritten as
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The obvious quest ion is at what poi nt. duri ng recoi I should
control transit ton from preset rodpull to tIL caal cuIliat d rodpul I
C omIpu ted in eq uat ion 9 . This could occur when the acc Ic-ratioH
oI the r. coi 1ug part.s changes sign it rom positivt, to negat i ve.
I I Lte we apoti employs a muz z I e brake , transit ion wou I d occulr whe n
the mti-zle brake actLivat.s. It a muzzl, brake isý not u-,,d,
acceolratton wit"l change sign when the breech I orce is reduiced to
a level below the combined rt coil r1csist[ve force, and tritctional
force

There are },oth Iiphysical and cimputational problems with
equation 9 during the final portion of the recoil process which
need to be addresscd. Due to the ieyvitable lea;kage of piston
seals and vari ations in frictional and recuperator forces the
recoi. It ng mass would n,.ver stop at precisely the specified xmax
This , in turn, causes k to become undef ied as xmax is
approached, In order to prevent this ,a controlled cl osure ot the
servovalve should be provided at a specified distance from xniax.

This approach to ricol L mechanism control has been simulated
(ref.5)o The results are ellcoLlraging, and prove tile viability of
th i s approach to re.coi I control. .

Implemenat Ia oti of th, microprocessor recoil approach r,.sults
iii some concerns. They include:

a. The subst itutIon of electronlic c,,ruptexi ty for
inechanical complexity. It must be acknowledged however, that
e £2c tromi i c s have pr OVL'n their dependability in tile acrospace and
atitolnotive fields. therefore,This may not be a deterrent.

b. Input ot energy Is nLcessary to "malage" lecoil
energy dissipation.( Electrical energy is required to power the
mit.croproctes.;or and a high pressure fluid source is requl red to
shif t the servovalve.)

c. Microprocessor failure could hc critcal. it a
redu ndant backup is not provided,

'hese comments are not rneanit to discourage the approach, but
merely to point out unique problems not previously encounter,-d in
reco il inechaliai sm design.

5.o.ightwe-jht Artillery Recoil Mechanisms

Lowert.d recoil force is mandatory tor a lightweight art il Lery
piece. There is nto magic involved Lii achieving this, lewered
torc, levels can be achieved only by increasing of tectiVC recoil
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lenu th.- I thiis canl be accomplii ',ved, the vit lcropi o es:,or can sup--

ervise thl recoil proce's to ensure that the total recoi stroke

is always utilized.

Two approaches to l ightweight recol m .,echaaisms a.', described
in the tol lowing paragraphs. These concepts are not nuw hut wi th

h,, addiL Lion of microprocessor control, become viable

alternattvcs for a lightweight artillery application.

Super I. oig WReoe I - LUsing a e'onvcitiona;v I cycle; i.e. I ir--rC,.0,i 1 -

retuirn to battery, but incorporating 120 inches for recoil
t t Iv , tht force imparted to the weapol can be reduced by 50)

prcent .This reduction in force is dvue to imore than doo•h.tlg the
I ,ngth ot r.co II. An artists sketch of one pos-. :1,le a pprA•.ch is

shown in f Lgure b.

Utilizat io on tlith s approach does have drawbacks. "'-,e .
ti c 1 u dci

a. D)rastic changes when c,•lipnir.d to a coneu nt icnal
weapon carr [ iae. For example, a sign ific ant increase ill wJeaponr
hevght. This would, in turn, negatively aitect thve vehicle's
silhouette, making it more "spottable".

b. Loading the weapon would be more dii I. Lcult because-
th_ bree,,-h is IQ ft. off ht o around. This problem- could W,

ai leviated by prograhmmivg the micruproressor Lu bring the

recoil. ilng parts to a load position,foilowed by re-psitioning for
f iring.

Sof t Recoi Pe- erhap.s the most vitrigui, approach to
lighitweight art illery recoil systems Is the concept of soft
rec0i I . Trhu bas Ic idea ot so! t r.coi I is vmbodied by its
fvud.rmental [y different sequevice of operatl•Oos when .ompared to
the conv triLional rcoiI cycle. T'his di, lerncve is graphically

illustrated in figure 7.

In convven t iolal r 'coil mec hari ils Athe I ring mllOIment umlii' iS
directly transferred to recoi Liug pa rts that are at rest prior to
I iring. This momeitn•ui Is the n absorbed by thi, slupporting,
structure, and thie recoilivng parts are brought to rest. In soft
recoil , approxiamatly half th.. nonoentum of the projecti le is

app lied to the recoiling parts by acceleratintg the'm in the tI ring
di r..ttiou pjrtor to firing th e projecti le. Firing momentum thus

transferred to the foward mri ng recoI ling parts stops and
propels them to the r.ar. In etfeet , recoil leigt 1h is doubled

avd imparted I oward momentum is absorbed. The soft recoil cycle
can r,-du ' forces applied to tlve sipporting striucturte by more
than hall that imposed by a conventional system. (ret. 6 )
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Due to Lail-sate devices incorporated in past ,mo t recoil.

mechanisms,the existing mechanisms tend to be heavy and complex

simply due to the practi.cal r.-alities of building such a

weapon. Specifically, two ,onventionaL "recoil mechanisms" are

requi red, one at each end of travel. This is due to the potential

for two overload conditions which may occur as follows:

a. The weapon must be programmed to I re at a foward

recoi ling parts velocity commensurate with the propelling charge
energy released during combustion. The possibility exists to

fire the highest zone (maximum impulse) at lowest foward
velocity. This results in a rear overload condition. This

condition can also occur due to propellant "cook off", in a hot

Lobe prior to the initiation of foward velocity. In either case
the imparted energy must be dissipated usually through a
traditional oil throttling process.

b. After foward velocity is initiated, ignition delay

or misfire (failur,! to fire) wiLl cause a forward overload

condition. This energy must also be dissipated again, usually
through an oil throttLing process.

In essence, the soft recoil approach requires a hi_•h detree_-

of control during the recoil process. Timing is critical. In

addition, stability problems are inherent in the design if it

"do,:s not function properly.

It i.s suggested that microprocessor t,-chnoLogy can be

incorporated to "manage" the entire soft recoil cycle. This
management could consist of the 0ol[owing:

a. Prior to firing,ensure that the proper zone, i.e.

requir Ad foward velocity) is input into the weapon control. This

could consist of a keyboard excerise, or manual verification of a
firing command. This could eliminate the rear overload

c condition.

b. Electronically monitor foward velocity and initiate

tiring. The microprocessor could monitor propellant temperature,
changing frictional forces and store past firing performance so

that firing is initiated at just the right instant based on the
action of the .iarticular weapon. This will ensure optimum ,nergy
dissipation.

c. Assuming a misfire or ignition dalay occurs, a

controlled shutdown is initiated by throttling oil through a
icrvovalve. The recoil shutdown torce profile could h,. designed

,such that weapon stability will be maintained. This could be
accomplish,.d with "tipping" sensors to maintain overall
stability.
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d. On-board diagnostics wilt ensur,, the weapon will not
be destroyed due to failure of a replacable fail-soft
component. Assumining ani ovcrLoad condition occurred, such that a
sacrificial energy absorber was used, for instance,in lieu of, or
in addition to, servovalve tlhrot L ling , tiring would be prohibi ted
unt il a rep lacement was riade.

These management opt ions are only suggestions of what is
possible with microprocessors controlling soft recoil. It is
essential to r,.view state-of-the-art soft recoil to fully
appreciate the probleis associated with this concept. The U.S.
Army has constructed .,nd type classified a i05mm soft recoil
howitzer, designated M204. An excellent synopsis concerning the
development of this weapon and can be found in reference 6.
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L~L:Effect of the Flick Ramming Environment on Selected Artil l erk, Fuzes

~** *1Robert X. Brennan
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Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ 07801-5001

Abs Irtact

In order to arrive at a decision in regard to-the development of a flIick
rammei1Or f or the How i tze r I mp rovement Prograin the compat ib ilI ty of thle f I ick
rcimminy environment with large cal iber fuzes was invesTigated. The fuzes
invest igaled were thie 115557, M7,39, 1`577, XrM762, M732 and M572. The only
poss-ible area of concern uncoveredJ in this investigjation was thle Ml delay
plunger (used in the 1`557, N1572 and M739 fuzes) and its successor the impact
deldy module MIDN) which is used in the 4739Al fuze.

The centrifugal pin in the 111 delay plunger has been undercut to preven-i
functioning in the absence Of a spin environment. A range of setfor-wdrd
dece lerat ions, plunger spring preloads and frictional forces were simulated.
in allI cases tht2 undercut cr the cenirifugal pins caused the plunger, assemrbly
to lock up before it could function.
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Effect oi Flick Ramming Environment

on Selected Artii lery Fuzes

Robert X. Brennan

US Army Research and Development Command
Large Cal iber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Picatinny Arsenal
Dover , New Jersey 07801-5001

1. In~t~roduction

To insure the interchangeabi i ity of current and future US & NATO arti I lery
fuzes ammunition used in the flick ramming/autoloading environment, PM-CAWS ad
Picatinny Arsenal initiated an experimental and theoretical investigation of
the compatibility of the M557, M739, M577, XM762, M732 and M572 fuzes with the
flick ramming environment.

In May 1983 the deceleration G-level required to seat the 155mm round in
the 1`499 gun tube of the M198 Towed Howitzer equipped with a flick rammer was
measUred with triaxial accelerometers. Figure 1 shows the accelerometers
mounted in the fuze well of the 155mm M107 projecti le.

Ten ramming tests were conducted through a range of elevation angles 0 to
70 d.gr. .s in stepr,, of. 1 dfc ..... The. .. .+. .+c. . T .1. . . ..a. .. .. n- f E___
deceleration-lime traces. The traces were digitized by the Hybrid Division of
ARVC. A subset was used to provide a quantitative time dependent forcing
functiun for the computer simulalion. The highest magnitude of pulse observed
on these traces was 1800 G's.

As part of the study the fuze mechanisms were discussed with the
respective project engineers. Those components about which there was some
doubt as to whether they could wilhstand the flick ramming environment werý
subjected to analysis and/or testing.
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The firsi step In determining the response of fuze mechanisms was to
measure the deceleration G's required to seat the 155mm round In the M199 gun
tube of the M198 towed Howitzer equipped wiih a "Flick Ranuner". In the fuze
we:I of the 155mm round the deceleration G's were monitored by a triaxidl
accelerometer. The mounting of the accelerometer is shown In figure 1. Ten
flick rammnig tests were conducted, qt quadrant elevation angles of 00, 100,
?00, 300, 4 0 , 500, 60o, and 700. 1l These tests yielded a total of 80
deceleration-time traces. The results of these tests are shown in fioures 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows the maximum measured values of the dec-Nieration at
the fuze well as a function of the quadrant elevation angle of the gun tube.
Figure 3 gives the range of ramming speeds generated by the flick rammer.

These 80 ana~og traces were digitized and yocessed by the Hybrid
Division of ARDC using a program cal led "Hydra" ). The maximum axial
deceleration amplitude was about 1800 G's. A typical trace for quadrant
elevation angle 30° is shown in figure 4. The x and y axis are transverse to
the round and they represent bal loling forces The z component is directed
along the longitudinal axis of the round. The HYDRA program can expand the
time scale and the plot !s shown with the expanded time scale. Since the
round decelerates when being seated by the flick rammer the sign associated
with the G's should be negative. Accordingly, in the analysis only the
negative portion of the z component was used as input to the analysis. The
positive portion of the trace was assumed to be noise. These pulses have a
typical time duration of 2 mril liseconds. These durations agree well with
the measurements conduc3d by GE for the Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik and
Beschaffung (BdB) 1981 which resulted in pulse durations of 1.8
m iIIisconds. In a senrie, nf tests conducted at Meppnn in 1983(4) h\, the
BW[3, 40 rounds with the M739 fuze set in the delay mode were tlick ramned at
33 feet/second and all the rounds subsequently functioned properly cn
impact. Twenty fuzes were rnounc I on the L15A1 projectile and fired al high
and low temperatures. Another 20 were fired with tne M549A1 RAP round at
high and low temperatures. The ramming G's were not measured, but they
could have been as high as 4,000 G's.

As a comparison, measurements were also made in the M185 gun fube
equipped with a hydraulic rammer( . This tiace was also
processed by the HYDRA program. The pulse duration is again 2
mil I iseconds, but its peak is only 218 G's.

The fu: :s wh iich werm checked for compalIibi 1i ty witjheho fiick rammer
were the M557 M739 , M577 ( XM762&), and M73'2) fuzes.
Discussions were held with the project engineers on these fuzes, and those
sub-assernblies which could possibly fail as a resull of the fl ick rammer soi-
forward force were identified. The following sections of this report
summarize the analysis and laboratory testing of these parts.

Figure 5 shows a sketch of the firing pin In the M557 PD element. Under
set forward deceleration it is possible that the firing pin could be forced
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through the washer and the crimp on the nose. Using a spring tester the load
on thu firing pin head was increased until the crimp sheared. The shear ing
force measured was 69 lbs and since the firing pin weight is 0.021 oz it would
require 52000 G's of set forward deceleration to drive the f I- Ing pin through
ihe crimp. Since the highest flick ramminp G's never exceeded 1833 G's, Ihis K-'

failure mode can be disregarded.

M1739 L~uz Fiila2g Min

A possible mode of failure in the M139 fuze is for the firing pin head to
coou off the firing pin. According to the drawing specifications for part
#9294606, ii would take 80 lbs to pull the head off the pin. In the actual
asse bly as shown in figure 6 more force would be required since the firing
pin head is a!so held by thU firing pin tube. Since the pin weighs 0.03 oz,
u._.ing 80 lbs as a conservative estimate it would require 42000 G's setforward
deceleration for this mode of failure to occur. Therefore, this type of
fai lure can also be ruled out.

J Fuze, Fir-in . Iia Support

Another- potential mode of failu!re in the M739 fuze is for the firing pin
suppord to collapse. According to the drawing part number 9258614, it takes
about 100 lbs to col lapse the firing pin holder. Since the detonator housing
weighs 0.075 ounces, this mode of fai lure would require a set forward
deceleration of 21,000 G's.

M 577 U Lim AssembL

In the M ii77 +709he i.n Atent+ oInniancntAsic apered to, he. l~ ;h tmer ha irsp r-i ng
tube and the timer hairspring. A sketch of this mechanism is shown in figure
7. According to drawing pant number 9236712, the timer hairspring tube must
be able to withstand a load of 800 lbs. The weight of the tube was calculated
to be 0.054 ounces. To break thiis press fit would require a setfor ward
deceleration of 235000 G's. According to the same drawing, it would require 9
lbs to pull the tmer hairspring free of its collar. The we!ght of the
hairspring was calculaded to be 0.002 ounces. It would, therefore, requ re
65000 G's to pul I the hairspr ing free.

M 7 32 Lu~z-

Three M732 inert fuzes were mounted on inert 155mm projectiles and rammed.
All three fuzes looked undamaged, hadn't turned and felt tight in a hand grip.
The three fuzes were disasembled anAnothing unusualy was observed. Recend
air gun tests at Picatinny Arsenal 0 indicate that the time setting torque
could be seriously degraded when the fuzes were subjected to setforward
decelerations between 1000 G',_, and 2000 G's for a duration of 5 rrmil I iseconds.

This fuze is in the engineering development phase. Discussions with the
project engineer did not point Io any part of the mechanism as being possibly
subject do failure.
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21a_. PLI u nounaer

The M1 delay plunycr which is built mlno the inventory of M557, M572 and
M739 fuzes provides a functioning time delay. A sketch of this device is
shown in figure 8. Since the delay elemeni is designdJ io function due io the
setforward deceleration generated when +.he projectile impacts and penetrates a
wal l, It is possible that It could also function when the projectile Is seated
by flick ramming. The mjor difference is 1hut the projectile has a high spin
when it impacts a Jarget whereas there is no spin when it is flick rammed. As
a result th,- selforward deceleration would have to be sufficient to retract
the centrifugal pins. Since the centrifugal pins are skewed at an angle of 15
degrees in the direction of flight it is possible that there would be a
componeni of the deceleration G's sufficiently large to cause the pins bo
retra2xl. As the cenlrifugal pins retract, the spin lock detent (not shown in
The figure) will play no role since the plunger immedidlely rides forward over
the plunger support. Once the plunger goes forward the delay element would be
driven into the firing pin. The initiation of the delay element would in turn
damrage the S&A causing the round tc. be a "dud". Qual ifativel y there is The
possibility of a malfunction of the MI Delay Plunger and the question remains
io be answered if quantitatively there is enough energy for this to occur.

Centifua Plunger PIn and ,

In order to proceed quantitatively the differential equations for the
rnot ion of the cenirifugal pins as well as for the plunger are requireo. The
differential equation for the centrifual pins is given by:

1) M -tiGpsm r)C&

x(o) = o

x(o) o
2 im is the mass of the cenlrifugal plunger pin, 0.116 X 10-4 lb

•ec2/inlch

x is the displacement of the centrigual plunger pin, inches

k is the centrifugal plunger pin spring rate, 0.19 lb/inch

g is tne gravitational acceleration, 386.4 inches/see

Gsp centrifugal plunger pin spring preload, 17 G's (M!L-P-10480)

Gz7t) is the longitueinal component of seiforward deceleration

,Ax coefficienI of frict-ion

go angle between the centrifugal plungor pin and the perpendicular
tc the spin axis, 15 degrees (see figure 8)

Gr(1) transverse or balloting component of deceleration
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For the purposes of analysis equalion 1 can be wr'ilien in the form

where

3) wo, = A~ .SC Z

CLwig_ L Assembly

The differential equation for the motion of the plunger is

fip mass of the plunger body 2.74 X 10-4 lb-sec/Inch

I plunger restraining rate 3.9 lb/inch

Gs plunger restraining spring preload 13 G's

For the purpose of integration equation 4 can be written as

5) 6 e

where 4I' 20 herz

Resul-t L)-i ±tiQ Computer- Simulation

The di Iferen idil equdliunl I dind 4 wet ( olved bifulla,,eously erripluyinry d
special pur 19se computer- program for solving ordinary differential equations
called ACSL . The results for test 29 rammed at QE of 300 are shown in
figure 9. In figure 9 three curves are superimposed. These are the axial
sefforward G's (650 G's max.) and the displacement of the centrifugal plunger
pins together with the plunger displacement. To cause initiation of the delay
element the centrifugal pins musht displace 0.095 inches before the pin and
plunger assembly are rammed againsi Ihe plunger support. In figure 9 the
coefficients of friction of both the centrifugal pins, AX , and the plunger
body, 10 , were taken equal to 0.1. The relationship of the plunger assembly
with respect to ihe plunger support is shown in figure 10. The cenirifugal
plnb must release before the plunger moves 0.059 inches. In figure 9 the pins
displace only 0.044 inches before being rammed against the plunger support.

If the G trace were to be multiplied by 1.5 it would peak at 1000 GIs.
Mainlaining the coefficients of friction /4. andMy equal to 0.1 the results of
a simulation are shown in f igure 11. Once again the pins are rammed against the
plunger support before they free the plunger.

The simulation was rerun using the 630 G pulse and the coefficient of
plunger friction was set equal to 0.5. Again the MW delay plunger does not
function. The simulation was repeated with the same coefficients of friction
and a 1000 G pulse. Although the pins displace somewhat further there is
no functioning of the M1 delay.
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However, if the preload on the plunger %,pring is Increased from 13 G's i-o
100 G's the M1 delay will almost function. The main effect of the high
preload is to delay motion of the plunger until the pins release.

A higher preload on the plunger spring (150 G's) allows the pins to clear
the plunger support permitt!ng the plunger to move forward. However, as shown
In figure 12 the plunger does not close the 0.2 inch gap to the firing pin as
the plunger spring is too stiff.

If the conditions of the previous simulation are repeated except that the
peak G's are increased to 2000 G's the M1 plunger assembly will function.
This is shown in figure 13. The peak kinetic energy is over 200 inch ounces
which would initiate the M1 delay element. On the other hand a 2000 G pulse
and a 13 G preload on the plunger causes the pins to jam the plunger.

In conclusion, the race between the plunger and the centrigual pins is won
by the plunger unless the plunger spring stiffness is increased by a factor of
10.

Effect Qf PiungerQ akpý Interference

The question remains to be answered as to whether the M1 delay assembly can
function when the retraction of the centrifugal pins is Interfered with by the
plunger support. The head of the centrifugal pin is undercut by 130 which
produces an additional normal force on the pins. Taking this additional normal
ýciri, into arcc llnt maket thp free hody diagrram two d~me.nsion.! A_ shown in
t igure 14. For convenience the angle of the pin and the angle of the undercut
were both taken as 80 = 150. From this figure the equation of equilibrium can
be read directly.

6b) MX" N~:,~

In these two equations terms of the order of AA have been
neglected. Combining these equations yieids:

7) c' c -c w'G "GrAV (. cra. 4-)

Since all the terms in this equation are negative the pins cannot move.
Only the bal letting force Gr(t) can change sign. Since the two pins are
diametrically opposed, it the bal lotting drives one pin out, it drives the other
pin into engagement with the plunger support.
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KINEMATIC DIAGRAM
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ANID COMPUTER SIMULATION
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ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 2100)-b071

1. INTRODUCTION '"

The imoortance of computer iitru'atiorzs of performance of
complex mechafnical systrnts has lonq been recoginzed. The Army Materiel
Systems Analysis Activity (AM3AA} has deve.ioped an armored vehicle
model for studies of automotive 1.erformance, hit probability estimations,
and relatec parameters. Since gun oynamicz is ýY:c•ri to play an important
role in wcapon accuracy, it was deemed appropriate to replace the rigid
quin tube purtion of the AMSAA iudcl with a relatively simple gun
dynamics model suppilicd by the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL).

In this paper we describe tIhe inte-Irated model, including the
limitations and simplifying 3sTumptions (conrcevnir.q the gun dynamics
portion, and o-esent comucrisons betwoen cumouter simulation output of
muzzle motion with actual rec:orded rr-uzzle motion from a moving vehicle
ove, various types of terrain.

OVERVIEW OF T(4e INlEGRA.TED WEAPON ARr1ORED VEHICLE MODEL (IWAVM)

The gun dynamics model used in the simulation has as its basis
a modeling technique devalcp-ed by Boresi (1). This technique involves
the use -of a fin'te element method to simulate the dynamic response
of the q',l tube to mount motion ann ballistic loading. For the purooses
of the cu. rent computer roXeL, numerous significant changes have been
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made by one of the authors to the original modeling technique. In
particular, the recoil, the interior ballistics, and the mount motion
sections of the model were completely reworked to reflect rncre realistic
conditions.

The original interior ballistics portion of the model used the
so-called standard equations for pressure and projectile acceleration
and travel from Corner (2). These equations suffer from two main diffi-
culties. Namely, the phasing between pressure and acceleration is not
accurate, and an additional inflection point which results in incorrect
curvature near the critical nuzzle exit point. To correct this problem,
the simulation was modified to use actual pressure, acceleration, velocity and
travel curves for particular projectiles.

Figures I through 4 depict the modified and augment Corner
interior ballistic responses for the M392 projectile used in the simulation.
These data curves were obtained by averaging, u.ing ammunition lot acceptance
data. The fact that the interior ballistics were modifiea necessitated
reworking the recoil section of the code, since the interior ballistic
forces drive the recoil mechanism. In this case, the same scaling between
projectile acceleration and recoil acceleratiun was used as in the original
version. The breech is mnodeled es a solid mass with axis offset from the bore
axis.

To accommodate vehicle motion input to the trunnions, the model was
modified to accept time series data, instead of usinq a Fourier expansion
as forced base motion. In this way, actual data recorded from vehicle
road and cross-country tests could be input to the gun dynamics portion of
the model for comparison with response to simulated vehicle motion. This
also allows actual firing data from moving vehicles to be compared with the
simulation. It should be noted that in the current model, only gun tube
motion in the vertical plane is simulated. It is anticipated that
future developments will include a full six-degree-of-freedowd gun dynamics
model, for more realistic simulation.

The gun dynamics model has been run independently of the vehicle
model for verification of its output in terms of response to ballistic
loading. On the basis of available experimental data for comparison, the
model gives an adequate represei.tation of the actual firing dynamics of the
M68 105mm tank cannon. Comparisons of test data with computer runs of
the full simulation show good correlation, especially of muzzle vibration
frequEncies.

The motivation for integrating the Boresi gur dynamics model
into a detailed engineering model/simulation uf an iarmored vehicle sterns
from in analyti(al need to:
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GROFF, WALBERT, DOLCE

a. Characterize/Quantify this error source and it's impact
on weapon system delivery accuracy, especially for dynamic situations
such as firing on the move, and

b. Study possible fire control modifications/algorithms
designed to correct for muzzle flexure induced errors resultirig from
base motion disturbances and interior ballistic efforts. besides enhanc-
ing the delivery accuracy capability of a weapon study, this study has
the potential of increasing target servicing rates by allowing firing
of the weapon under extreme base motion disturbances resulting from
high terrain severity conditions. Figure 5 depicts the functional
block diagram of the "Integrated Weapon Armored Vehicle Model" (IWAVM)
that has been jointly developed by the US Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity and US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory.

The digital computer simulation of an armQred vehicle weapon
system that is being used in the study contains representations of
the vehicle and target motion, suspension characteristics, weapon/turret
servo drives, fire control, sight/reticle servo drives, human gunner
model, human driver performance characteristics and terrain profiles.
Briefly, the basic subroutine modules are:

a. SUBtRUUTINE FiRiT , In whiCh total weights, ineIt.ias, en1,- e •, o

gravity, mass unbalance and scenario conditions for a run are initialized.

b. SUBROUTINE MOTION, which generates the motion of the road
wheel over either an APG Bump Course or Micro Terrain Profile and the
angular motion of the hull on the suspension. In turn it calls SUBROUTINE
BUMP, in which the terrain or APG Stabilization Bump Course is modoled,
and SUBROUTINE SUSPEN, in which the torsion bar, volute springs, suspension
stops, and dampers are described.

c. SUBROUTINE DRIVE, which describes both the elevation and
azimuth stabilization drives to include the analog compensation networks,
hydraulic servo valves, load dynamics, gear box characteristics and sensors.

d. SUBROUTINE GUNNER, in which the human dynamical responses,
decision making, and action and visual thresholds are modeled.

e. SUBROUTINE SIGHT, which simulates the gun-director type
fire control in the elevation sight axis and the driven-reticle model in
the azimuth sight axis.

f. SUBROUTINE RETCON, which simulates the digital control laws
programmed in the ballistic computer for commanding the azimuth reticle
servo.

q. SUBROUTINE OFFSET, which emulates the M1 elevation and azimuth
algorithms for computing the ballistic offsets for the kinetic-energy
and heat rounds.
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GROFF, WALBERT, DOLCE

h. SUBROUTINE TRAJEC, which computes required weapon to target
offsets and takes into account tarqet motion as well as additional
velocity components imparted to the projectile.

i. SUBROUTINE GUNDYN, which simulates the independent weapon
tube flexure responses based on the Boresi model formulations. The
model has been modified to accept vertical and gun tube translational
motion generated at the trunnions by the armored vehicle simulation.

3. SUMMARY

To date the Boresi qun dynamics model has been successfully
integrated with the M1 engineering armored vehicle model and exercised
for various verificaiton/validation scenarios. Figures 6 and 7 depict
actual and simulated power spectral analysis responses for the M68
105mm weapon. The scenario conditions were gravel road (0.5 inch RMS -
Waterways Experimental Station Terrain Severity Criterion) at 15 mph.
Both simulated and actual responses generally exhibit the same resonance
frequency range and amplitude levels.

Further verification and validation work as well as additional
refinements to the model are being pursued prior to application of the
IWAVM simulation. Future work will focus on extending the model to
include the extended 105mm as well as the 1H0mm gun tubes.
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L. INTRODL.JCTION

Since the seventeenth century many people have noticed that
Qut, orojectiles dc not always land on their expected tar-iet.
rAttempts to i mprove gun accuracy are concerned wi th the
sources and mechanisms which cause a given projectile i miact
distribution -R. i- =, iLr..te.

The flight of the projectile to the targ.et can be considered
in three phases:

(a) Interior ballistics - projectile motion within the
barrel.

(b) Intermediate ballistics - projectile launch, propellent
gas blast and, for sub-calibre rounds, sabot separation.

(c) Exterior ballistics - downrange flight and target
impact.

In this paper we will consider the motion of the gun barrel
and its mounting up to projectile launch. The computer programn
FAMAA 34 was Ltsed. This program was written and developed by
The Royal Military College of Science and a paper describing
an earlier version was presented to the Jrd US Army Symposium
,,n Gun Dynami(-s s

2.DESCRIF'TION OF COMFUTER MODEL

[-he mathematical model represents a fle'xible g U C1 barrte
mounted in a rigid body cradle. The cradle is .ole c..:. rotate
aboutt its trunnions, its rotational movement being resi -ted Ly
an elevating gear- stiffness coupled to a slipping clutch ksee
Fi Cure I) The barrel can ha'v.e breech and MuZZ n zissEs
attached to it.

Lopyr-ight C Controller HMSO Lo.ndon
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At the barrel/cradle interface are two identical c'.'lindri,:al
elastic berings of finite length. The hearing positicns and
par-ameters can be varied.

F-lqtre 1 Schematic of the Breech, Barr5_, and Cradle

The theoretical basis cf the model is the Euler-Bernoulli
tndor a Qia breaams. The modesult in g h i to both f 1teuratiol
and ax~ial vibrations. The resulting differential equations
with their boundary conditions are numerically solved using an
implicit finite difference algorithm. The program is now very
user friendly and data files are easily compiled, edited and
recorded.

The algorithm used for the solution of the differential
equatiors is efficient and robust. The method of so0Luti fn was
described in the earlier paper.

.PFARAMETERS INVESTIGATED

in a pre'.ious paper presented to the TTCF KTAb Seccnd Wor'•sh-p
in September 1984 (12 , the predicted effect .of local
stiffening and mass rcŽ,istribution of the gun barrel was
e:ý ami ned. One parameter not e-amined in the ý TA6 paper was
that of cr-adle bearing stiffness.

t 'zhould be emphasized that the gun system parametzrs used in
-is investigation are for illustrative purposes only and dc2

,:ot represent a current tank gun nor any proposed future tank
gun. The effects due to changes in three parameters will be

(a) Gun barrel stiffness
(b) Cradle bearing spacing
(C) Cradle bearing stiffness
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4.CHOICE OF OUTPUT VAFA1BLES

If we intend to produce a 'better' gun we must decide w h:kt

measured criteria we will accept as producing an improvement.

In this paper the vibration and yaw angle of the p,-ojectile

within the- gun barrel will not he considered. althot..tgh some

work in this area does look promising. The as5essment will

simply compare gun muzzle transverse velocity, muzzle slope

and gun cradle rotation.

It could be claimed that a gun system giving a consistentlyi,

high 'gun jump' figure (see Figure 2), would give a ccnstant

bias which could be compensated for within the sighting

system. It should be mentioned, however, that aX gun which .,-

sensitive to small production Variations will probably lead to

variable accuracy whereas a gun which demonstrates a lo1,wer

sensitivety to changes in these parameters would probably he

termed an 'improvement'.

010

FigQure 2 Definition of 'Gun dL'mpj

5. RESULTS

5.1 Gun barrel stiffness

Two gun barrel configurations were examinea and are shown in

o'tline in Figure :.

The first configuration was used to examine the effect of

inserting a more compliant barrel section between the breech

and the forward cradle bearing whilst retaining the same
recoiling mass. The barrels, of course, no longer retain the
same degree of balance.

in almost every case Configuration No.1 is the worst case in

terms of the maeximum disturbance amplitude, although clOse to
shot exit (just over 7ms) , there is often little difference. -:4

comparison of barrel transverse velocity at the muz"zle is
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shown in Fjigure 4z note the difference in the rata-s c+ chsrce
at shot exi"t. A~t C'ms the cradle rotation is AbOUt dctble thast
o$ý the aacond Configuir~ttc-n.

de- 7L.

o f.

5OA4A tAWrM.

EFayc.r. Barrel ConfiCiurAtions

FIQ re A UZ le -a sv rs V locit_.LA_2(i'<rz i /tAile .4ain t o o- h s ltS is c ný m d

2_________ Forar crd~ erigp~t

inrmet figum 1m t2muzzle MTranse rse s Yelocitx.,.-cJ-.--

not exhibit a marked change before shot ex it (see Figure 5J)
The Fmu=zzle slope FigureLs ailso show the ma,2or dif-ferences toZ
C CuLtr atfter shot exit (t'ee Figure 6). The c:radle rotati on 2P

reaches a Ma:;lMUni value earlier as the cradle beairing sp-acing
is i nc~reas d (f r om 9. Sims down to Bins) and the max, 1 r-um
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amp itude is reduceud f rom t 9 mr to C).5 mr. •t s . exit ,

hotqever. the cradle rotation increases with the cradle bearinc

s p a1i r ig S i n ,_c e lar a e r m o m e n t s a r e b e i n g p a s s e d i n tm t t h e

cradle.

1%

SFio~ure 
5 MUZZ l e 7"ransvý .-rma Ve ioc ityC-aph numberiny. d-enotes rradle bearing spaci ng in metres

I,. " o -, i

.
t

Iiur re 6 Muzzle 
Slop er,

CG-aph nuimbei-ing 
eqotes 

cradle 
bearing 

spacing 
in metres

5 . Cr-ad l1e bearir,- .O _ stitfness
A 4 n u m b e r o f c , 'a d l e b e ai r i n g s t i f+ n e s s e s w e r e e :'a,- m i n e dJ b u t 0 171 1 '/

t lhree are shown. T hf, un i ts of bei-ring S •Iffnesis re Ne~ttons
per metre deflection per metre len~gth a+ bearing. Tile fiure •
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o: f 1.0c:IJ Nm/m is often used and thes_ results are ,cmp_•r-..
with .5 1Nm/rm and 5.;9 Nm/m.

Exami nation of the mu: 1le transverse velocity, munzze Sl Ipe
and cradle rotation graphs indicated that the effect of the
softer bearings was small, whereas the effect of the stiffer
beariing was quite noticeable; in particular note the lower
rates cf change with the stiffer bearings. It should be noted
that the stiffer bearings were much stiffer from the standard
Figure than the degree of softening. The results are shcvn in
Figures 7, 8 and 9.

0]

t.6

*t N S)

FiFure 7 MLurle Transverse Yelocity,
Graph numbering denoted cradle bearing stifiness ":-j'g fN,,'m

-- ) ; 9

, S

I.e

I - ", \

I S

Fig,_re :8 Mu~tzz e I '.1 .pte. •.&,_.
iGraph) numbe-i nq dentots cradl e bean ing sti ffnes.s Y: •-rm;,m
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f I

',, I

0 4

Figure 9 Cradle Rotation
Graph numbering denotes cradle bearing stiffness IlQ Nm/rn1-

I.' ~.J ML .' /JI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'f C QkIrLIIM n?

The results are only trute for the combinations of barrel and I

bearing stiffnesses together with the gun balance and bearing.
locations.

The computer model used for this work had linear elastic
bearings with no backlash. The model indicates a substantially
changed response w-th different stiffness cradle bearings. The
program is in the process of incorporating a cradle bearing
model which includes backlash. A paper by Bulman indicates the
possible effects of bearing backlash (3).

rnnce the cradle is considered as a rigid body the oucted
bearing stiffness includes the effective cradle stiffness.

The output variables chosen are not the only variables ti-,at
can be e::',m- mined and some projectiles are known to be sensiti',e
to certain launch conditions. As Powell demonstrates, the
projectile dynamics within the gun barrel can be important
(4).. However, based on our simple criteria the p-efer-red
system would be Configurtation No.2 with the stiffer cradle
bearings.

It is considered that the computer model has improved o•,ur'
appreciation of the dynamic interactions within the "eapon
system and that properly supported by trials results it will
"assist us In producing a more effective weapon system.
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